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FOREWORD
This is the final report of contract NAS 3-17817 entitled "Evacuated Load-Bearing
High Performance Insulation Study." The work was conducted for the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration through the NASA/Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
Ohio, Mr. James R. Barber, Program Manager.
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The Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory conducted the program within the Thermg-
physics Group of the Materials Sciences Laboratory. Key individuals who contributed
to the success of this program and their contributions are as follows:
Mr. George R. Cunnington, Jr.
Mr. Ed Cavey
Mr. A1 Lindahn Jr.
Mr. Carl Jernberg
Mr. Tom Bechdoldt
Mr. William A. Bailey
Mr. Charles L. Hovey
Mr. Charles R. Arnold
- Provided technical consultation plus test program
direction and analysis (Tasks V and VI)
- Analyzed and laid out the forming dies, test
article and Space Tug designs
- Performed the development tests, test article
assembly, test setup, and testing
- Aided in the test setup
- Fabricated the forming dies
- Directed the stretch and hydropress forming
- Supervised the jacket welding
- Gold coated the tank and jacket
Some of the technical data on the microsphere insulation performance and jacket design
concept were developed under Lockheed Independent Technology, Programs prior to
and concurrent with this program. These data include:
• Flat plate conductivity tests of microspheres as a function of temperature,
gas pressure, and compressive load with up to a hundred 1-atmosphere
load cycles
• Development of the microsphere insulation thermal model
v Microsphere gas flow conductance data
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• Gas fluidization method of microsphere transfer (that was demonstrated
on this program)
• Development of and demonstration of the jacket design concept in a fiat panel
configuration (which was repeated on thi_ program with a larger panel)
The results of this program and a complete description of the lightweight, high-
performance microsphere insulation/flexible vacuum jacket system are provided in
this_report.
Richard T. Parmley
Principal Investigator
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ISection 1
SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION
i.1 SUMMARY
A new type of light-weight, vacuum-jacketed, load-bearing cryogenic insulation
system was developed and tested on a i.17-m (46-in.) spherical test tank. The
vacuum jacket consists of 0.08 mm (0.003 in.) thick 321 stainless steel formed into
a wedge design that allows elastic jacket movements as the tank shrinks (cools) or
expands (warms up or is pressurized). Hollow glass spheres, approximately 80 pm
in diameter with a bulk density of 0. 069 g/cc (4.3 lb/ft3), provide the insulating qualities
and one-atmosphere load bearing capability required. This design, fabrication, and
test effort developed the manufacturing methods and engineering data needed to scale
the system to other tank sizes, shapes, and applications.
Specifically, the program demonstrated that thin-w._ll jackets can be formed and
welded to maintain the required vacuum level of .013 Pa yet llex c]astically for
multiple reuses. No significant shifting or breakage cf the microspheres occurred
after 13 simulated Space Tug flight cycles on the test tank and a hundred I-
atmosphere load cycles in a fiat plate calorimeter. The test data were then scaled
to the Space Tug LO 2 and LH 2 tanks, and weight, therm_ performance, payload
performance, and costs were compared with a helium-purged multilayer insulation
system.
The Space Tug thermal performance of the insulation under 1-atmosphere load is
outstanding with a conductivity of 3.8 × 10-3 W/m°K (2.2 x l0 -3 Btu/hr ft°R), 280
to 20°K. tinder no load, the measured thermal conductivity drops to 2.7 × 10 -4
W/m'_K (1.6 × l0 -4 Btu/hr ft°R), 222 to 20°K. Since approximately 80 percent
of the no-load heat transfer is by radiation, significant reductions m conductivity
appear reasonable with design improvements in the insulation.
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4pplicatioas where the low-weight and good thermal pe_-form:mce under vaL'ying
extern_ loads make this system attractive include the Space Tug, Single-Stage-to-
Orbit Shuttle, Lit 2 fueled aircraft, and LNG storage and transportation.
1.2 INTRODUCTION
The next generation of reusable space vehicles, such as the LO2/LH 2 Space Tug, must
perform both within and outside the atmosphere. To prevent condensation of atmos-
pheric gases within the insulation when the tanks are cooled to cryogen temperature,
noncondensible gases such as helium must be substituted for air (helium-purged sys-
tem) or the air must be removed (vacuum-jacketed system).
From an operational simplicity and cost effectiveness viewpoint, vacuum-jacketed
insulation systems are more desirable than gas-purged systems, since the latter must
be purged on the ground, vented during ascent, and repurged during reentry and on
landing for a specified period.
In addition, results of a test program (Ref. 1-1) have shown multilayer systems
must initially be baked out in vacuum and must then be kept h_ either a dry gas or a
vacuum environment at all times to achieve repeatable thermal performance. This
requirement increases the cost, as well as the manufacturing and operational com-
plexity of a gas-purged system, whereas the preconditioning treatment is required
only once for a vacuum-jacketed system.
On the other hand, the major problems associated with a vacuum-jacketed insulation
system arc: (1) maintenance of an adequate vacuum level throughout the life oI the
system and (2) reducing the system weight so it is competitive _ith the gas-purged
system.
Prior attempts at developing a flexible, load-bearing insulation vacuum jacket system
(Refs. 1-2, 1-3) have not been entirely successful because jacket mamrials, constructed
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!of p]astie/mctal foil lamin:ltes, w('r(, ;lll()\v(_(l t() ¢'Xl):m(l :,_lct ('.ontr_(_t in an uneontr,.,i, ,:
J_shion as the Lank dimensions change durini4 cry(_,n fill or tank watchful), Thu re-
sulting three-corner folds alld pinhole leak_ preventc.d obtaining the, required low
pressure of .0013 Pa. In addition, the insulation COml)r¢*ssr_ :1 undc.r lo'td requiring
greater flexure capabil._£y of the jacket ,_nd the multilayer thermal performance de-
graded with load cycling. The high use of plastic materials, both in the jacket, and
in the multilayer insulation system also presents an out-gassing problem. Use ol
inorganic powders does not solve the problem because they pack under load due to their
irregular shape, causing the heat rates to increase.
A new hollow-glass mierospherc load-bearing insulationand flexiblestainless-steel
jacket concept developed on thisprogram overcomes the deficiencies noted for the
previously testedplastic/metal laminate vacuum-jacketed, multilayer-insulation
system concepts. The stainless-steel jacket, formed with a controlled elastic biaxiai
flexdesign as shown in Fig. i-i, permits maintenance of a low insulationpressure
for long periods of time. Use of organic materials in the insulationsystem is kept to
a bare minimum and the n,_tureof the glass microsphere insulationallows itto be
thoroughly vacuum baked out at considerably higher temperatures than is possible ifit
were installed on the aluminum tank first. In a(lditi()n, the ruquired insulation prus-
sure of .013 Pa under no load and 1._ Pa under 1-atmosphere load is one to three
orders of magnitude above that requircd of multilayers (.0013 Pa). The weight of
the system is three times lighter than the most advanced vacuum-jacketed design
demonstrated to date, a free-standing honevcoml) hard shell with _ multilayer insulation
system,and is competitive with a helium-purged, multHay(:r insulati_)n system. It_
outstanding thernml performance under load, low- and high-temperature capability
up to 480°C (900 °F), nonflammability, nonto×ie products in case of a fire, mldtiple
thermal cycling capability without jacM,t leakage, t)r c'hange in thermal purformancc,
and low weight makes the system concept a leading candidat(, for other reusable
applications.
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The major objective of this program is to provide the necessary technology advance-
merits required to demonstrate the design characteristics and thermal performance
of the microsphere insulation/flexible metal vacuum jacket system on a subscale tank
(for reusable space vehicle applications such as the Space Tug).
This major objective can be subdivided into the following secondary objectives;
• Define the optimum design approach and associated analytical techniques
• Demonstrate the manufacturing techniques necessary to fabricate, assemble,
inspect, and repair a subscale system
• Demonstrate the installed thermal performance of the subscale 3ystcm as a
function of boundary temperatures, compressive load, insulation gas pres-
sure, and multiple reuse cycles
• Demonstrate the ability of the subscale system to maintain an adequate vacuum
level, structural integrity, and minimal shifting of the insulation after multiple
reuse cycles
• Provide sufficient data to scale the thermal, weight, payload performance,
manttfacturing, and cost results to full-scale LO 2 and LH 2 ta_g_s of the Space
Tug for direct comparison with a helium-purged multilayer insulation system
defined in Rcf. 1-4.
To achieve these objectives, the program was subdivided into seven tasks which were
performed chronologically.
However, to prevent repetition and provide a logical flow of information fron_ one sec-
tion to another in this report, the Task descriptions are partially rearranged. For
example, the full-scale Space Tug system design and performance numbers developed
in Task I and updated in Task VII (based on the program results) is shown only in its
updated form in Section 7. The goals and environments devel¢,ped in Task I form
Section 2 of this report.
The Task HI subscale test article design (,.Section 3) was moved ahcnd of the Task II
development work that led to the design (Section 4) in order, first, to acqu,xint the
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reader with the basic insulationsystem concept and, second, to provide insight into
why certain types of development work were performed. Tasks V :rodVI were com-
bined intoSection 6 covering all testingof the test article.
Summaries of each task and the section in which they are described in the report
follow:
• Task I: Analysis and Requirements Definition (Sections 2 and__
Weight, thermal performance, payload performance, and inspection and
refurbishment goals are defined for the microsphere/jacket system using
a helium-purged multilayer insulation Space Tug system as the baseline
reference. Operational environments are also established. A preliminary
design of the microsphcre/jacket system is then performed for the Space
Tug LH 2 tank from which information relating to the established goals can
be calculated.
• Task II: System Concept Development (Section 4)
Using the design information developed in Task I, experimental evaluations
with supporting analyses are performed to substantiate key design features.
Some of these major evaluations are:
- Confirmation of the jacket expansion adequacy for compound contoured
surfaces
- Demonstration of adequate insulationthickness control
- Development of jacket joiningand inspection procedures
-Development of localized jacket repair procedures
- Demonstration of jacket and tank low-emittance coating procedures
and properties
--Demonstration of microsphcre insulationprocessing procedures
-Demonstration of a vacuum bakeout mid transfer container for the
microspheres
-Overall demonstration of the system on a Plexiglas hemisphere assembly
(simulating the tank surface), includingjacket expansion, microsphere fill
techniques, microsphere settlingcharacteristics under vibration, and
demonstration of localized repot procedures
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• Task HI: Subscale Test Article Design (Section 3)
Using the results of Tasks I and II, a complete test article design is performed
on the microsphere/jacket system using an available spherical flight-weight,
1.17 m (46-in.) diameter, 2219 aluminum test tank and six filament-wound,
epoxy-fiberglass support struts.
• Task IV: Subscale Test Article Fabrication (Section 5)
The test article designed in Task III is fabricated, leak checked, and func-
tionally checked out prior to start of the testing in Task IV. The fabrication
includes minor modifications to the test tank and installation of test instru-
mentation as the Task proceeds.
• Task V" Environmental Tests (Section 6)
Using the test article fabricated and instrumented in Task IV and a Test Plan
prepared in this Task, 19 flight cycles are performed, each cycle simulating
cryogen loading on the ground, ascent (chamber evacuation), orbit (boiloff plus
propellant drain), reentry (chamber backfill with GN2_, and landing and stor-
age (warmup to ambient temperatures). Thermal per._brmance under both
ground-hold and space-hold conditions are performed periodically to determine
the effect of the flight cycles on thermal performance. Because of accident_
jacket damage due to operator error, the test program was terminated follow-
ing 13 flight cycles.
• Task VI: Operational Tests (Section 6)
A series of tests define (1) the effect of low nitrogen gas pressure (simulating
air in-leakage) and (2) the effects of increasing compressive load on overall
heat-transfer rates,
• Task VII: Analysis and Design of Full-Scale System (Section 7}
After reviewing the results of Tasks I through VI, the preliminary insulation
design prepared in Task I for the full-scale LH 2 tank is updated and ,_ design
is also prepared for the full-scale LO 2 tank. Sufficient weight, costs, and
payload performance numbers are c,-dculated to allow a direct comparison
with the Space Tug helium-purged multilayer insulation system. A manu-
facturing plan is provided.
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A helium-purged multilayer insulation system is currently defined as the baseline
choice for the cryogenic Space Tug. Since the vacuum jacketed microsphere insula-
tion system developed on this program is a candidate to replace the purge system, a
series of goals was established using the purge system design given in llcf. 1-4 as a
baseline reference. The performance numbers for the vacuum jacketed microsphere
insulation system are compared later in Section 7 with tilegoals established at the
begiflaing of the program. In addition, the environments in which the insulation system
must operate were established for use as design criteria.
2.1 GOALS
Using the Option 2 Cryogenic Space Tug design (Ilel. I-4) shown in Fig. 2-I and de-
fined in Table 2-i, a series of weight, thermal, payload, and inspection and refur-
bishment goals were established,
The _2ight goal is shown in Table 2-2. The fuel and oxidizer insulation weights, purge
system weights, and helium weights were taken directly from Rcf. i-;]. The helium
bottle weights were obtained by ratioing the helium required for purge to the total
helium onboard the Shuttle and multiplying this ratio times the b _ttle weight listed in
Ref. 1-4. Gaseous oxygen is vented during ascent, but no venting occurs during orbit.
The vented LI12 was calculated by integrating a transit,at heat flux cu_'\'e in l lef. 1-4.
from liftoff to orbit equilibrium and adding ,m the orbit t,quililJrium heat-flux valu(,s for
the remaindcr of the 163-hour mission,
The integrated propellant heating go_d fr()m liftoffto l{i;._hours shown in Tal)Ic 2-'2 wa_
calculated using the technique described abov(_ fo)' LIt,_ b(_iioff. 'Fhc Syn.-Eq. payh)ad
capability goals shown in the Table were taken directly frmn llef. 1-.t.
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Table 2-1
DESIGN DATA FOR THE REFERENCE
CRYOGENIC SPACE TUG (TAKEN FROM REF. 1-4)
Tankage LO 2 Tank LH 2 Tank
2219-T87 A1 2219-T87 A1Material
Dimensions
Q
Q
Diameter, m (ft)
Length, m (ft)
Cylinder Length, m (ft)
Bulkhead Ratio
Capacity, m 3 (ft 3)
Surface Area, m2(ft 2)
Upper Access Cover Diameter (a), m (ft)
Lower Access Cover Diameter (a), m (ft)
3. 683 (12.08)
3. 094 (10.15)
o. 053 (0.17)
1.38
19.81 (699.6)
36.05 (388.0)
0.91 (2.99)
4. 166 (13.67)
5. 464 (17.93)
2. 445 (8.02)
1.38
60.75 (2145.5)
76.84 (827.1)
0.91 (2.99)
0.64 (2.i0)
Stainless Steel Plumbing ID, re(in.) LO 2 Tank LH 2 Tank
Pressurization (a)
Fill/Drain/Abort
Feed (a)
o. 01 (0.4) o. 01
o. 13 (5.1) o. 15
o. 06 (2.4) o. 06
(0.4)
(5.9)
(2.4)
Ground Vent
Zero-g Vent (a)
o.os (3.2)
o.Ol (o.4)
0.08 (3.2)
0.01 (0.4)
Fiberglass Strut Data 1/)2 Tank LH 2 Tank
.... . L -,
Number 24
Effective length x Diameter (b), m (ft) 0.38 x 0.0:38
(1.25 x 0.12)
6 x 10-4
(0.024)
Wall (b) , m (in.)
6 upper
12 lower
0.23 x 0.025
(0.75 x 0.08)
6 x 10 -4
(0. 024)
a. Sealed from drawings.
b. Estimated values.
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Table 2-2
PERFORMANCE GOALS
Weight Goal _ 180.9 k_ (39_
Item
Fuel Tank Insulation
Oxid_er Tank Insulation
Purge System (Tug)
Purge System (Shuttle Bay)
lie
Bottles
Boiloff (163-hr Mission)
LO 2
LH 2
.8 lb) .
Weight. kg (Ib)
3:}.0 (8(;.o)
18.6 (41.o)
92.1 (203)
P_2 rfo l"nl allg e
Partial
0
65. i (143.5) 0.3(,}
Pro rated
Burnout Weight
kg (Ib)
39. o (86.0)
18.6 (41. (})
92.1 (203)
o
2r. 4 (56.0)
18(. 9 (398.8)
Propellant Heating Goal (163-hr mission)
Item
i......
LO 2 Tank
LH 2 Tank
InteKrated Propellant Heating
(W. }u;) (Btu)
4, -i,i0 (<-15,154)
11,559 Before Venting (:39,450)
8, 014 (_27. 352)
Payload Goal
Item Syn.-Eq. Payload Capability, kg (lb)
Deployment
Retrieval
Round T r ip
>-3,597 (:--7. 930)
-2,260 (e4,982)
_-1,37o (--3,020)
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The inspection mid refurbishment goals that follow were also taken from Ref. 1-4.
• Monitor boiloff during ground hold and pressure rise during orbit
• Visually inspect system after each flight
• Leak test system after each flight
• Functionally test system after each flight
• No scheduled replacements for 19 flights
2.2 ENVIRONMENTS
The induced environ_,v-cnts the Space Tug vacuum jacket/microsphere system will
experience both within the Shuttle bay and deployed in orbit include vibration, acoustic
exposure, shock, thermal and pressure transients, and acceleration. These environ-
ments affect the vacuum jacket/microsphere system design in different ways.
For example, vibrations (Fig. 2-2) cause the microspheres to settle and approach
their maximum solid packing fraction, 6s = 0.7, when accelerated with essentially
no atmospheric pressure load on the vacuum jacket. (The microspheres are vibrated
during the initial fill to control this settling.) Vibration, acoustic, and shock environ-
ments could conceivably break the glass microspheres. (Prior tests show no breakage
occurred when the microspheres were exposed to an overall sound pressure level of
144 dB. The shuttle cargo bay level is 145 dB as shown in Fig. 2-3.
The temperature and pressure environments (Fig. 2-4) and acceleration environments
(Fig. 2-5) affect the structural design of the vacuum jacket and the jacket support as
well as the thermal performance of the microspheres.
The atmospheric pressure in the cargo bay shown in Fig. 2-4 initially compresses
(supports) the jacket during the early portion of flight (~110 s); other mr_ans oF jacket
support are required for the last 350 s of ascent flight plus the first 700 s of reentry
flight.
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The 367°K (660°R) upper limit during post-landing shown in Fig. 2-4 affects material
selection and the preconditioning temperatures required to outgas the system.
Note the maximum Tug acceleration level in orbit of 3.17 g due to main engine firings
(Fig. 2-5) does not exceed the maximum acceleration level of the Shuttle, 3.0 + 0.3 g.
ACS thruster firings have such short pulse duration as to be negligible from a heat-
transfer point of view. The higher acceleration levels associated with the Tug main
engine firings have a negligible effect on the microsphere heat inputs to the propellant
tanks due to (1) the relatively short time durations and (2) the higher acceleration
levels that occur only when the propellants are nearAy depleted.
The requirements of the type listedabove (resultingfrom the induced-enviromr.ents)
have been accounted for in the jacket/microsphere design developed in this program.
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Section 3
SUBSCALE TEST ARTICLE DESIGN
The design of the biaxial flex, stainless-steel vacuum jacket, and load-bearing
microsphere insulation system was based on the environmental requirements provided
in Section 2 a_.d the system concept development results described in Section 4.
The finished test article that was built to the design drawings in Fig. 3-1 was shown
previously in Fig. 1-1. It consists of an aluminum tank, six fiberglass tank supports,
pallet, stainless-steel vacuum jacket, vacuum jacket spring/Kevlar standoffs,
microsphere insulation, associated plumbing, and test instrumentation.
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The flight-weight sphc_:ical 2219 aluminum test tank, 117.1 cm (46.12 in.) in dianmtur,
is supported by three pairs (six struts total) of filament-wound glass fiber/epoxy
struts. The struts arc attached to an aluminum pallet; the pallet simulates the hard
attach points of the Space "lug outer load carrying shell and also provides a con-
venient interface for mow_ting or transport of the test article.
The tank is enclosed within a 0.08 mm (0. 003 in.) thick, formed 321 stainless steel
jacket. Staggered vertical and horizontal expansion wedges allow the jacket to stretch
or compress elastically when the aluminum tank dimensions change (due to cryogen
fill, warmup, or pressurization). Diagonal polar cap wedges provide the necessary
transition between the biaxially flexing jacket and the rigid polar cap regions. In
between the wedges, the jacket is stiffened with formcd "X" or "Y" shaped stiffeners.
The jacket is made in two halves, each hemisphere consisting of nine gore pancls
and one polar cap panel welded together as shown in Fig. 3-2. The final soldered
closure joint is a combination flange and overlap design. The jacket is installed
in a stretched condition and supported off the tank by 165 low-heat-leak spring/Kevlar
assemblies shown in Fig. 3-3. The assemblies are epoxy bonded to the tank ,and
soldered to the jacket.
The six fiberglass support struts are enclosed in stainless-steel vacuum jacket sleeves
(Fig. 3-4) that can sustain a 1-at-mosph_re compressive load ansupported. A 0.13-ram
(0.005-in.) thick stainless steel diaphragm seals off the warm end of the strut, permit-
ting differential movement between the strut and the strut jacket sleeve during cryogen
cooldown. A low-heat-leak '_icycle-_h_ei"-type spacer near the cold end of the
strut (Fig. 3-4) keeps the strut centered in the strut cover. The "spokcs" are Kevlar
filaments.
The outer surface of the tank and the inner surface of the vacuum jacket are coated
with a 0. 015-mm (0. 0006-in.) epoxy coat followed by a 1000-A iow-cmJttance gold
coating to reduce radiation heat transfer. The annulus between the tsnk ,_nd the
vacuum jacket is filled with uncoated, hollow-glass processed microsphcrc insulation.
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Concentric fill and vent lines (items 9 and 5), thermally guarded with a wrap around
LN 2 heat-exchanger tube (item 8}, enter the tank through a top-mounted access
cover as shown in Fig. 3-5 (using an aluminum to stainless steel transition joint,
item 27). A line for monitoring/controlllng tank pressure (item 46) exits through
the side of the vent line. The tank cover, with a 20.3-cm (8-in.) diameter opening
into the tank, is sealed with a metal gasketed Conoseal flange joint. The inner fill line
extends to near the tank bottom, and is protected by a perforated tube. The tank is filled
with 41-kg (90-1b) of coarse aluminum wool to acheive isothermal conditions during
heat-transfer tests. A vacuum pumping and sealoff port (item 11) and a micro-
sphere fill port (item 18) are also mounted near the plumbing penetrations on the
vacuum jacket.
The vacuum pumping' port allows the insulation to be either evacuated or back-filled
with a dry gas and then sealed, d,pending on the desired test sequence. Note the 5-#m,
16.8-cm (6.6-in.) diameter screen that permits evacuation yet contains the microspheres.
The microsphere fflI port allows the insulation annulus to be filled initially with
microspheres. Transfer is accomplished through a transparent plastic line from
the vacuum bakeout and transfer apparatus by a gas fluidizing technique. Gas is
vented out the bottom of the vacuum jacket.
Ports for measuring insulation pressure both at the top and the bottom of the jacket
are available as shown in Figs. 3-5 and 3-6. The temperature and liquid level sensor
leads, internal to the aluminum tank (platinum resistance thermometers, thermocouples,
and carbon resistors}, are brought out through an epoxy-potted connection through the
side of the vent tube.
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!Section 4
SYSTI,;M CONC[.:PT DI,:VI::LOPMI.:NT
The test article described in Section 3 resulted from development work performed both
on the stainless-steel vacuum jacket and the load-beat'ing microsphere insulation.
This Section describes the work performed to develop the vacuum jacket and process
the microsphere insulation. A summary of microsphere insulation physical and thermal
properties concludes this Section.
4.1 VACUUM-JACKET DEVELOPMENT
To provide a sound engineering basis for designing, fabricating, and assembling the
vacuum jacket on the test tank, development work was undertaken in the following areas:
• Flexure characteristics of flat jacket panels
• Effect of wedge angle on jacket flexure
. Jacket joining
• Jacket repair
• Prototype jacket hemisphere forming, joining, and leak checking
• Flexure characteristics of the jacket hemisphere (as opposed to fiat panels)
• Development of jacket/tank standoffs
• Properties of gold coatings on the tank and jacket
This section provides the details _nd recommcn(l(,d appro:_eh¢.,_ dccivcd from the work
performed.
4.1.1 Flat Panel Vacuum Jacket Flexure Tests
Using an existing fiatmetal die with expansion wedges f,-on,a previous in-house pro-
gram (Fig. 4-i), three plaster casts were made ft'_,m'h('die. These casts were joined
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Fig. 4-i Flat Male Metal Die for Vacuum Jacket Forming
together to form a square mold 0.61 m (24 in,) on a side. A polyurethane/fiberglass
male die was cast from the plaster mold.
The 0.008-cm (.003-in.) thick 321 annealed st_tizfless-steelsheet was precision sheared
intoa square and placed over the forming die. The sheet was approximately 2.5 em
(1 in.)snmllcr than the dic to prevent trapping the sheet around the edges during fo;n_
ing. An oilud adiprcnc =h,'.etvv'asplaced over the top of the stainless steel sheet on the
Verson-Wheclon hydrcorcss. The part formed to the fulldesign depth at 2.06 x 107
N/m 2 (3000 psi) _ith excellent bead definitionaroLmd the wedgc/12at area intersection
and over the wedge ridge. Thu sheet was stiffenedgreatly in the plane of the sheet
after forming, and no splittingof the metal occurred. (Initialsamples that had been
hand sheared did splitin a couple of places near the edge; apparently the sheared edge
rolledover slightlyand was trapped during the forming process, preventing drawing
ill Of the sheet during forming. )
The dic collaps_,d inward slightly (Itl/'irl:_ forming about O. 04 cm (0.02 in. ) over an
area of it) by 15 cm (4 by (i in.), appar,mtly whct'c there was :t w)id in the dic. Also,
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the surface finish of the die was rough, imparting surface imperfections in the form,,_,
parts. Because of these impcrfectinns in the panel, the tip of each w(_dg,, did not alway_
touch the adjacent wedge 90 deg to it. This fiat are:, was measured at :32 locations oil
the panel h_ the area where expression measurements were being made: the average
fiat area length was 0.18 cm (0.07 in.).
The test setup shown in Fig. 4-2 was assembled to biaxially stretch two vacuum-jacket
test panels of the type shown in Fig. 4-3. The biaxial loads were applied at seven re-
in.forced points along each of the four sides u_ing a whiffle tree arrangement as shown
in Fig. 4-3. Load cells in both the horizontal and vertical axes were commcted to thL_
whiffle tree attach points and the loads were recorded on an X-Y plotter accurate to
±2%. Equal expansion loads were applied separately to each axis using two hand-
actuated hydraulic rams. The measured load was ex'pressed as a load/unit width applied
in each axis (the loads were equal in all eases). The unit width of 50.8 cm (20 in. ) is
five "squares" on each edge as shown in Fig. 4-3. This conservative approach is used
since the effect of the half "squares" around the edges was not knox_m at that time;
consequently, the reported force/unit width values are slightly higher than if the ftdl
panel widLh v,'due was used in the calculati¢ms.
The expansion of the panel was measured in three directions vertically and three hori-
zontally. A center hole micrometer, accurate to 0. 005 cm (0. 002 in.) was fitted with
special needle tips 0.033 cm (0. 013 in.) in diameter. Holes of the same diameter were
drilled in the nine center squares to act as reference points for expansion measurements.
Earlier tests recorded the panel expansion by painting the panel black and bonding white
clots in the nine center squares. The expansion was recorded photographically and the,
distance between the dots measured on the negatives using a shadowgraph viewer. When
it was fotmd that the panel tended to bow toward the camera during expansion changing
the "scale" on the negatives in the test series, tills method of measurement was dis-
continued and the direct measurement method described above was substituted. All
data that were taken by the photograplfic technique and are repo,'ted here have a correc-
tion factor was derived from reference points (if known spacing on the panel that did not
ehalvge di_ncnsi_ms during the expansion tests.
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Fig. 4-2 Bimxial Stretch Test Apparatxls
Fig. 4-3 l_i_cxial 1.:xl_m_sion Test Panel
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The results of the elastic limit tests are shown in Fig. 4-4. The load wns applied,
.'rod released, and then a higher load applied. Each point shown is an average of six
data points, three horizontal ,and three vertic_d, using tile direct measurement
technique. (These measurements were initially t_fl_en photographically and the test
repeated using direct measurements.) Note that at > 0.56 percent expansion, the
panel did not return to its original dimensions under a no-load condition. However,
at even the highest loads applied, there was no visible evidence of panel deformation.
Also note the good agreement between the data from two separate test pmnels.
Since the panels expanded well even with the flat areas at the wedge tips, the effective
width of this flat area was increased by bonding 0.48 cm (0.19 in.) strips of 0. 008 em
(. 003 in.) stainless steel across the tips of all wedges on the Flat side of one panel. The
test results show that the panels expand along the same stress-strain slope as pre-
viously, but the elastic/plastic transition point is lowered to 0.4 percent as shown in
Fig. 4-5. These expansion data were recorded photographically and corrected to
account for the panel bulging.
The results of these tests led to three very significant conclusions. First, a small
flat area at the tip of a wedge can be used for joining gore panels together in a zig-zag
overlap pattelm and a combination flange/overlap flange joint can be used for the final
closta'e as shown in Fig 4-6.
No joining up over wedges is rc<tuired and no further expansion panel tests with sample
joints are needed since the slope of the stress-strain curve is independent of the leng*h
of the flat area at the wedge tip (over the range tested). These designs simplify jacket
joining procedures.
Second, itis no longer rc_luiredto match expansion wedges very accurately at gore
joints. Consequently, the very tightdimensional tolerances thought to be required for
the contoured forming dies can be relaxed.
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Fig 4-6 Joint Designs
Third, the imperfections present in the test panels due to imperfections in the forming
die have no discernible effect on the panel's expansion capability. This conclusion was
reached by comparing the six individual measurements at each load. All six measure-
ments followed the same trend and no connection between a local imperfection and panel
expansion could be found. Therefore, a jacket thaLis dented accidentally (to a level
consistent with the tested panels) will require no repair in futurelarge-scale systems
as long as the jacket does not leak.
4. i.2 Minimum Wedge Angle Tests
During a normal Space Tug flight cycle for this ilzsulation system, the tank contracts
as it coo]s to cryogen temperature, and the evacuated jacket moves inward because of
the 1-atmosphere compressive load. Microspheres partially flow out of the wedges at
this time (since thc wedges close slightly) and into the insulation bulk. Once in space,
the atmospheric load is removed and the microsphercs can redistribute themselves
back into the unstressed, expanded wedges prior to reentry and reapplication of the 1-
atmosphere load. IIowcver, if the evacuated insulation system is cycled thermally on
!
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!the ground, tim migration of a portion of the microspheres back into the wedges is
opposed by the 1-atmosphere load. This situation represents :_ series of ground tests
where the tank is cycled between ambient and cryogenic temperature.
A special test apparatus shown in Fig. 4-7 was fabricated to determine the effect the
wedge angle has on the ability of microsphercs to redistribute themselves during this
thermal cycling under a 1-atmosphere load. The microspheres arc evacuatc<l and the
dimension across each of the three triangular expansion sections (with initial angles of
58, 42, and 28 deg) is measured at three reference points to within 0.003 cm (0.001 in.) .
A formed 64-deg wedge is also attached to the jacket using a silicone rubber sheet
intermediary strip. The measurements arc repeated when the aluminum can is cooled
to LN 2 temperature and then warmed to ambient temperature. This thermal cycle is
performed four times,
The delta change in the gradual closing of the triangular sections (due to redistributiolt
of microspheres) both at ambient temperature and at LN 2 temperature was measured.
When these data are plotted on a net change basis, the results show there is not a sig-
nificant difference between the three angles tested as shown in Fig. 4-8. Also, no
permanent deformation was noted visually on the wedge or on the three triangular test
angles. Consequently, a narrower wedge angle was chosen for the contoured forming
dies to extend the elastic range of the jacket (as discussed later in this Section). Other
considerations on wedge angle choice include forming limitations and draft angle effect
on removing the formed part from the die. Based on these considerations, a wedge
angle of 30 deg was selected for the contoured forming dies for the test article.
4.1.3 Resistance Seam Weld Development
The selection of the overlap, zig-zag joint for gore panels and the polar cap which
bypasses the expansion wedges simplifies the joining requirements and allows the use
of a resistance seam weld technique. The resistance weld process is highly control-
lable and requires no flux, and a specified narrow weld width can be maintained
accurately.
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The resistance-weld process is particularly suitable for the j_)ining of gore sections
and the polar cap because the necessary _.c('ess to hnth surl'ac_.s is availal)]c, and the
0. ;iS em (0.15 in.) overlap of the panels in fiat nYuns (::_n t)(. c(_ntroli(,d by prv-t_qmmin%
the parts to a standard template. The overl:tp in th(, llatt nrun n r()und the, w(,_lg( til_,
is reduced to 0.25 em (0.10 in.) for greater flexalre capability of the jacket.
Tim welding is accomplished on a 50 kVA 8eiaky seam w(d(h,r (Fig. 4-!)) using 7. Gem
(3 in. ) diameter copper wheels on both sides with a,)t)roxim.at(,ly a (). 25 cm ((). 1 in. )
fnce width. The seam weld is approximately (). 2 c.m (0. ()8 in. I wide. Th(' fusiun
zone is continuous and uniform, and the 24 pitch (2.i individual overlapping welds per
inch) produces a solid weld nugget that (.msur(,s v:tcuum integrity. The panels are
x,al)()t" degt'cased prior to the welding.
To determine the vacuum integrity of the s('lectud overlap r(,8i,_tatncu-suam-wu, ld
technique, two square pieces of 321 stainless steel 35 em (1.t in.) on a .>id(, and 0.0(),_
cm {().003 in.) thick were spot welded togcthul atapproxim:ttely l.:l cm (n.5 in.)
intervals :l_'uund the edge. A eontinum_s se:_m wt,l:l 1.5 m (7,. u |i) l_)ng wa_ tht.n m;uh,
a_ shown ill Fig. 4-10. The sheets are sep,'.lratu(l by a coarse screen to I)l't)vidt' fill
c,v'tc'.uation path to tlm centrally located tul.'.
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Fig. 4-16 Leak Check Test panel
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Tlm inter'lot of the pnnel was cw't(:oatc:(l "Jnd tht: j()int.q hc:limn lt_ak-c_h(,ckf,d with a
Mod(,l !)25 lh,lium Mass Spectromc:t(,)' s('msitiv(' to 2 >" I0 -8 (,c:/s. N() h,'d_:_ w('r(,
(h'tected wht'n the joints wee(: flo()(lc,d with b(,li,.))n. The. vt,s_)lts of th(,s(, t(,st.s ,_l_ow
both the joining tcchniqut: and i h(: basic 0.0()_ cz)_ ((). ()():} i)_, ) staini(:s_-;st,_,.,. !)'nwl
provides a vacuum-tight system. The lenI4'th ()f th(' j_)int tc,st('d is 7 p(,)c(,nt of the
total length oi the joints in the 1.19 m (47 in.) clittmeter test-tank jaek(,t.
4.1.4 Jacket Final Clo_ure Development
The jacket final closure occurs after the two individual jae.ket hemispheres hart,
been leak-checked and coated on the inside surface with a 0.01 mm (0. 000G in.)
o
coat of epoxy and 1000 A of gold. (Joints and solder coated surfaces are nmsked
prior to this coating. ) The limitations on ,.,,e j.q,ln]ng methods that can be used on
this combination flange and overlap closure at'(: as follows:
• The epoxy coating can withstand up to ~205_C (400"F) for a short period of
time in an inert atmosphere.
• No corrosive fumes can be allowed to enb'r the vacuum .}acket interior.
The final closure design selected for the test article ('_)nsists of :) ('()mbination o[
solctered flanges and overlaps as shown in Fig..i-11.
To obtain better wetting of the solder on the stainless st('c'l at the final closure ov(,r-
lap joint and around the strut assemblies, the area is brush plated with a nickel strik('
followed by successive coats of copper 0. t)().i mm (0.00()15 in. ) and tin 0. 003 mm
(0.0t)01 in.) per Mil A b65. The joints are then coated with solder. The flanges
were solder coated using 157 flux (bef()rc. the pretinning technique was tried), l,at(,r
w.'_rk shows the pretinning mcth()d l)r()vi(h,.s l)('tte)' w_.ttin_ action :_n(l _,liminates the
use(_fc()rrosive 157 flux, which can cause corrosion pits to form in the jacket.
To as_t, ml)ic, thc_ two wtcuu m jacket ht, m ispht, l',,s, th(' [hinges a r(, )whl t()gethe r with
spring cla)nps and spot w¢,hh:d ev(_)'._ (). (i em ((). 27, in. ') :)t the ))as(_ of th(' l'Lallg(, and
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every 1.3 cm (0.._" in.) at the top of the flange. Tile ,verl'_p j(_intsare then _(_'m,,,.c,"•
by prehe'_ting the specially designed s()l(le)'ing l,),.d .-_h()wn in Fi',4. t--12 to app)'_)xi
mately 250°C (,t82°F). The individual beryllium-cot)Per "fu()t-pri__ts" adjust to the
spherical overlap jacko.t surface because of the "U" sh:tped spring design. The
soldering tool is mounted off the wooden ring shown in Fig. 4-13 and pressed securely
against the surface by adjusting the screw _h(_wn. (The jacket is supported by o
Teflon disk placed between the tank and the jacket. ) The thermostatically controlled
heater is left on for 15 to 20 s and then turned off. The tool is cooled with an air
blower until the temperature reaches approximately 60°C (140 ° F), at which time
("30 s) it is removed.
The second special copper soldering tool (sh,_wn i_n Fig. 4-14) i_ preheated to 290°C
(554 ° F), using a thermostatically er)ntrolled heater, then clamped over the flanges
as shown in Fig. 4-15. After 5 to 10 s when the solder flows out of the joint.the
heater is turned off and the tool cooled with an air blower to 60°C (140 ° F) in about
45 s.
Random leaks developed in the flanges, at the flange/overlap intersection, and in the
overlaps. Repairs in the overlap were m_rt,., using :t ],,)wcr m(_lting (_2(1-t_C or -IIl(_*'F)
50-50 Pb-Sn solder and soldering iron with n rosin fltux Ln I,)rm a solder [illet (,.:.,_.c
the joint. (The lower melting solder prevents the joint from opening.) The flange
overlap intersection leaks were sealed by placing a small (). o5 mm (0. 002 in.) thick
copper strip around the end of the flange and soldering it m'mually using the 5(I-50
solder and rosin flux. The flange leaks were repaired by f_,rminv a "'U" shaped cap
of solder coated copper foil 0.05 mr,_ U). (1(_2 in.) thick and placing it over the top ol
the pretinned flange using rosin flux. The copper is ti_en :_,:Jdered to the flange using
the pre-heated clamping tool described nbrwe. S(mw pmh_;h: leaks were also i'.und
where the flanges were spot welded t_Jgethcr. Th_.._(: ie:_ks ('an ix, el()st'd by pre-
tinning the area and solderLng with 50-5() s_)hter and rosin flux or cleaning tht_ area
t_) the bare metal and covering the pinhol.s with 1.2pibond 123/9615-10 epoxy adhesive.
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Experience with the test jacket final closure joint assembly shows soldering is a dil'ii
cult process to control and repair when an active (corrosive) flux c_]not bc used,
Even when using a noncorrosive rosin flux, the tank and jacket has to be vacuum
baked prior to filling with microsphcres (because of residual rosin inside the jacket)
to reduce the outgassing load to an acceptable level.
Consequently, it is recommended in any future work that the final closure joint be
resistance seam welded using the design shown in Fig. 4-16.
TAC K WELDED
ASSEMBLY
ID FLANGE
_ I_WELDED
_OV ERLA P
A-A
WELDED
B-B
-\
/," I/ i}
S' jj
OVERLAP JOINT
\
B '_x
%%
\_ HOLE /; \\
Fig. 4-16 Welded Final Closure Joint DesJbm
The joint is a continuous overlap seam, The two jacket halves arc held in place during
the welding by clamping the assembly flanges together and tack welding them. (These
flanges arc not the seal.)
A spcci_ly desig_md air-cooled welder head with c(,ppur wheels on the ends of a
scissors-t_q_c clamp is inserted through the access holes and the overlap wchl is
made in the same manner as gore joints - i.e., tack weld then seam weld, Suitable
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clamping pressure is accomplished pncunmtically. 'llm weld is leak checked by press-
uring with helium and sniffing with a mass spectrometer. (The access holes are plugged
with rubber stoppers.) When the joint is leak tight, the access hole covers are resist-
ancc welded into place and leak checked. The access hole welds increase the total length
of welded joints on the test article jacket by 15_X>.
4.1.5 Jacket Repair Methods
Type of Repair
In-Process Overlap Joint Leak
The following recommended jacket repair methods have been demonstrated to be
vacuum leak tight following 30 thermal shock cycles (direct liquid nitrogen immer-
sion followed by rapid warming to ambient temperature using a hot air gun).
Recommended
Method
Rewcld with 50 kVA Sciaky re-
sistance seam wckler
In-Process Puncture i[cweld lenticular patch of
0.08 mm (0.003 in.) 321 stainloss
steel over hole.
In-service overlap joint leak, or
puncture in flat or flex areas.
Apply CREST 7.t50A and B poly-
ut'ethanc adhesive to ch, ancd
:tt'_."t. Allow to CUI.'O got' 2.t ll()tlt'S
:It ambit, nt tompet'atul'e, l)(md
I). 005 cm (0.002 in.) _t;_inh'ss
stpvl patch it' hole is hu'ge.
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4.1.6 Preliminary hmulation Thickness Optimization
To obtain the same magnitude of heat flux for the test tank as for the full-scare LH 2
tank on the Space _g, an insulation thickness optimization was performed on the
Tug hydrogen tank. The optimum thickness occurs when the insulation weight equals
the prorated boiloff weight [(aWI/DWBo) = 0.39] for a 163-hour mission. Using
the thermal conductivity model from section 4,3 for uncoated microspheres with gold
boundaries at T H = 2220K (4000R) and T C = 21°K (370R), the 5op t = 1.32 cm
(0.52 in.).
4.1.7 Deflection Requirements of the Test Tank Vacuum Jacket
Thermal analyses show the average temperature of a Space Tug LH 2 tank vacuum
jacket during ground hold will be on the order of 280°K (504°R) while the space
operating and initial reentry temperature extremes are 261 to 167°K (470 to 300°R).
Comsequentl_y, if the vacuum jacket is designed and installed so its unstressed condi-
tion is at a temperature higher than any listed above, the jacket will always apply a
slight compressive load on the microspheres at any lower temperature from ground
hold through orbit flight and reentry into the atmosphere. This compressive load
will eliminate any voids in the insulation minimizing migration of microspheres
under flight loads when the Tug is outside the atmosphere.
Since the spring/Kevlar attachments hold the jacket standoff distance nearly constant
at the attach points, independent of vacuum jacket temperature changes, the com-
pressive load applied on the microspheres between the attachments depends on how
much the jacket "bows" inward between the spring/Kevlar attachments as the jacket
tempcL'ature drops. Results from later hemisphere expansion tests show that the
"bowing _' inward and resultant compressive load on the microspheres is minimal
and has only a small effect on insulation heat transfer over the orbit temperature
range of the jacket.
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qUsing thisdesign concept for the test tank, the expansion requirements for the vacuum
jacket arc calculated as follows. The average membrane outcr radius of the test
tank is:
Ambient temperature radius:
LN 2 temperature radius:
58.57 cm (23.06 in.)
58,36 cm (22.98 in.)
A0.21 cm ( 0.08 in.)
(LN 2 temperature was selected for these calculations since all thermal performance
tests will be conducted at this temperature; however, the jacket is also designed to
flex further if the tank is cooled to LH 2 temperature. )
Selecting a non.stressed jacket temperature of 294°K (530 °R), a AT of 14°K (25 ° R)
above the highest operating jacket temperature on the ground, in orbit, or during
initial reentry, the ambient temperature jacket dimension is:
Tank radius at LN 2 temperature:
Optimized insulation thickness:
Jacket radius at ambient temperature:
58.36 cm (22.98 in.)
1.33cm ( 0.52 in.)
59.69 cm (23.50 in.)
By holding this thickness constant with the spring/Kevlar attachments, the jacket
radius is increased to the following value when the entire assembly warms up to
ambient temperature.
Tank radius at ambient temperature: 58.57 cm (23.06 in. )
Insulation thickness: 1.33 cm ( 0.52 in.)
Expanded jacket radius, ambient
temperature: 59.90 cm (23.58 in.)
Therefore, the jacket n{ust expand
100(59.90-59.69 )7o9:-6 = o. 35%
Since the maximum jacket radius movement due to the aluminum tank cooling from
ambient to cryogenic temperature is
0.39_7o (tank at LN 2 temperature)
0.42 _'o (tank at LH 2 temperature)
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The jacket must also contract
= 0.04% (tank at LN 2 temperature)
= 0.07'_ (tank at LH 2 temperature)
4. I.8 Contoured Forming Dies
Design Procedure. The prior analyses and development work establislmd the follow-
ing requirements for designing the vacuum jacket expansion wedges:
Wedge angle:
Max. elastic expansion requirement:
Max. elastic contraction requirement:
Unstressed jacket radius at ambient temperature:
Flat area at wedge tips for overlap joints:
Flat area to wedge tip final closure joint:
30 deg
o. 35%
-0.07l_,
0. 597 m (23,500 in.)
0.18 cm (0, 07 in,)
0.43 cm (0.17 in.)
The flatpanel expansion tests also established the elasticlimits for the design.
The spacing of the wedges is constrained by the number and loc_,tion of the tank sup-
port struts as shown.
STRUT PAIR IN
THI SAME "SQUARE °'
V
Tank Support Minimum No.
Struts of Squares
Allowed at the
Pairs Total Circumference
3 6 6
4 8 4
,5 lo 10
6 12 6
7 14 14
8 16
Total No. of
Squares. N.
MusL be a
Multiple of
6
4
10
6
14
Detail A
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STRUT PAI_ IN
ADJACENT
"SQ UARES"
DETAI L A
Tank Support Minimum No. Total No. of
Struts of Squares Squa_'cs. N,
Allowed at the Must be a
Pairs Total Circumference Multiple of
:3 6 6 6
V 4 8 _5 45 10 10 10
6 12 12 6
7 14 14 14
8 16 16 8
'rhe squares must be an even number for
the pattern to "close" on itself.
The size of the largc:-t square is determined by the clearances required around the
support/tank attachment area. The jacket circumference is then divided by the ap-
propriate multiples from the above tabular listing, and a square size is selected that
is equal to or slightly greater than the square size set by support clearance
requirements.
The wedge patterns become progressively smaller going from the equator up to the
polar cap. The size of the wedge pattern is set so the following relationship holds.
L 1 +k 2 I- N
2 - L3
POLAR CAP
II
y g
I WED GES
T 2 AND 4
L__ ARE PARALLELTO EACH
OTHER
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The L dimen_iol_ to u_e in tile following equations are shown below:
Wedge No_ Square Dimension
1 L 1
2 L 1
3 L 2
4 L 2
Based on the fiat panel test results, the height of the wedges at their apex was set
for the contoured forming dies by the following relationship:
H = 0. 179 _L (SF)
where
H = maximum wedge height, cm
c = required jacket expansion, %
L = "square" length, cm
SF = safety factor (1.25)
This relationship used test data from a flat panel with a single wedge height, H, of
1.02 cm (0.40 in.). The expansion capability was assumed to vary linearly with H
for different size wedges. However, the hemisphcre tests with wedges of different
heights showed the expansion capability of the wedges in the elastic range varied as
a + bH + eli 2 cc (L
4-28
From the hemisphere test data, the empirical eonst_'mtsa, b, ande were obtained
_olving simultaneous cquatioas. The relationships which should be used in any future
designs for tbrming dies are shown below. (Note: The current forming die designs
meet the design goal of 0.35 percent elastic expansion for the different size wedges.)
For vertical, single curvature wedges, i. e., 1, 3
19.1 + _/80.6 eL - 276
H = 40.3
For the horizontal, double curvature wedges, i.e., 2, 4
10.05 + _/55.8 eL - 150.1H = 27.9
where
H =
E =
L =
maximum wedge height, cm (0.5 < H < i.25)
desired expansion, ?_ (use a safety factor of 1.25)
wedge spacing, cm
For the spherical test tank a design procedure has been developed to calculate the
wedge pattern dimensions L as they progress up the dome. (A similar procedure
can be worked out for ellipsoidal tank shapes.) The procedure is as follows, using
Fig. 4-17 as a reference:
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Fig. 4-17 Wed_;e Design Procedure
°
,
of L 1
where
0 =1
L 4 =
Calculate L at the equator. L = 27rR/N where R is the ambient temperature
radius of the jacket and N is the total nu_;_ber of squares around the equator.
Calculate the dimensions of the patterns A through Z. First calculate values
and L 4. L 1 = Lsin01.
90 - 180/N in degrees
L/2
Then solve the right-hand side of the followingequation knowing,_ 0I"
NO
') N
sin 02 + 18(---_ 180 01 - sin o.J.
4
i
I
-i
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From Fig. 4-18, 02 can be determined. Then L 2 = L sin 02
90
8O
70
6O
5O
"-" 40
10
0
- /N = 18 FOR TEST
ART IC LE
0 2 4 6 8 10
N e2
SIN {32 + 1"-"_"
Fig. 4-18 Expansion Pattern Relationship
and
L 1 + L 2
L3 2
This procedure is repeated as many times as required up to the polar cap transi-
tion area.
Di¢: J)e_. Based on the previously described design procedure, designs were
prcf)a red fo r:
• A stretch form block to contour fiat sheets to a 0.5.97 m (23.5 in.) radius
(Fig. 4-19)
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Fig. 4-19 Stretch Form Block
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• A forming die for the jacket gore panels (Fig. 4-20)
• A polar cap die for terminating the gore panels at the poles o, the tank
(Fig. 4-21)
The Teflon coating on the stretch form block reduces the coefficient of friction for
the stretch-form operation.
Die Fabrication. All three dies were cast from 356-T6 aluminum. The spherical
surface was machined to a 32_ finish using a tracer lathe. Porosity holes in the
machined surface were filled with Devcon F (an aluminum powder/epoxy mix) and
the surfaces highly polished.
The spherical surface of the stretch form die was coated at a vendor with 0. 013 mm
(0.0005 in.) thickness of TFE Teflon. The coating was fused on at 399°C (750°F). The
low coefficient of friction of Teflon allows the stretch forming of stainless steel parts to
proceed without the use of an oil lubricant, eliminating the intermediate vapor de-
greasing step required previously. Slots for installing the wedges on the polar cap
die were cut with a slitting saw; an end mill was used on the _ore forming die as
shown in Figs. 4-22 and 4-23.
The wedges for the polar cap and gore forming die were fabricated as follows:
LOW CARBON STEEL
0.12 CM _
I. CUT SIDE VIEW CONTOUR IN
FLAT SHEET
A-A A
2. CUT AND SILVER BRAZE ON SIDES
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2a. ROLL CONICAL CONTOUR
(I-K_IZONTAL WEDGES ONLY)
3. MACHINE TOP VIEW CONTOUR
e
MACHINE AND HAND FINISH
FINAL CONTOUR
E 7
I t
I........ _J
5. CUT OFF EXCESS MATERIAL
The partial wedges on the gore forming die were cast. from the full-size wedges using
a silicone rubber mold mud a zinc-base casting alloy (Ca_toa-!oY 1). These partial
wedges are required to prevent wrinkling of the stainless steel sheets during forming
ye* are trimmed off before joining the gores. Consequently, _ese partial wedges do
no_ have to be as dimensionally accurate as the full wedges and castings will suffice.
All wedges are bonded into the machined slots using epoxy adhesive. The stiffening
bead attachment to the gore die used a metal locating pin at the center plus epoxy ,_t-
hesive. The tips of the stiffening beads are contoured with Devcon F.
The finished dies are shown in Figs. 4-24, 4-25, and 4-26.
4.1.9 Vacuum-Jacket Fabrication
The following steps are required to fabricate and assemble a vacuum-jacket
hemisphere:
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Stretch Form Block
Gore Forming Die
(Minus Stiffening
Beads)
"\
Fig. 4- 26 Polar Cap Die
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• Str(qch-form a spherical eontol:r into the .,,.1 st:linl<,_,_ stc,..l .d/,,_,ts.
• Using tile stretch-formed she.ets, hydropr_,bs-rorlri ltw wcd',;_' I):ttt_l'ns inl,)
gore and polar cap panels.
• Trim, clean, m_d resistance-seam-weld the panels together; form, solder.
coat, and resistance-seam-weld the final closure flange to the hemisphere.
• Leak-cheek the dome and repair leaks, if an5,, using' the resistance seam
welder.
• Solder-coat the spring/wire attach points and final closure joint overlap
areas.
• Epoxy- mad gold-coat the helnisph(,re interior,
The work required to develop these processes is given here.
4.1.9.1 Stretch-Forming Stainless Steel Sheets. 304 stainless steel sheets 0.41 mm
(0. 016-in.) thick were stretch-formed on the stretch fcrm block using a ilufford Stretch
Press. The 59.7 cm (23.5-in.) spherical radius panels are suitable for use as holdin_
m_d shipping fixtures for thc thin stainless steel vacuum-jacket sheets. Enough sheets
of 0.08 mm (0.003-in.) 321 annealed stainless steel sheets wcrc th_'n stretch-formed
to fabricate a test-jacket hemisphere as shown 1)v the sequence' _H photos in Fia..! _'27.
The formed parts arc stored on and t'tpcd 1() the' lhi¢'l<('r ,sht,ets. Shct,.ts of (1.()5 121111
(0.002 in.) and 0.03 mm (0.001 in.) were also strcteh-formc<t suceesstkllly to demon-
strate thinner sheets can be formed.
The initial stretch-form operation req_lired oiling the formin!4 die and vapor-dc'ar(:'lsin;a
the parts afterward. After Teflon-coating tilt, die. the oiling and vapor-dcgT(,asina
steps were no longer required.
4.1.9.2 tlydropress-Forming tile \Vedge Shapes. I_iring the hydropress-forr, ling
development, three areas were identified thal quired special attention. They are:
• Shippin_g formed parts withotlt damaging them
• Forming parts without tearing the stainluss steel lmttcrial
• l.:limin'lting wrinl<lillg in lm'med paris
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Shipping Containers. hi order to ship the spherically stretch-tormcd slninl,,ss sl(,el
sheets to Burbank, California, for hydropress-forming the wc,dges, special shipping
containers were fabricated. A hole was puneh(_d in e'mh of the four cornm's of the
0.41 mm (0.016-in.) stainless steel stretch-formed shects. The sheet was installed
over four vertical rods inside a wooden box. Three 0.08 mm (0.003-in.) stainicss steel
sheets are taped to the thicker sheet. Additional sheets are slipped over the rods in the
same manner, using rubber grommet spacers between sheets. The tops of the threaxled
rods are secured with wooden blocks. The parts were then shipped by truck to the
Lockheed-California Company in Burbank, California, for forming. The formed parts
were shipped back to Pale Alto, California, in a similar manner. This packaging
design proved successful as no parts were damaged during any of the shipments.
t;ore Panel-Forming. During forming development of the gore panels, two basic prol)-
lems were encountered. These were: (1) tearing of the panels at the base of wedges
or at the stiffening beads and (2) wrinkling of the panels at various points on the gore die.
The various parameters that were varied to eliminate tearing are shown sequentially in
Table 4-1. The key to successful forming without tearin_ was found to bc use of a con-
toured polyethylene slipper sheet and an oil lubricant, and Forming in two steps. This
method allowed the nmterial to move inward (when trapp(td between the bag and the die)
to prevent exceeding the material's elongation at _my point on the die. Earlier in the
forming development before the polyethylene sheet method was tried, the stretch-form
sheets were vacuum-annealed to see if this treatment would increase the stainless steel
sheets' elongation and atop the tearing. As can b,., so,an from Tal)lc 4-2. the vacuum-
annealing decreased rather tlum increased the material's elongation, apparently bee:rose
of choice of too high an annexing temperatm'e. ,_|hsequent forming development showed
aceeptal)le parts could be formed with or without a vacumn-:mnca] using the pol.vt,thy-
lane sheet, so the vacuum-anneal cycle was not used o_ tim test-article vacuum-jacket.
Methods used to eliminate the wrinkling varied with the location: th,, soh|tion to e:wh
wrinkling problem is summarized in Table .t.-3. Since wrinkling is caused by excess
material in a specific location, various shaped Irap Imads wure us,,d to pull oul this
excess material.
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Table 4-2
EFFECT OF VACUUM-ANNEAL ONJACKET PROPERTIES
• - t-
o 0
o " m
- o m
: o
0 F
- 0
F
_,-0
11
Q _ m
• • m
_ P
- z 0
o
o ),
- - 0
- z
o ;0
!
Nonvacuum- Annealed (a)
Vacuum-Annealed (a)
Parallel (b)
Transverse (b)
Parallel (b)
Transversr. • ]
Ultimate Tensile
Strength
106 N/m 2
(ksi)
672 • 10
(97.5 + 1.4)
620 • 2
(89.9 :_ 0.3)
594 Jr 69
(86.2 ± 10)
496 • 13
(72 • 1.9)
Yield Strength
106 N/m e
(ksi)
520 • 51
(75.4 :_ 7.4)
450 • 28
(65.4 + 4)
296 • 40
(43.0 -_ 6)
Elongation
27.7 :_ 3.8
39.7 + 6.0
221 _: 13
(32.1 :_ 1.9)
26.9 + 5.3
26 :_ 4.6
(a) The 0. 008 em (. 003 in_ ) 321 stainless steel was in the annealed condition as received prior to .'my
forming. The vacuum-anneal cycle used was heat-in-vacuum (.01 Pa) at 444°C/hr (800 ° F/hr) to
982 ± 14°C (1800 • 25: 1.') and hold for 15 • 5 min. Rapidly cool to 93 ° C (200°F) with an Argon
backfill.
(b) With respect to stretch-form direction.
O_
7
c: ---
J
Table 4-3
SU MMARY OF GOR E- FORMING DEVE LOP MENT TO E LIMINA TE W RINKLING
Problem Area Solution
1. 1.
,
,
.
.
.
_o
Wrinkles Extending Off the Half-
Wedge Tips Into the Trim Area
(Wedges 2a, 4a, 6a, 8a, 10a, and
11)
Wrinkles Extending Off of Wedge
Tips
(Wedges 2, 4, 6, and 8)
Wrinkle Extending Off Wedge
Tip 1
Wrinkle Extending Off Wedge
Tip 9
Surface Ripples in Equator Flat
Area Near Wedge 2
Minor Wrinkles at Wedge Tip/
Wedge Apex Junction
(_redge Intersections 2/1, 4/'1,
6/3, 8/5, and ]0/7)
Wrinkle From End of Cross
Stiffener Over the Intervening
Wedge to the Next Cross
Stiffener
Contour the tip into a fiat bulbous
shape.
2. Use curved 0.64 cm (0.25 in.)
diameter wire trap beads with
feathered ends outside the tips
to pull out excess material;
ba_nd-planish if required.
3. Use 0.64 cm (0.25 in.) diameter
beads outside trim line at a
45-deg angle to the tip; feather
ends of trap beads.
4. Use a combination of trap beads
to pull out excess material;
hand-planish if required.
5. Continue the wedge pattern past
the trim m-ca to pull out excess
material. (The gore dic was
too small to incorporate this
modification. )
6. This wrinkling did not occur
during Task II forming but only
during Task rV forming. The
wrinkling was minimized by
cutting down on the oil lubricant
film in these areas and hand-
planishing.
7. This wrinkling did not occur
during Task II forming, but only
during Task IV forming. "D_e
reason for the different behavior
is not known. The wrinkling
was eliminated by changing the
stiffening pattern so the ends of
the stiffeners are no longcr in
line.
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The forming sequence that was selected for tl_e test artich_ gore panels is illustrnt¢,d
in Fig. 4-28. Approximately five panels were formed per hour using this sequence.
The wedge-forming essentially removed any slight wrinkles or "half-moons" that were
present in the stretch-formed part (from prior handling).
Three 0.05 mm (0.002 in.) gore panels were formed to see if thinner sheets were
practical. Once the panels were formed, they werc handled nearly as easily as the
0.08 mm (0.003 in.) panels; the wedges rigidizcd the gores out of the plane of thc
skins as desired. The stiffening beads increased this stiffening effect in the areas
between the wedges. However, the 0.08 mm (0.003 in.) gore panels appear to be
the better choice when l_rger tank sizes are considered. Skins 0.03 mm (0.001 in.)
in thickness were also formed on the gore die to determine the feasibility of using
them as repair patches. The skins formed without tearing but did not form to as
tight a radius of curvature as the thicker skins. For wedge replacement patches,
skins of 0.05 mm (0. 002 in.) or greater in thickness should be used. For localized
repair over a wedge or in areas between wedges and aloni4 joints, material down to
0.03 mm (0.001 in.) is satisfactory for use.
Polar Cap Forming. The same forming sequence shown previously in Fig. 4-28 for
the gore panels was used for the polar cap, with one exception. On the second hit,
the pressure was increased to 2.1 x 107 N/m 2 (3000 psi) to provide better definition
around the wedges. Wrinkling off the wedge tips and near the wedge apex was mini-
mized using trap beads. Any residual wrinkles were hand-planished.
4.1.9.3 Assemb!y Sequence for a Vacuum-Jacket IIemisphcre. An assembly
sequence was deve]oped for trimming, (:loaning, and welding the 9 gore panels, the
polar cap, plus thc 15 final closure flanges into a leak-tight hemisphere as illus-
trated in Fig. 4-29. First, a trim templatc :s made from a formcd gore panel. The
right edge and top of the template are trimmed net while the left edge is left oversize.
This tcmplatc is placed over untrimmed gore panels (Fig. ,t-29, Step 1) and the, cdgc_
arc marked by spraying with an MEK-soluble black paint. The gore is then trimmed
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with scissors and the cut edges planishcd with a Teflon block (Fip,. 4-29, Step 2). The
polar cap is trimmed oversize and placed on the fiberglass hcmispl_cre fitup and weld-
ing fixture tool. The nine gore panels are fitted to the polar cap using masking tape to
hold them in place. The joint overlaps are sprayed with black paint, and the p',mels are
removed. The left edge of the gore panels plus the polar cap are final-trimmed to al-
lo,v fora0.38 cm (0.15 in. ) overlap in the joints and a0.25 cm(0.1 in.)ovcrlapat
wedge tips.
The trimmed panels are vapor-degreased and placed back on the fiberglass hemisphere
tool (Fig. 4-29, Step 3). The 1.19 m- (47 in. ) diameter fiberglass hemisphere tool is
mounted over the top of the lower copper welding wheel. A slot is cut at the pole of the
fiberglass dome so the top of the wheel protrudes through and is tangent to the outside
of the fiberglass surface.
With the gores aligned and taped together, tack welds are made on the overlap region in
between the pieces of tape by manually guiding the hemisphere under the opposing
wheels. The tape is removed and additional tack welds are made until the tack welds
are approximately 1.3 cm (n. 5 in.) apart. Continuous seam welds on the nine gores
are made by sliding the gores around the hemisphere and g_liding the joint under the
welding wheels.
The polar cap is then taped to and aligned with the joined hemisphere. Tack welds and
an overlap seam weld are made on the polar cap joint. The 15 flanges are taped in
place, tack-welded, and welded at the final closure joint edge. To ensure a good fitup
between flanges on opposing jacket hemispheres, the second hemisphere is mounted on
a fiberglass sphere and aligned with the first hemisphere. "I_e flanges are taped in
place so they exactly mate with the opposing fl,'mge. The jacket hemisphere is removed
from the sphere and placed on the hemisphere tool. The flmlges are tack welded and
then resistance seam welded.
4.1.9.4 Leak-Checking the Jacket Hemispheres.
tached to a hemispherical tubular frame with tape.
The weldcnt hemispheres arc at-
All jacket openings arc closed off
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a. 0|1 the dTe. b. Place polyethylene sheet over
the die.
c. Oi_
sfe_
sfe"
shel
e. Roll rubber sheet over Adiprene f.
sheet.
Form part at 6.9 x 106 N/m 2 (1000
psi); remove blank and polyethy-
lene sheet; replace blank and form
at 1.7 x 107 N/m 2 (2500 psi).
g. H,:
rd
al
I
_O£,bb U"],_ _,'RAM E
" sheet over Co OTI |nsMe of trimmed stainless
steel blank. Place stainless
steel blank over polyethylene
sheet.
de Oil bottom surface of Adiprene
shc;et; place sheet over stainless
steel blank.
J
go Hand-planish wrinkles where
required; remove part using
an air hose.
Fig..t-2_ Go r(' Pan el - Form i n14
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1. Untrimmed Gore Panel
2. Trimmed Gore Panel
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V.
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Fig. 4-2'3 Jacket-tIcmisphe_'e ,hssembly Sequence (Does not Include Final Closure Joint)
and tile frame is placed in a pool of water so) tin, equ:+t()ria] l'inn] (,']+)su r(, j()int is und(,r
water. The frame is held down with .15 k_ (10() I1)) of lead ])tit:ks. Tim .}acl_et is
purged of air with he]iumand pressurized to 2.5 c.m (1.9 in.) ofwnt(,r. Th(,joints are
then sniffed with a helium mass speetrom(_tL.r ]eak det(_ctor. I,eaks at four p]aecs
along the joints were repai'red by rcwe]ding the leaking area. No leaks were found in
any of the formed areas away from the joints.
4.1.i0 Test of the Hemispherical Vacuum Jacket
A series of tests were performed on a prototype hemisphere of the vacuum jacket to ob-
tain the following design information:
• The pressure versus deflection curve of the jacket as a function of wedge width
• The elastic to plastic transition point of an expanding wedge as a function of
wedge geometry
• A check between prior flat-panel and hemispherical curved-panel expansion
data
6 The uniformity of radial expansion of the ,jacket under point loads (simulating
spring/Kevlar attachments) for different stiffening pat+terns
From these data, the following information can be derived:
• Data necessary to design the vacuum-jacket expansion wedge.s for other tank
shapes and sizes
• The compressive load a stretched jacket exerts on the tank and the insulatinn
• The spring force required to ex-pand the jacket
• The necessity for stiffening patterns in thv flat areas
lIemisphere Pressure Expansion Tests. The vacuum-jacket hemisphere is mounted
over the top of a plcxiglas hemisphere (that simulates the tank surface) as shown in
Fig. ,1-30. The jacket was initially sealed off nt th(, equator using a bonded rubber
membrane, In addition, the jacket is tied down to the Flange at eneh ol' the lS panels
with stainless-steel wires. The wires are brazed to a horizontal strip which in turn
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is bonded to the inside of fl_e jacket just abow, hm'izontal w,-dge 2. 'l'lwsc wirt, sup-
ports hold the jacket as it is pressurized, yet allow the jacket to grow radially at the
equator. This support me_hod, however, prevents horizontal wedge 2 from c,:oand-
ing in the vertical dirc.ction,
Initial pressure tests showed that the rubber membrane inhibited radial growth at the
equator to too great a degree. Therefore, the rubber membrane was cut and a 10 cm
(4 in.) alumhmm.dike was bonded around the jacket equator. The space between the
dike and the plexiglas dome was partially filled with water, immersing the jacket
edge on both sides and providing a gas-tight liquid seal. The jacket expands at the
equator radially within the constraints of the wire supports.
Opening of the wedges under pressure is measured by bonding small screws on each
side of the wedge apex for 11 wedges and repeating this at approximate 90-deg inter-
vals around the dome. Using a micrometer accurate to 0.025 mm (0.001 in.), the
distance between the screws is measured before, during, and after pressure applica-
tion as shown in Fig. 4-31, and the delta wedge opening is calculated. For each type
of wedge, four measurements are taken m_d averaged as shown in Tabl_ 4-4. The
pressure is measured with an inclined manometer accurate to (/.03 cm (0.01 in.) or
water as shown previously in Fig. 4-30.
Using these testdata and the wedge characteristics shown in Table 4-5, the expansion
characteristics of the vertical wedges (Fig. 4-32) and horizontal wedges (Fig. 4-33)
are plotted. Analysis of this family of straight lines showed they could be character-
ized by the equations given on the respective figxlresto within a precision of several
percent. The vertical and horizontal v;cdgcs were analyzed s¢_paratelybccausc the
vertical wedges have a single curvature while the horizontal wedges use a douhl¢'
eu rvatu re.
The elasticto plastic',transition region for each wedge was determined by th,_,point at
which the wedge _.olongcr returned to its original dimension l'o]]owingthe pr,,ssurc
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\l"ig. ,t-81 Measuring Wedge ExI)ansion
test as shown in I,'ig. 4-34, As can t)e seen from this fig_lre, we(Iges 3 thr{}ugh 6
have yielded at wu'ious expansion values while wedges ? and 8 ]lave not. \\'edges 9.
10. and the tmlac cap wedge were analyzed separately since tile5' pcovide the transi-
tion region into the rigid pr_lal' cap. Note ill Fig'. ,t-,35 all these wedges :u'e still in
the elastic ranl.'e at the highest l)l'('ssure tested, \_,q_en lhe am(_unt each of these
w(_dgt's ill Figs. ,I-3.t :tnd ,t-3_ have opt,ned (at yield m" at the highest pl'_,s_urt, l('sled
while btill in the _dastie range) is plotted against w_:dge heip;ht, the (_'urvp ill l"ig..1-'3(i
results, l,_mpirieally fitted equation.,; for tll,,se eurw,s :ll't' :lls() 8hr}wn.
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!Table 4-4
WEDGE EXPANSION TEST DATA
(PRESSURE TEST)
Wedge No.
148
(0. 022)
1.35 • 0.15
(0.053 _ 0.006)
1.19 _- 0.1
(0. 047 • O. 01)4)
0.76 • 0.1
(0.03o ± 0.00-t)
0.58 _' 0.13
(0.023 x ).005)
0.36 _ 0.05
(0.014 : i).o02)
0.30 - I),25
(I).o12 O. Oil D
t). 2S , t) 2
187
(0. 027)
l0
Polar Cap
1.68 + 0.08
(0.066 :_ 0.003)
1.52 :L 0.05
(0.060 _ 0.002)
i 0.9:) ± 0.03
11o.o3:) _-o.ool)
0.89 • O. 05
(0.035 ± 0.002)
0.51 .: 0.03
(0.021) 0.001)
' ().-t3 - 0.03
i(0.o17 0.001)
' I) 2_ _ I).1)3
I
(o Oll ._ o.I)0s)i(() Oll : i) o0])!
I).1_ _ l) 1 I 1) 311 _ ILl).-)
I
I
(0 0117 : 0 01).t)l(l) I)12 • 0.002)
i
0..t3 _ O. 1 l
l
o. 51 (h 115
i
(0.017 0.004) 1 (0.021) 0 002)
Internal Pressure N/m 2
(psi)
209
(o. 030)
247
(0.036)
278
(0. 040)
321
(0.047)
AW (a) mm (in.)
I
i
1.9S ± O.Z3 2.13_0.15
10. 078 ± O. 009) ! (I). I)s4 ± 0. 006)
i
1.75+0.2.'1 i 2.01 • 0.05
i
(0.069 .* 0.009) ; (0. 079 _ 0.002)
Ii
1.17 + 0.03 1.27 • I).08
(0.046 z 0.001) i0.05i) : 0.003)
1.12 _1).1_ 1.22_ 0.1
!
i(0.04.t , 0.007) I (o.t- + 0.o0-t
I
0.56 ± I).I_ I).(;.1, 0.05
l(O 0 ">'' 0.i)o7) 1o.25 i).o02)
r ....
0.53 r I). I1_ II.-l_ -_ 0. 1
'i(0.021 I).111)3) (l).lll9 I).1)114)
0.2"; : 0 03 I).2,_ ," t).l)'_
(0.011 , I) 0Ol) (o).o)ll _ 0.003)
) 41 : i) 15 i I).36 + )).13
I
(0.o16 _ I).0o6) i (') (:1'I _ I).))06)
0.6:) _ o.05 ! 0).7.t _ I).1)5i
(0. 027 0. 002) t (i).))29 _ I).1)02)
I
2.36 • 0.1)$
(0. 093 -_ 0. 003)
2.1S • 0.13
(0.0S6 _ 0.005)
1.52 ± 0.0S
(0. 060 -_ 0. 003)
1.3o + O. 05
(0.1)51 : o.,)o2)
O. 76 O. )')'_
(O.i)31) 0..o3)
1),5_ _ I).03
(0.I)23 + )).Oi)l)
I),33 : )).03
(0 I)13 : i),01)l) i
I) 51 : )).15
(0.02i) - 0.0o6'
0.F)6 _ 0.0'_
(0.034 , 0. oo3
2.77_ 0.15
(0.109 ± 0. 006)
2.49 =t 0.1S
' (0.098 : 0.007)
1.68 • 0.1
I (0.066 -, 0.004)
1.63 : 0.1
(0.64 : 0.0))-;;
O. _,0 O. 05
(0. 035 0. 002)
0.69 i).l)3 I o.79
(0.i)27 : i).l)01) (O.l_;1
I).tl : )),))5 )).41
(0.016 = )).002),(0.016
l) .31 + )) ))'; 0 36
(i). 02O : I).003) (i).')22
i
1.04 _ o.0.5 1.12
;
(0.041 : 0 i)02) t(0.044
t
2.90
(0.114
2.77
(0. 109
1.50
(0.071
1.6 <
(I). 066
0. _:)
(0. oa_
350
(0.051)
+O.1S
+ O. 0o7)
O. 30
0. O12)
_- 0.0"_
: O. 003)
_: 0.i3
: I). I)n3)
±0 1
)) f),')4 )
.- 0. )1_
_) 003)
: 0. ))3
: 0 o01)
:0 1
O. o)o-i )
-_ 0. ))'q
: 0. a)o)3
(a) xw _: W pressure
W
prior 1o pressurr,
application
avcragc o| .| .qlc3Slll-_.,nlcnts around sphere _ 91)' aparl.
am_
Table 4-5
WEDGE DIMENSIONS
o 0
c ,, {'_
D :t :X
: o
o . I'-
- 0
O . f-
;0
° f3
X
- z 0
- 0
- z
z -(
!
Ln
Wedge
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Polar Cap
O. 5W
tt -
tan 8/2
0 = 30 °
R=
Maximum
Wedge
Width,
cm
0.762
0. 762
0. 691
0. 691
0. 579
0. 579
0. 465
0. 465
0. 366
0. 366
0. 757
W
in
.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
300
300
272
272
228
228
183
183
144
144
298
Wedge
Height, H
em
1.240
1.240
1.105
1.105
O. 897
0.897
0.683
0.683
0.503
0.503
1.229
in
0.488
0.488
0.435
¢
0.435
O. 353
0.353
0.269
0.269
0.198
0.198
0.484
1 -i)
.064 cm (. 025 in)
(Ver)
(Hor)
Characteristic
Length, L
cm in
41.04 16.16
40.24 15.84
36.58 14.40
35.98 14.16
29.71 11.70
29.66 11.68
22.64 8.91
22.90 9.01
16.61 6.54
12.24 4.82
22..2 8.67
13.44 5.29
t_
k.
,-3
0.9
0.8
u
_0.7
£
h-
r_
0.6
_ 0.5
Z
0.4
0.3
INTERNAL P_ESSURE,P, N/M 2(PSI)
J48 187 2O9 24/ _7_ _21
(0.022) (0.027) (0,030){0.036) (0.040) (0.047)
WEOGE 3t,,o"
NO.
ANALOGOUS
MEMBRANE
STRESS
l 1 I 1
o. 1 0.2 o.s 0.4
s W 0 26 N/M CM
39.6 ¢
s = w - 0. I02 PSI IN.
177
P w - 0.26 N/M 2 CM
p 0.0i011 (
w-o.,?2 Ps, INl 1
0,5 0.6 0.7 0.8 O.
Fig. 4-32 Vertical Wedge Expansion in the Elastic Range
=-
m
O
e_
I
0.9
0,8
0.7--
0.6--
0.5--
148
(0.022)
WEDGE 41_I
NO.
ANALOC,,OUS
MEMBRAN_
STRESS
INTERNAL PRESSURE, P, N/M 2 (PSI _
18T 209 24;' 2;'& 321
,: ;.027) (0.030) (0.036)(0.040) (0.047)
39.4,
I s W - O. 118 PSi IN.
0.4 176,P
0 30 N/M 2 CM
p o.oloo5, PSi IN.I
' 1 I 1 _ wi°'lls1, . 1 I
0.3 s
'0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0._ 0.9
Fig. 4-33 Horizontal Wedge Expansion in the Elastic Range
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l
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WEDGE HEIGHT, H
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(IN.)
Fig. 4-36 Elastic-Plastic Transition Points Versus Wedge tteight
The following conclusions can be reached from Figs. 4-34 through 4-36. Wedges 3
to 8, 10, and the polar cap wedge remain in the desired elastic range for the dcsig_
value of 0.35 percent. Because of the higher yield point as the wedge size increases.
wedges 1 and 2 can be assumed to bc in the elastic range by extrapolation. Wedge 9
is still in the elastic range at 0.25-percent expansion (the highest pressure tested)
and probably does not have to go any higher than this value to function properly. The
reason for this statement is the jacket is going from 0 expansion at the solid polar
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cap out to the full 0.35 percent expansion in a horizontal direction just below wcd_c !).
Therefore, it is logical to assume wcdge 9's expansion will bc somewhere between
these values in this transition zone, as indeed it is. Additional tests have shown chang-
ing the rigid polar cap from 0,08 mm (0.003 in.) in thickness to 0.041 mm (0.016 in.)
has no effect on the jacket expansion characteristics.
The elasticstress-strain curve and yield point for the flatpanel -rodhemisphere are
compared in Fig. 4-37 for wedges of identicalheight. Note the flatpanel and the hemi-
sphere stress-strain slopes are identicalfor a single curvature vertical wedge. The
hemisphere double curvature horizontal wedge is about 10 percent lower than the other
two wedges. The significance of this agreement is as follows. For any future design
improvements, test results from lower cost flatpanel tests can be extrapolated with
confidence to curved panel designs. Also, these data are applicabJe *o other jacket
shapes such as ellipsoidsor cones as long as the radius of curvature at any point is
equal to or greater than thattested, 0.60 m (23.5 in.)
Also note in Fig. 4-37 that decreasing the wedge angle from 64 to 30 deg increased thc
wedge opening _W before yielding occurred. To see if the yield point as a function of
wedge angle could be predicted, a mechanism was postulated that contributes to this
plastic deformation. As a wedge opens up during expansion, the wedge tips move down
as shown.
 w?2  w/2
hy
However, the movement normal to the plane of the panel is resisted by the adjacent
wcdge locatcd 90 deg to the tip.
F
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ELASTIC EXPANSION
30 DEG HORIZONTAL
WEDGE\
-\
"\
30 DEG VERTICAL
WEDGE AND
64 DEG FLAT
PANEL WEDGE
ELASTIC LIMIT
(VERSUS WEDGE ANGLE)
WEDGE MEASURED :
ANGLE (DEG) _v/, CM(IN.) '
FLAT PANEL
64 o. T1(o.o45)
HEMISPHERE 0.19 (0.074)
so (v)
so (H) O.18(0.06';) ]
PREDICTED
.._w, CM (IN.I
c_( A¥/ AW) -I12"
REF.
o.17(o.o67)
O. ]7 (0.067)
Fig. 4-37 Comparison of Flat Panel and Hemisphere Expansion Data
0.7
p-
Z
u,
>
o
o
b.-
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
POTENTIAL MOVEMENT NORMAL TO THE JACKET
MOVEMENT PARALLEL
TO THE JACKET PLANE
HEMISPHERE
0.1
FLAT PANEL
AW = 0.11 CM (0.045 IN.)
H = 1.02 CM (0.40 IN.)
_[ cos e2 -cos e] ]Ay = cos(o2/2)_:os(el/2)
WHERE
H : INITIAL MAX. WEDGE HEIGHT
elO 2 : INITIAL, FINAL WEDGE
ANGLE RESPECTIVELY, DEG
0 10
Fig. 4-38
I 1 1 1
20 30 40 ..50 60 70
INITIAL WEDGE ANGLE, e 1 (DEG)
Potential Out-of-Plane Movement of the Vacuum ,Jacket
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As the wedge angle O decreases, the ratio of potential movement of the jacket nc)rn_al
to the panel Ay to dxpansion in the plane of the panel A\V decreases as shown in
Fig. 4-38. Consequently, the narrower wedge can open further before 'Jlc same poten-
tial movement out of the plane of the panel occurs. (Note that the movement is inde-
pendent of the length of the wedges. ) It is believed that the magnitude of this potential
out of plane movement, being resisted by the opposing wedges at 90 deg, contributes
to the elastic-to-plastic transition region measured.
If it is assumed that the yield point is inversely proportional to ,/,.4,Y/AW, then the
predicted values shown in Fig. 4-37 agree relatively well with the measured values,
although no attempt was made to account for the differences between the single curva-
ture (vertical) and double curvature (horizontal) wedges.
Hemisphere Point Load Expansion Tests. To simulate the spring/Kevlar attachment
design, the jacket is expanded by pushing outward in the center of designated panels.
Bolts (mounted in the plexiglas dome) with swivel pads 1.3 cm (0.5 in.) in diameter
attached to the ends of the bolts are bonded to the inside of the vacuum jacket as shown
in Fig. 4-39.
The relative radial expansion over the surface of the jacket is measured from the out-
side of the jacket using a curved swing arm as the reference surface with the pivot
point located over the pole. The other end of the swing arm is located accurately at
the equator using pointed screws and matching center punch marks on the equator flange.
Radial holes drilled in the swing arm allow a depth gage to be inserted at 16 points
going from the equator to the pole. The depth gage, accurate to 0.025 mm (0.001 in.),
is connected to a battery operated electric buzzer as shown in Fig. 4-40. \_en the gage
just touches the jacket, the buzzer sounds, allowing very accurate, repeatable measure-
ments to be made. At three of the locations, a calibrated compression spring device
mounted in the plexiglas dome is used to measure the force required to cx'pand the
jacket at that point over a given distance.
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F:ig. 4-39 Psint Load Expansion Test (as Viewed From
Inside the Plexiglas tlemisphere)
Fig. 4-40 Radial Expansion Measurements
The following panels are supported for these tests:
Between Wedges
2-4 all 18
4 - 6 all 18
6 - 8 none
8 - 10 9 (every other onc)
For the initial test, the jacket is expanded radially 0.21 percent at the point supports.
This value simulates the maximum dimensional change the stainless-steel vacuum
jacket can experience going from below its minimum orbit temperature of 167°K
(300 ° R) to ambient temperature.
following panels:
• Nonstiffened panel
• Adjacent panel with joint
Radial deflection measurements are taken in the
Fig. 4-41
"l
• Vertical stiffener panel |
• "Cross" stiffener panel
• Panel with joint located between Fig. 4-42
the two stiffened panels
The results are presented as the percent change in radius of the jacket in between the
point load supports; at the point load supports, the percent change is by definition zero.
A negative change indicates a decrease in thickness of the vacuum space. Each value
shown is an average of four to five measurements. Comparing Fig. 4-41 witb Fig. 4-42
shows that the unstiffened panel is best at keeping the vacuum space uniform, followed
closely by the cross stiffener panel. The vertical stiffener is the least efficient of the
three designs at keeping the vacuum space uniform, tIowever, on the unstiffened panel,
a small buckle formed in the panel between wedges 8 and 10. Note the larger movement
inward for the unsupported pancls as compared to the supported panels.
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0 *0.03
THE 0.21 • EXPANSION IS EQUIVALENT TO A CHANGE IN I_'_E VACUUM
JACKET TE_,'_PERATURE FROM 158°I((2_SOR) TO 299°K (538°R). MINI_'.,'ILI_
JAC_:_T ORBIT TE_,_PERATURE 15 167°K (300°R)
POLAR CAP
9,10
ACHANGE IN
JACKET PAD
7, 8
5, 6
LOADS
_.02 'l
THE 0.21% EXPANSION IS EQUIVALENT TO A CHANGE IN THE VACUU_
JACKET TEMPERATURE FROM 158°K ('28,S°R) to 299°K (538°R). MINIh'_U_
JACKET ORBIT TEMPERATURE IS 167°K (300°R).
1,2
Fig. 4-41 Point Load Expansion Increase
in Jacket Radius for Unstiffened
Panels (0.21'_)
Fig. 4-42 Point Load Expansion Increase in Jacket
Radius for Stiffened Panels (0.21_, -)
The bolts were screwed out further until the point load r:tdial ez_ansion equaled
0.43 percent, a value slightly higher than the 0.35 percent required during installation
of the jacket. As can be seen from Figs. 4-43 and 4-44, the cross stiffener is slightly
superior in maintaining a uniform vacuum space as compared to the unstiffencd
panel between wedges 2 and 4 and 4 and 6 while the reverse is true between wedges
8 and 10. For the unstiffened panel, slight buckles formed in all the supported panels
radiating out from the support point toward a corner as shown. The vertically stiffened
panel allowed greater inward movement than the others. Unsupported panels moved
inward the greatest amount. Some buckles are also noted in several of the joint
supported panels.
Based on these test results, the following design choices were made. The support point
area at the spring/Kevlar attachments was increased by a factor of four, with a selected
diameter of 2.5 cm (1 in.). The cross-stiffening pattern was selected for the panels.
All panels are supported by the spring/Kevlar attachments.
Force measurements at three panel locations plus the pressure expansion data described
previously provided the data. for calculating the spring force required to expand the
jacket 0.35 percent during installation as shown in Table 4-6.
4.1.11 Spring Assembly Development
To support the vacuum jacket under acceleration loads outside the atmosphere (when
the compressive load on the jacket is removed) and maintain a relatively constant jacket
spacing off the tank wall independent of tank or external temperature changes, spring
assemblies are used.
These assemblies, held in compression by three Kevlar strm_ds, m'e desi_,med to
minimize the heat leak to the tank yet provide the required st_mctural support. Tests
described in section 4.1.10, _lus analyses of the acceleration loads in section 2.2,
established the following requirements:
• Spring force in the compressed condition: _ 5.5N ( ._ 1.24 lb)
• Tensile strength of the assembly: 22 N (5 Ib)
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SPRING FOI_CE REQUIRED FOR VACUUM JACKET I':XPANSION
Jacket Panel
Between Wedges
2-2 (Equator)
2-4
4-6
6-8
8-i0
Area
m 2
(in 2)
Pressure Required
for Expansion of
o. 35%
N/m 2 (psi)
0. 0432
(66.95)
0.0380
(58.88)
0. 0276
(42.84)
0. 0172
(26.64)
0. 0096
(14.95)
128
(o.o18G)
139
(0. 0202)
179
(0. 0260)
272
(0. 0395)
548
(0. 0795)
Spring Force
Required
N(lbf)
5.52
(1.24)
5.29
(i. i9)
4.94
(i.ii)
4.67
(i. 05)
5.29
(1.19)
Total Force
Required
for 0.35-£
Expansion of
Jacket Sphere
N (Ibf)
Calculated from
Pressure Expansion
Test Data
(Each of 162 panels
is supported)
827
(186)
Avg. Force/Unit 186
Area
N/m 2 (psi.) (0. 027)
Direct
Point Load
Measurements (a)
(106 out of the
162 panels are
supported)
667
(15o)
152
(0.022)
(a) The unsupported panels don't move out the full 0. ,_,),(,;
therefore, the total force required is less than when
all panels are supported.
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Rotational capability of 0.5 deg during jacket movements
Capability to move inward 0.25 cm (0.1 in. ) under a 1-atmosphere
compressive load (to prevent jacket damage in case of microspherc
voids)
To meet these requirements, the design shown in Fig. 4-45 was developed.
Properties of the Kevlar strands that make it attractive for holding the spring com-
pressed are as follows:
• Filament diameter 0.001 cm (0. 0004 in.)
• Number of filaments in a strand ~400
• Ultimate tensile strength: 2.8 × 109 N/m 2 (400,000 psi)
• Knot strength: 0.35 of ultimate tensile strength
-6 -6
• Thermal expansion coefficient -2 x 10 cm/cm°C (-1 x 10 in./in.°F)
• Maximum use temperature: 238°C (460°F)
(higher for short periods of time)
• Thermal conductivity (see Fig. 4-46)
• Remains flexible at cryogenic temperatures
The key features of the design that required testing are
• Structural integrity of the epoxy bond to the tank under repeated thermal cycles
• Tensile strength of the assembly
To thermally cycle the epoxy bond, the following test is performed.
2219 T-37 A1 plateTwo hexagonal sheets of 2219-T37 aluminum were bon_ed to a
simulating the test tank. (The shape was later changed to circular.)
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The surfaces were cleaned with MEK prior to bonding with Epibond 123/9G15-10 epoxy
adhesive. The two-part adhesive formed fillets around the edges and into the holes of
the perforated plate. These fillets are placed in shear during thermal cycling and act
as "peel stoppers" in the bond line.
The adhesive is allowed to cure 24 hr at room temperature and then taken to ~ 113°C
(235 °F) for 1 hr to simulate the hot-gas purge that was originally planncd for usc prior
to filling the jacket with microsphcres. The test specimens arc immersed in LN2;
alter 15 s the rapid boiling subsided; the specimen is held in thc LN 2 for ,q_ additional
15 s and then removed. The test specimen is brought back to mnbient temperature
within 60 s using a hot air gun. This thermal shock cycle was repeated 100 times with
no evidence of bond-line crazing or dcla_nination on either specimen. Since 100 cycles
exceeds the dcsign requirement by a factor of 5 and going to LN 2 temperature simulates
94 percent of the contraction the aluminum will experience going to LI[ 2 temperature,
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this bonding method has been selected for attaching the sprh_g wire att_Ichmentsto tim
tank surface. Prior test_ (Ref. 4-1) have also shown there is no outgassing of this
t_c of ,adhesiveat LO 2 cr LII2 temperature.
Structural integrityof the assembly was demonstrated by the following tests. The
Kevlar strands were flexed in LN 2 with no signs of,brittleness. The spring/Kevlar
attachment was assembled,including a simulated bonding to the aluminum tank and a
simulated soldering to the vacuum jacket. The assemblies were pulled in tension to
see if the soldering temperature affected the Kevlar strength and where the weak lini
in the assembly is located. The results are shown in Fig. 4-47.
C,ES ' -"-' SOLDER
TO SPRING LET GO AT 236 N
(53 LBf). THE KEVLAR STRANDS
WERE UNBROKEN.
2 THE TOP COATED CRES PLATE
WAS SOLDERED OVER ONLY ONE-
HALF THE SURFACE TO SIMULATE
THE WORST MISMATCH POSSIBLE
DURING INSTALLATION. THE
SOLDER JOINT PEELED AT 53 N (12 LBf);
THE KEVLAR STRANDS WERE INTACT.
Fig. 4-47 Tensile Tests of the Spring Assembly
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Two out of the three Kevlar strands were cut. With the end plates attached to the
simulated tank and jacket, the assembly remained stable and did not buckle. Since
the design tensile requirement for the assembly is 22 N (5 lbf), the assembly is more
than adequate for (1) a mismatched solder joint and (2) up to two strands of the Kevlar
breaking.
In fact, on future programs, smaller Kevlar strands can be used to reduce the heat
leak as the current size Kevlar strands can theoretically sustain a 512 N (115 lbf) load
and are over-designed from a strength requirement standpoint. The elongation for the
assemblies tested varied between 1.4 x 10 -4 to 3.6 x 10 -4 mm/N (6 x 10 -4 to
16 x 10 -4 in./lbf). Consequently, the change in assembly length at desi_n loads is
very small as desired.
An assembly sequence was developed for the spring assembly as follows:
• Attach the aluminum end plate to the spring by bending the thre,_ tabs over the
spring wire.
• Spot weld the two eyelets to the stainless-steel end plate in a jig fixture.
• Attach the stainless-steel end plate to the spring by spot welding.
• Coat the outer surface of the stainless-steel end plate with 95_Sn-5_Ag solder.
Rinse off the residual flux in hot water.
• Compress the spring assembly to the design height between special jaw attach-
ments in a vise that allows access to the three holes in the end plates.
• Run the Kevlar strand through the end plate holes and around the spring at
three locations. Tie a knot at the aluminum end plate. Place a drop of epoxy
adhesive on the Kevlar knot. Cut off the excess Kevlar strands after the
epoxy cures. [Thc design height was held to ± 0.03 cm (_ 0.01 in.) using
this assembly method. ]
The spring assemblies are installed on the tank in the following manner. The aluminum
end plate is bonded to the aluminum tank with Epibond 123/961.5-10 epoxy adhesive.
The adhesive is allowed to cure overnight at ambient temperature with the assembly
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held in place with rubbcr strips. Following installation of the jacket, the stainless-steel
end plate is soldered to tl_e insidc of the jacket by heating from the outside with a cir-
cular shaped copper soldering iron 0.38 cm (0.15 in. ) larger in diameter than the end
plate. The temperature of the iron is controlled by a voltage regulator. Although the
temperature was not measured, it was hot enough to ensure uniform solder flow within
5 s. The iron was removed after 15 s, and the joint area cooled with an air gun for 45 s.
To inspect this blind joint, tape is attached to the outside surface of the jacket and the
tape is pulled with the device shown in Fig. 4-48.
3M250 TAPE
EXTENSION SPRING
BRATION MARK
PIN
:UUM JACKET
Fig. 4-48
BLIND SOLDER JOINT
Inspection Method for Spring/Jacket Solder Joint
The calibration mark on the device is set at 4.4 N (1 lbf). To avoid potential damage
to the jacket in case the joint fails, one hand rests against the jacket in the joint area
as the spring i_,"extended with the other hand. If the joint fails, the area is reheated
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to obtain a better solder joint and then reinspected. Installation of the tape, performing
the pull test, and removal of the tape takes slightly undcr 1 min for each joint that is
inspected.
4.1.12 Tests of Gold Coatings
Gold coatings with an epoxy substrate are deposited on both the inside of the vacuum
jacket and the outside of the tank surface to reduce radiation heat transfer through the
uncoated microspheres. A series of thermal shock tests were conducted to determine
if large temperature changes would cause the gold coating to peel or to increase its
emittance value.
Earlier in the program, a 400-/_ gold coating was selected when metallic coated micro-
spheres were being considered. When uncoated microspheres were selected, the gold
o
coating thickness was increased to 1000 A to reduce emittance values to a minimum and
reduce the radiation component of heat transfer. Consequently, test data are reported
o
for both 400 A and the selected I000-A gold coatings.
Samples of the formed stainless-steel vacuum jacket 13 cm (5 in. ) by 18 cm (7 in. )
by 0.08 mm (0. 003 in. ) are coated with a 0.01 mm (0. 0005 in.) thickness of epoxy
o
followed by 400 or 1000 A of gold. The epoxy is required to provide good adhesion of
the gold. The samples were immersed in LN2; boiling stopped in 5 s; the samples
were held in the LN 2 for an additional 10 s. Following removal from the LN2, the
samples were brought back to ambient temperature within 20 s using a hot air gun.
test results are shown in Fig. 4-49.
The
Samples of alodined 2219 aluminum 17.8 cm (7 in.) by 8.9 cm (3.5 in.) by 0.81 mm
(0,032 in.) were coated with a 0.01 mm (0. 0005 in.) thickness of epoxy followed by
o
400 or 1000 A of gold. The epoxy is required to provide good adhesion of the gold.
The 400-A samples were immersed in LHe and then brought back to ambient tempera-
ture with a hot air gun. The 1000-A samples were immersed in LN 2. Because of the
rapid helium boiloff and the difficulty in ascertaining whether the _amplc reached LIIc
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TAPE ADHESION
TEST REMOVED 0 _,
GOLD AFTER ALL
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Fig. 4-49 Effect ef Thermal Cycling on Gold Coated Samples
temperature, an additional 20 cycles were performed between LN 2 and ambient tempera-
tare for the 400-A gold coatings. The test results are shown in Fig. 4-49.
No significant change in emittance was noted in any of the tests. A tape test also showed
good gold adhesion; 0 percent gold removal was noted before and following any of the
thermal shock cycles.
4.2 MICROSPHERE INSULATION PROCESSING DEVELOPI_iENT
Thirty-two kg (71 lb) of glass microspheres were fabricated at the 3M Company, New
Business Development Department in Minneapolis, Minnesota. The resulting boro-
silicate glass spheres are designated B12AX. Processing steps were developed to
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obtain the desired physical characteristics of lower density, removal of weak spheres m_d
and broken particle_, and evacution of the microsphere's interior. Details of each of
these steps follow.
4.2.1 Sizing
The desired microsphere size range was obtained by processing the microspheres in an
air classifier at the Donaldson Co. in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The desired larger diameter
spheres were separated from the smaller spheres in a size 1 Majac Air Classifier at
feed rates ranging from 3.6 to 7 kg/h (7.9 to 15.4 Ib/h) using an injector operating on
0.6 standard m3/min (21 ft3/min) of air at 3.4 x 105 N/m 2 (49 psi) gage pressure and
300 to 306°K (540 to 5510R) temperature. The classifier settings were 3000 rpm and
9.5 m3/min (335 ft3/min) of fan air at 314 to 3220K (565 to 580°R) temperature and up
to 0.25 m (0.8 ft) of water pressure drop.
The microspheres were processed in eight batches and the yield of the desired larger
diameter spheres ranged from 39 to 47 percent. The measured size ranges for the
larger diameter particle fraction and smaller diameter particle fraction are shown in
Fig. 4-50. The random close-packed bulk densities of the two fractions were measured
2O
VOLUME (%)
I0
SMALLER DIAMETER FRACTION LARGER DIAMETER (SELECTED) FRACTION
l
20 40 60 _0 100 120
MICROSPHERE DIAMETER _m)
Fig. 4-50 Microsphere Size Distribution
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and found to be
e
o
Larger diameter spheres: 0.0718 g/cc (4.48 lb/ft 3)
(selected for use)
Smaller diameter spheres: 0.0856 g/cc (5.34 lb/ft 3)
(contained large fraction of broken spheres)
The densities include any broken or solid spheres.
4.2.2 Compression
To eliminate those microspheres incapable of withstanding a 1-arm compressive stress,
a metal cylinder, with a 0.24 m (9.45 in.) ID,was constructed as shown in Fig. 4-51.
The outer cylindrical shell rests on eight springs placed over eight guide rods. The
center piston is fixed, and a split nylon O-ring seals between the cylinder and the
piston. The piston volume is nearly filled with microspheres and the metal disk (with
an O-ring seal) is placed on top of the cylinder. The apparatus is compressed to 1.33 arm
and held for several seconds. The load is released and the microspheres removed with a
a metal scoop. Initially, a new, clean commercial vacuum cleaner (lined with a poly-
ethylene bag) was used to remove the microspheres from the compression test apparatus.
This method was discontinued when microspheres escaped into the air through the
vacuum filter attach area. It is felt the vacuum cleaner removal method will work if
the filter is attached more securely and the polyethylene bag liner is contained in a frame-
work to prevent it from being sucked in covering the central filter area.
4.2.3 Separation of Unbroken Spheres
The broken and solid spheres are removed in the flotation apparatus shown in Fig. 4-52.
The sized microspheres arc poured into the upper rotating can and mixed with water.
3
The rotating elbow discharges the slurry beneath the water surface into a 0.21 m
(55 gal) drum where most of the broken and solid particles sink to the bottom and the
unbroken spheres rise to the top. The unbroken spheres flow over the spillway onto a
fabric filter. The water is pumped back into the rotating upper drum and the processed
spheres are scooped off the filter with a stainless steel spatula and then dried in an oven.
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The flotation apparatus works well. rllle microsphcrcs eject beneath tim water's sur-
face in an expanding plume, and the unbroken spheres spiral to the top as the ex_pulsion
orifice rotates. The processed microsphcres are easily removed from the filter with
the spatula and the fabric filters work well in separating the microspheres from the
water.
The average count of cracked spheres .left after three flotations is approximately ? per-
cent. The measured bulk density of the processed spheres is 0.069 g/cc (4.3 lb/ft3).
To determine whether the spheres' compressive strength is reduced by the water immer-
sion process used to separate broken particles, a load vs. sphere breakage curve was
performed and compared to a previous curve (where the microspheres were not pro-
cessed through the flotation bath). No significant difference was noted between the two
samples as shown in Fig. 4-53.
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Fig. a-S3 The Effect of Water Immersion on the Microspheres
Compressive Strength Capabilib,
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4.2.4 Microsphere Vacuum Bakeout and Transfer
A microsphere vacuum bakeout and transfer container was fabricated as shown
in Fig. 4-54. The apparatus allows vacuum bakeout of the microsphcrcs while in thc
horizontal position, and microsphcre transfer to the vacuum jacket by gas fluidization
in the vertical position.
The system can be operated at temperatures as high as 427°C (800 ° F) and pressures
down to .0013 Pa. The bakeout function of the apparatus was checked out by the follow-
ing tests.
Microsphere Vacuum Bakeout. Microspheres wet e placed in three l-liter stainless-
steel cans. The cans were lowered into the bakeout apparatus and the pressure was
lowered to .0027 Pa. The heaters were turned on and the microspheres were vacuum
baked out for slightly over 18 days at 421@C (790°F), as shown in Fig. 4-55. The
heaters were turned off and the microspheres were kept in vacuum for a total of
35 days until compression tests on the microsphercs were ready to be performed. The
apparatus was then back-filled with GN 2 to 1 atmosphere.
Note the pressure spike that occurred the first day due to the heating; after approxi-
mately 5 days the pressure was back to the preheating pressure value. The pressure
continued to decline slowly during the heating cycle and dropped to .0013 Pa for
a short time when the heating was discontinued.
The vacuum-baked microspheres were placed in a compression apparatus within hours
after they had been removed from the bakeout apparatus. The microspheres were
compressed over the range of 1 to 2 atmospheres. Five samples of the microspheres
were taken after each load application; the broken particles were counted under a
microscope. Figure 4-56 shows there apparently was a slight increase in the percentage
of broken particles at 1-atmosphere load, with no significant changes at the three higher
loads (as compared to microspheres that had not been vacuum-baked). Thesc variations
could be due to the sampling technique and/or the normal statisticalfluctuationsin the
counting. In any cvent, the increased magnitude of breakage does not appear to be large
enough to bc of concern in the Tug insulationapplication.
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Fig. 4--56 Effect of Vacuum Bakeout on Microsphered Compressive Strength
To determine if the vacuum bakeout reduced the internal gas pressure in the micro=
spheres, the following tests were conducted. A known quantity of unbaked microspheres
was placed in a stainless-steel container along with stainless-steel balls and connected
to a vacuum pumping system. The container volume was calibrated, pumped down to
•013 Pa and shut off from the vacuum system. The container was shaken while mortared
on an ultrasonic vibrator causing the steel balls to vibrate rapidly and break the micro-
spheres. The new pressure was measured. The container was then taken to LN 2
temperature and the pressure measurement was again taken. The percent of spheres
broken was measured by an alcohol flotation technique. This whole procedure was
repeated using microspheres that had been vacuum baked-out. The results of these
tests arc as follows:
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Unbaked Microspheres
Vacuum Baked Microspheres for 18 days
Internal Microsphere Pressure (Pa)
At I,N 2 Temperature At Ambient Temp(_rature
933 J= 666 28,200 :_ 2,400
Data not available 320 + 107
The gas composition of the unbaked microspheres was determined by use of a mass
spectrometer using the gas sampling method described previously. The gas was
determined to be 99.97% SO 2 with 0.03% air and no water vapor. Consequently, the
partial pressure of air is 8 Pa. If some of the microspheres are broken during
flight, the pressure in the jacket can rise, increasing heat-transfer rates. However,
if the tatlk is at LH 2 temperature, the gases will cryopump and no pressure rise will
be noted.
Gas
SO2(a)
O 2
N 2
Vapor-Pressure (Pa)
LO 2
90°K (162°F)
< .013
1 x I05
LN 2
77°K (139°R)
< .013
1.9 x 104
1 x 105
LH 2
21°K (37oR)
<< .013
-13
1.3 x 10
-91.3 Xl0
(a)Melting Point = 198°K (356°R)
At LO 2 or LN 2 temperature, the SO 2 will cryopump, but the vapor pressure of the C)o
and N 2 trace gases will be high.
A substantial prcssure drop can be effected in the microsphercs by a vacuum bakeout
as shown in Fig. 4-57. Gas permeation rates through glass are an exponential function
for a constant temperature so a plot of pressure versus time is a straight line on a
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semilog plot as shown. This relationship is only strictly true for a single gas but
applies in this ease because of the preponderance of 502 present.
The air partial pressure versus time is also plotted in Fig. 4-57,assuming 02 and N2
permeation rates 'xre equal to SO 2. Since gas permeation rates through glass genera!ly
go up as the molecular weight decreases, the slope of the 02(M W = 32) and N2
(M W = 28) curve should, if anything, be steeper than SO 2 (M W = 64), and the
curve shown should be conservative.
A pressure of < .013 Pa is required to obtain optimum thermal performance; there-
fo_e, a 60-day bakeout is required as shown in Fig. 4-57 to prevent pressure rise
above .013 Pa.
Microsphere Transfer. The microsphere vacuum bakeout and transfer apparatus was
partially filled with microspheres and then raised to a vertical position using a sling
and overhead crane. A nitrogen gas supply is attached to the bottom pint and clear
plastic tube to the transfer port as shown in Fig. 4-58.
Gas flow was increased through the bottom pore until the microspheres started to flow
through the tube. A gas pressure of 1030 N/m 2 (0.15 psi) and a gas flow rate of
8 × 10 -4 m3/min (0.03 cfm) initiated flow of the microspheres _hrough the transfer
tube. The flow was very smooth and nonturbul,:nt, similar in appearance to pouring
milk from a tube. A microscope count of the microsphere breakage before and after
transfer showed no measurable breakage occurred during transfer.
A separate test was performed to determine if high-frequency vibrations would also
start microsphere flow through the transfer line. An ultrasonic vibrating table was
attached to the base of the transfer apparatus and turned on. The vibration cm_sed the
mierospheres to setth_ slightly but did not start the microspheres flowing throtlgh the
d_wnward slanted transfer i_be.
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4.3 MICROSPIIERE INSULATION PROPERTIES
Microspherc insulation properties which have been obtained on Lockheed tcchnolog3'
programs as well as on this contract are summarized here as a convenience for use
in engineering performance calculations.
Physical properties are shown in Fig. 4-59; evacuation characteristics are given in
Fig. 4-60.
Thermal performance of microspheres as a/unction of compressive load, gas pressure
and boundary temperature and emittance is characterized by the following model. This
model is developed in Section 6.6.1.
SPHERES (BI2 AX, 3M CO.)
• SPHERE MATERIAL:
• INTERNAL PRESSURE:
• INTERNAL GASES:
• BULK DENSITY:
• MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE:
BEFORE PROCESSING
BOROSILI_ATE GLASS
2.8 x 10 _ Po
SO 2 99.97:/0 AIR 0.03 %
0,072 _/CC (4.5 PCF)
482°C {900°F)
AFTER PROCESSING
SAME
.013 Pa
0,069 9,,/CC (4.3 PCF)
SAME
PHOTOGRAPHIC ENLARGEMENT
_ O, 050
0. 025
loo_ 0.0 0
x -o.o25
MICROSPHERES _ -0,050
0.5 TO 1 _m _-0.075
0
TYPICAL SIZE DISTRIBUTION
4O
zso
lo
0
2O 40 60 _0 100 120 140
DIAMETER (_m)
T (°R)
) 200 400 600
BOROSILICATE
GLASS
_.. l .L I .
100 200 300
T(°_
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
100
z
6o
20
0
0
_ AFTER PROCESSING
YpRI,.Q._,,,,, L , , J OIESSING
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
COMPRESSIVE LOAD (ATM)
Fig. 4-59 Micr()sl)hc]'t, Insulation Physical Properties
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Section 5
SUBSCALE TEST ARTICLE FABRICATION
Procedures were developed for forming, joining, leak checking, and repairing the
vacuum jacket as described in Section 4. In addition, methods for fabricating and
installing the spring/Kevlar assemblies and processing the microspheres are also
described in Section 4. Consequently, details of these procedures will not be re-
peated here. This section provides the assembly sequence of the total test article
plus any significant details on fabrication and assembly that were not covered in
Section 4.
The overall assembly seqJence of the test article is shown in Fig. 5-1. The following
steps refer back to this figure.
Stretch forming of the 0.08 mm (0.003 in.) 321 stainless steel jacket (Step J1) is
followed by hydropress forming of 18 gore pm]els and 2 polar cap panels (Step J2)
plus spares. The panels are trimmed and welded together including spun-form polar
cap closeouts and the final closure flanges (Step J3).
Leak check of the jacket consists of helium pressurization to 249 N/m 2 (0. 036 psi)
and sniffing with a mass spectrometer leak detector. A water seal is used at the
jacket equator.
Solder coats are applied to the jacket using Kapton tape masks mid Eutector 157
flux and solder to both the spring assembly areas and final closure joint flanges.
Overlap areas of the final closure joint arc pretinned prior to the solder coat. A
doubler for strut access box attachment is helci on the inside of the jacket with
brass screws and Teflon nuts. The doubler and screws arc soldered to the jacket
after which the Teflon nuts are removed. Use of the 157 fltux caused microscopic
corrosion pits to form in the jacket, even after thorough rinsing with bicarbonate
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of soda solution and water. Upon discovering these l)its, use of tile fhLx was dis-
continued and pretinning plus use of a neutral rosin fltaxwas substitlttedfor any solder
repairs required.
Joint areas are masked off prior to epoxy and gold coating on the inside surface to
prevent entrapment of air; solder coats and screens are also masked off. An area
of 0.32 m 2 (3.4 ft 2) is masked (approximately 7 percent of the jacket surface area
is not gold coated).
Concurrently with jacket fabrication, work proceeded on the tank. The tank support
tangs are reinforced, the plumbing penetration at tile tank bottom is welded shut,
and platinum resistance thermometers are epoxy bonded to the inside of the tank wall.
The tank-exterior is epoxy coated followed by a gold coating (Step A) in a fixture
that allows 360 deg rotation. Approximately 0.12 m (1.29 ft 2) of the tank is masked
for the spring assemblies and access cover bolts. The area not gold coated amounts
to 2.8 percent of the tank surface.
The spring/Kevlar assemblies are fabricated and epoxy bonded to the ta_k (Step B).
Rubber strips hold the assemblies on the tank while the epoxy cures overnight.
Kevlar strands are inserted through eyelets in the lower surface of the upper end
plate of each spring assembly (as shown in P2), The Kevlar strand starts at the
top polar cap (bonded to a screw in a speci_ circular installation fixture), l"uns down the
tank through eyelets on one side of a row of spring assemblies, reverses direction
180 deg at a special installation eyelet fixture at the lower pole, and is threaded
through the eyelets on the other side of the same spring assemblies going back up
the same side of the tank. The other end of the Kevlar strand is ,_lso bonded to a
separate screw in the top installation fixture, next to the first screw. This procedure
is repeated for each row of spring assemblies. To compress tile snring assemblies,
the two adjacent screws arc rotated, shortening the length of the Kevlar strands.
This proccss is continued until the spring bottoms out, providing a stable configuration
that allows the spring assemblies to be straightcnc_l by hand.
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Q STRETCH FORM PANELS; ROUGH TRIM.
_ FORM GORE AND POLAR CAP PANELS, J_ TRIM, WELD PANELS, POLAR CAP
FLANGES, POLAR CAP CLOSEOUT5. CLOSEOUTS, FLANGES TOGETHER ,
{2 HEMISPHERES). LEAK CHECK; SOU,!
COAT; GOLD COAT.
(_) MODIFY TANK; LEAK CHECK;
INSTRUMENT; GOLD COAT.
(_ FAB SPRING ASSEMBLIES, BOND TO
TANK. COMPRESS WITH KEVLAR STRANDS.
(_ HEMISPHERES, SOLDEF: FINAl ,INSTALL
CLOSURE JOINT; LEAK CHECK. RELE,,.'
SPRING ASSEMBLIES; SOLDER.
FAB UPPEI_ _I IIMBING AS_FMBLY_ LEAK
CHECk':; II_ STRUMFi',,IT. @ INSTALL PERFORATED TUBE, ALUMIN_ TM
'.'zc;< _I, PIIJ:VFqt_IG AfiS[MBLY IN TAI' i
CrdD I,_ Ak CtI,_C_ .
{_ TRIM, WELD PANELS, POLAR CAP
CLOSEOUTS, FLANGES TOGETHER
(2 HEMISPHERES), LEAK CHECK; SOLDER
COAT; GOLD COAT.
FAB LOWER PLUMBING ASSEMBLY;
LEAK CHECK.
|
Q INSTALL SOLDER FINAL (r_ BOLT STRUT BOX; SOLDER; LEAK CHECK;HEMISPHERES,
NDS. CLOSURE JOINT; LEAK CHECK. RELEASE _" INSTALL STRUTS, WELDCLOSEOUT; LEAK
SPRING ASSEMBLIES; SOLDER. CHECK. INSTALL PALLET WITH LOWER
PLUMBING; VACUUM BAKEOUT.
P_ INSTALL PERFORATED TUBF, ALUMINUM
w©©L, PLUMBING ASS[MBLY IN TANK.
COLD LEAK CHECK.
Q FABSTRUTCLOSEOUTS FITTINGS,L
'SPOKE" SPACER. INSTALLOI_ STRUT,
INSTRUMENT. FABSTRUT JACKET
COVERS, LEAK CHECK, GOLD COAT,
SOLDER COAT FLANGE.
© WELD 3 STRUT COVERS, TOP _
_NSTALL MICROSPHERES, EV'.. I
LEAK CHECK.
,!
4
I
!
:"llOhUCll_[t,ri'Y o1_ TIclR
: )WER PLUMBING ASSEMBLY;
i : HEC K.
IK)LDOUT I_RA_,I_
STRUT BOX; SOLDERs LEAK CHECKs
,LL STRUTS,WELD CLOSEOUT; LEAK
;K. INSTALL PALLET WITH LOWER
'81NG; VACUUM BAKEOUT.
Q WELD 3 STRUT COVERS, TOP DOUGHNUT,
INSTALL MICROSPHERES, EVACUATE;
LEAK CHECK.
?h
m
_TRUT CLOSEOUTS, FITTINGS,
_'_E"SPACER. INSTALL ON STRUT,
i'UMENT. FABSTRUT JACKET
I_RS, LEAK CHECK, GOLD CO/',./,
I _R CO,AT FLANGE.
Fig. 5-1
REPT_'ODUCZRTr.YI,_, C._.,"T}Ir,;
_' '.!: : :AI,PA(_/,, TF; I-'(_';;.
Q COMPLETE JACKET INSTRUMENTATION.
Test Article Assembly Sequence
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The upper plumbing assembly is fabricated, weldc_d and brazed together, leak
checked at appropriate times in the fabrication procedure, and instrumented with
carbon resistor liquid-level sensors, ehromel constantan thermoeouplcs, and
platinum resistmme thermometers (Step P 1).
A perforated tube is installed inside t_ e tank and the tank is filled with approximately
41 kg (90 lb) of coarse aluminum wool. The upper plumbing assembly fill tube is
slipped inside the perforated tube ,and the Conoseal access cover is bolted onto the
tank with a torque of 17 m-N (150 in.-lbf). The tank is moved to the vacuum chamber
-5
for a cold leak check, the chamber pressure is lowered to 2.3 × 10 torr, and
the tank is partially filled with LN 2 until the tank assembly is essentially at LN 2
temperature. The tank is then pressure drained with helium and the pumping port
on the vacuum chamber is monitored for helium with a helium mass spectrometer
leak detector.
No leaks were detected over an hour's time so the test was terminated. The tank
is allowed to warm up to ambient temperature, at which time the chamber is
back-filled with air.
The tank is removed from the pallet, the struts are removed, ani the tank is rested
on a foam pad; the upper vacuum jacket is installed. The tank is picked up with an
overhead crane and a chain is attached to four clips bolted to the access cover. The
lower vacuum jacket is installed and the final closure flanges are held together by
spring clamps (Step C). The overlap joints are soldered followed by tack-welding
and soldering of the flanges per the methods described in Section 4. The jacket is
pressurized to 149 N/m 2 (0.022 psi) with helium and then leak checked. Leaks in
the flanges are repaired using copper strips soldered with 50/50 Pb/Sn solder over
the top of the flanges. Leaks at the flange/overlap interface are soldered using
copper foil repair patches and 50/50 Pb/Sn solder. Leaks at the overlap joints
are repaired using 50/50 Pb/Sn solder fillets and, in one case, a copper foil soldcrcd
patch. The lower melting 50/50 Pb/Sn solder is used to prevent breaking the 95/5
Sn/Ag solder joint already made.
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The alignment of the jacket on the tank is checked before the compressed spring 'issernl)lic_
are released in incremental steps. Wedges i and 2 appearo_d to be ovcrcxp,xnded follow-
ing the spring release. The jacke_ is locallypulled out at each spring location with tnpc
to allow the spring to scat properly. A preheated soldering tool is then pressed against
the jacket for approximately 15 s at each spring location to flow the solder on the pz'e-
coated surfaces. The tool is removed and the jacket surface is cooled for approximately
30 s with an air gun. The attachment of the jacket to the spring assembly is checked
by pulling on the jacket surface using a calibrated extension spring scale attached to
the jacket with tape. All of the springs attached properly at the panels with stiffeners.
However, 22 of the panels did not attach at the panels with the welded joints. Waviness
of the jacket at the jointprevented good mating of the soldered surfaces. Overall, 86
percent of the spring assemblies attached properly, ensuring good structural support
of the jacket. The Kevlar strands that previously held t21esprings compressed are
then pulled out through the top of the jacket and the Teflon spacing blocks removed.
Measurements of the jacket diameter were made at different spring assembly locations
to allow calculation of the standoff distance from the tank. At 'the equator, measure-
ments showed the spring assemblies '%ottomed out." This compression will cause
the equator springs to thermally short out.
Therefore, rectangular pieces of load bearing rigidi_<l silica fiber (LI 900) were
inserted between the jacket and the tank next to tbc equator spring assemblies to
provide the proper spacing and allow the equafgr springs to expand.
The blocks are held in place by a brass screw inserted through the jacket and piercing
the insulation block. The screw is soldered to tim jacket.
In future designs, settingwedge dimensions so the jacket expand,_ uniformly with
pressure would solve thisproblem at the equator.
Sleeve end fittings at'e spun form for the six available fiberglass struts and welded
to machined rod end adaptors (Step S). On three of the struts, a thermocouple
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!feedthrough tube is welded in tI:e adapter fl,'mge area. A "bicycle spoke" type spacer
is fabricated aJld assembled to the strut with Kcvlar filcm_cnts as the "spokes."
This low heat leak spacer keeps the strut centered in the jacket sleeve at the cold end.
Rod-end adapters are also machined for the cold cad of the struts. The adapters and
rod ends are screwed into the struts; chromcl constantan thermocouples arc bonded
along the length of three of the struts. The wires are stripped of their insulation
and covered with epoxy where they pass into the feedthrough tube. After the epoxy
cures, the leads are epoxy potted into the feedthrough tube.
The vacuum jacket strut access cylinder flanges are spun form, the two sleeves
brazed to the box, and the joints leak-checked. IIoles for the brass screws are
drilled in the flange-to-jacket joint using a master template. The inside of the
cylinder, the jacket flange and 10 cm (4 in.) inside the sleeves are electrolytically
gold coated. The jacket flange on the strdt cylinder is then solder coated.
In Step D, the strut access assemblies are bolted to the jacket using brass screws
(already soldered t_ the jacket) plus brass nuts. The flange plus screws and nuts are
soldered using rosin flux and the joint leak checked by pressurizing the jacket. The
struts are then J.nstalled in the sleeves and the rod ends bolted to the tank. A doubler
is installed inside the warm sleeve end fitting of the strut and the fitting is welded
shut. The joints are leak checked by bagging the end of the sleeve with helium and
pulling a partial vacuum inside the sleeve connected to a sniffer on the leak detector.
The lower plumbing assembly (Step P3), which has been brazed together and leak
checked, is bolted to the pallet along with the six struts. The overhead crane is
disconnected from the access cover. Access cylinder number one was touching the
tank along the left edge of the box. Thi_ condition is caused by an improper angle
on the box flange which forced the jacket into the tm_k. The condition was corrected
by bonding a Kevlar strand to the box and tieing the strand to the fibecglass leg,
pulling the box flange away from the tank.
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!The test article is vacuum-baked out prior to filling the wLcuum annulus with micro-
spheres to remove the rosin flux used in jacket repairs. "ihle test tank with the installc_d
vacuum jacket (mounted to a pallet with six fiberglass struts) is installed in a vacuum
chamber. An aluminum box enclosure with black interior surfaces is installed around
the test article. Electrical heaters, mounted to the outside of the five walls plus the
pallet, are connected to Variac voltage contz'ollers. The pallet is insulated from the
supporting chamber I-beams using four _ylong pads. The chamber is pumped down to
.013 Pa pressure and the heaters turned on. Hot nitrogen gas is also passed through
the tmfl¢ interior to bring the tank up to temperature. The chamber pressure rose to
a maximum of . 12 Pa while the test article was brought up to 77°C (170 ° F) over a
period of a day. The test article was held at this temperature for 3 days, at which
time the chamber pressure had nearly leveled out at . 007 Pa. The heaters were turned
off and after one day the chamber was back-filled with dry nitrogen. The chamber
pressure had dropped to . 002 Pa prior to the gas back fill.
The jacket openings plus the plumbing connections are closed off after the test article
is removed from the chamber. The microsphere transfer container is raised to a
vertical position and the microspheres fluidized using dry nitrogen gas. The six
strut sleeves and lower third of the vacuum jacket are filled with microsphcres
through the strut cover openings using the fluidizing transfer technique described
in section 4.2.4. The three strut covers are welded in place. The remainder of
the vacuum jacket is then nearly filled with microspheres through the doughnut opening
in the top of the jacket. The tank is tipped to different angles and the pallet is vibrated
at low frequencies to aid in settling the microspheres. The doughnut shaped enclosure
is welded into the top of the vacuum jacket and the insulation is topped off with micro-
spheres through the fill port with the tank at ,different angles. The microspheres
are hand poured and tamped with a rod the size of the fill tube to complete the fill.
A fabric covcred screen is installed using a snap ring followed by an O-ring sealed
cap. The microsphere fill went smoothly; the fluidizing technique worked well in
transferring the microspheres.
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It was noted after the fill that the jacket bent inward around one of the strut covers
and one wedge was damaged, apparently due to a clamping procedure used during the
welding of the strut covcr. X-rays she'.red the jacket does not thermally short out
against the tank. The damaged wedge still flexes sufficiently to allow for ,adequate
jacket movement. It is of interest to note x rays are not sensitive enough to dctect
the position of the microsphere insulation in the jacket.
The jacket was evacuated slnwly over a period of about 0.5 hr, and the wedges were
examined for damage. No wedge damage was noted.
Leak-checking of the jacket uncovered one leak at a brazed plumbing fitting and
multiple pin hole leaks on the solder final closure joint flanges where they had been
tack-welded together. One leak was found in a jacket weld repair area and at a
welded closeout at the warm end of one strut. The solder and braze joint leaks
were repaired by applying Epibond 123/96510 epoxy adhesive over the pinholes with
a 1-atmosphere pressure differential across the jacket (to push the adhesive into the
hole). The weld leaks were repaired with Crest 7450, A and B, polyurethane ad-
hesive. Following the fourth pumpdown of the jacket while leak-checking was in
progress, partial buckling of some of the wedges surrounding the strut cylinders
was noted. This buckling apparently occurred due to the flow of microspheres from
the jacket bulk (where the microspheres are loaded in compression) into the rigid
strut covers (where the microspheres could still shift if a void is present). Conse-
quently, the jacket was forced slightly inward around the struts. The bottom cone
also buckled inward. The buckles were pulled out using tape. The leak checking
was stopped and additional microspheres were added to these areas to prevent any
further wedge damage. The damaged wedges do not leak and still expand properly.
The external surfac, of the vacuum jacket was instrumented with chromel-constantan
thermocouplcs. The thermocouples are bonded to the jacket with a conducting epo_'
adhesive (silver filled). Connectors (to mate with leads from the vacuum chamber
feedthroughs) are attached to the thermocouple leads. Instrumentation leads from
the inside of the t_mk were epoxy potted in _ exit tube. A helium mass spectrometer
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qleak check found the jacket to be leak tight.
of all 165 wedges with the jacket evacuated.
insulation system is shown in Table 5-1.
Measurements were made on the width
The weight ,'rodthiclmcss of the installc<l
The following conclusions and recommendations resulted from the work in this Task:
• The resistance seam-welding technique is a highly reliable and reproduc-
ible joining technique for obtaining vacuum tight joints as demonstrated by only
one leak in 23.2 m (76 ft) of welds on the test article vacuum jacket.
• The 0.08 mm (0. 003 in.) thick stainless-steel vacuum jacket has no pinhole
leaks in the raw stock nor has developed any subsequent leaks due to the
stretch and hydropress forming operations.
• The soldered final closure joint was difficu.lt to join and repair. Leak
tests at 149 Pa (0.6 in. of H20)pressure differential, which showed
the jacket to be leak tight initially, were not sensitive enough. At 105 Pa
(1 atmosphere) pressure differential, numerous leaks were detected.
The final closure joint design should be changed in future programs to m_
overlap welded joint of the same type used for joining the gore panels.
• The doubler at the warm strut end closeout should be resistance welded
to the flange and the strut sleeve normal to the the material thickness. This
procedure increases the weld width minimizing the chance of leakage.
• l>umpdown to 1.3 Pa took approximately 6 hr from 1-atmosphere
pressure. Lower pressures were obtained in the test program by cryo-
pumping action of the tank during LN 2 fill. To obtain more rapid pumpdovm
below 1.3 Pa, higher flow conductance filtcr screens and larger flow
areas should be uscd.
• The wedges should be designed using the equations from section 4.1.8
so the hemisphere expands uniformly on the radius with increasing pressure.
Overexpansion of the wedges at the equator would not occur during assembly
(as occurred with the test article).
• The rigid cover welded on the strut cylinders plus the cone at the lower pole
should bc replaced in future designs with a thin convolutcd metal diaphragm.
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Table 5-I
WEIGHT AND TIIICKNESS OF TEST ARTICLE INSULATION sYsTEM
_,.,oc,aO;'ed,c _///
I I 55 (0 61"}'_
-_ 0.190
0.086 0.646
• Screen Filters 0.293 0.068
• VacUu_ port 0.031 0.154
• pressure port 0.0_ 0 1.052
• Fill port 0.477 2.94
i Rigid Do r_.e Area 1.334
..... , _th All Joints _
U jat_ 5.15
• EpO,_J/C°ld 2 34
subtotal
0.025
0.011 0.030
• Screen Filters__.tion 0.014 0.720
• pltw_b_ng t_°tu'_ 0.327 2.98
• cone joints 1.35
jacket-._'itb .MI _
• Epox) "/G°ld I.'15 3.86
subtotal
8.55
C_linder + 2 sleeves 3.88 0. 541
• (_ each) _ _- t3 each) 0.245 O.0,q4
• Cylinde r CO_e- _lde r 0.038 0. l'_0
"s _u_, ,, 0.059
• screw _, Sr_kes,, (6 each)
• ,,B_CyC'_ _loseout
• _'ar_ Enu ,_ _ 9.46
{6 each) 4.29
subtOtal
0.20
0.091
E .x_,/Gold
• po. ,oseral)l ies ÷
• sprin_ ,:_5 each ) 1.62
EpOX_ _.o 0.73
subtotal
32 ._8
14.64
Total
I /7
_(S t°'57_
; 0.B9 --
Ave_O_ , F.och ,'pone| -
at the C¢_ter o,
weigl_ted ove_ge_ o
Area__, -o tO 525 in./ o
is 1._l,_ c _ " _ .
" 0. 127
_t/_ 0,620 0.002
jacket '4tith veedgeS ,and joints 0.010 0.40
_o_/_old c_t_.. _.9_ 0.09
CoarSe Filter _'_- 0.44 -----
Fi_;e Filter screen Long, EaCh 3.96 g (0. 009 lb)
S ring Assemblies XKith EP °_J ' Short, Each 2.19 g (0.005 lb)
P . _ _ser_blies XVith EP°X_'
spr_ng "_
_ f - -
When the insulation is evacuated, the diaphragm would move inward
compressing the microspheres in the cylinder or cone, preventing the
microsphere migration noted previously. Separate fill ports on each of
the strut cylinders is also recommended to visually verify the microsphere
fill level.
Pretinning of the jacket is required for solder attachment of the spring
assemblies.
The fluidizing technique is a rapid, efficient method for filling the jacket
with microspheres.
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Section 6
ENVIRONMENTAL AND OPERATIONAL TESTS
A series of tests were performed on the insulated, vacuum-jacketed tank to character-
ize its thermal performance as a function of boundary temperatures, compressive load,
insulation gas pressure, a, zd simulated Space Tug flight cycles. From these data, pre-
dictions can be made on the system's thermal performance when used on a Space Tug
during ground hold and ascent, and in space. The required vacuum level for optimum
performance plus the effect of a gas leak were determined by varying the insulation
gas pressure. Jacket vacuum levels, jacket vacuum integrity, plus microsphcre pack-
ing and shifting, if any, of the microspheres were also determined during the tests.
Nineteen simulated flight cycles were planned for the program, but the testing was
stopped after 13 cycles because of jacket damage caused by operator error during a
leak repair.
This section provides a description of the test article, instrumentation, and setup; the
test procedures used; plus the test results and discussion of results.
6.1 TEST ARTICLE
The article tested is described in Section 5, Fig. 6-1 shows it mounted on the vacuum
chamber door. Concentric fill and vent lines, thermally _,_arded with a wrap-around
LN 2 heat-exhanger tube, enter the tank through a top-mounted access cover. The insula-
tion pumpout port is routed through the chamber door and back into the chamber with
appropriate valves so the insulation can be either evacuated by the chamber, evacuated
with a separatc pumping station, or back-filled with gas, depending on the test sequence.
The aluminum palletis insulated thermally from the chamber I-beam supports on four
nylon pads. The test article is enclosed within an aluminum box shown in Fig. 6-2.
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Fig. 6-1 Test Article Mounted o11 Vacuum Chamber Door
Four electrical heaters are located on each of the six sides. \Varm bounrtary LempcY-,
tures are controlled using these thermostatically controlled he_tters; for the, low_;r
warm boundary temperature tests, the chaanber LN? cold wall is used in conjunetir)n
with the heaters.
Thermostatically controlled heaters are also epoxy-bonded to the tank instrumentation
feedthrough and the O-ring sealed insulationpumpout port. These heaters maintain
these areas near ambient temperature, preventing thermal cycling and possible gas
leakage.
6.2 INSTRUMENTATION
A summary of the instrumentation and data acquisition equipment used in the tests is
presented in Table 6-1.
The primary instrumentation for the test tank is designed to measure temperature levels
throughout the test article assembly, insulation pressure, and heat rate to the cryogen
for accurate assessment of system thermal performance. Supporting instrumentation
is also provided for measuring environmental simulation conditions and jacket mechani-
cal motion.
6.2.1 Temperature
Test article thermometry is composed of platinum resistance thermometers (PRT) and
thcrmocouples for absolute temperature measurements and differential thcrmocoup]es
for gradient measurements. Carbon resistance thermometers are employed fc_r cryogen
level measurements. Locations of this instrumentation are shown in [,'ig. 6-3.
All thermocoup]es are 0,008 cm (0,003 in.) diameter ehromel-constantan with Teflon
insulation. This thcrmocouple was selected because of its high sensitivity and low
thermal conductivity of both elements, this being of particular importance for thermal
tempering of the iunctions at the low temperatures. For differential thermocouplcs,
J
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I
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Table 6-i
INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION EQUIPMENT
Function
Pressure,
Tank Ullage and
Barometric
Pressure,
Vent Gas-Variable
Area Meter
Pressure,
Vacuum Chamber
Pressure,
Vacuum Chamber
Pressure,
Vacuum Chamber
Pressure,
InsulationAnnulus
Instrumentation
Pressure,
Insulation
Pressure,
Insulation
Pres sure,
Insulation
Space-Hold
Boiloff
Ground-Hold
Boiloff
Tank
Temperature
Temperam re
Vscuum Jacket
Annulus
Annulus
Annulus
Texas Instruments, Inc.,
Model 140 Fused Quartz
Bourdon Tube Precision
Pressure Gage
Wallace & Tiernan,
Series 1500
Wallacc& Tiernan,
FA 145
NRC Series 810
Thermocouple Gage
Varian Model 841
Autoranging Ionization
Gage
Varian Ionization Gage
Varian Model -Ion Pump
Thermocouple Gage,
Veeco DVIM
Alphatron Model 520
Pressure Transducer
Precision Scientific-
Wet Test Meter
Fisher & Porter No.
1017354 Variable Arca
Flow Meter
Rosemount Engineering
l18G Platinum Resistance
Thermometer, Calibrated
Thcrmocouplc of Chromel-
Constantan, Calibrated
Brown and Sharp
Measurement
Range
0-1.8 x 105 Pa
0-1.4 × 105 Pa
0- i.i × 105 Pa
0- 133 Pa
-85 x 10 to
13 Pa
1.3 x I0-5 to
.G Pa
1 y 10-6
-o to
1 × I0 " Pa
.7 to
133 Pa
-9
I0.- to
i0° Pa
0-1.68 m3Aw
(59 ft3/hr)
0-25 m3/hr
(883 ft3/h r)
78-300OK
(140- 540 oR)
78-333OK
(140- 600 ° R)
0-2.5 cm
Wedge
Movement
Data
Acquisition
Data
Acquisition
Micrometer
Itoneywell Data Processor
Leeds Northrup Specdma.x
W, A2AR 10 - in strip
chart recorders
(1 in.)
0-0.01 V dc
0-750 V dc
0-100 MW de,
5 ranges
i
Accuracy
3.5 Pa
90 Pa
170 Pa
19: +
1 digit
2 on
Decade Range
±1/2%'
Full-Scale
0.1°K
(0.2 ° R)
0.5°K
(0.9°R)
0.0025 cm
(0.001 in.)
O. 05"_ Range
or 5 p_,r
O. 3q Range
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the chromel elements are brought to the reference junction to minimize errors at the
juncture with the copper lead wires to the data acquisition system. Thermocouple
junctions are attached to the surfaces with a silver-filled epoxy adhesive, * _md the
leads are taped parallel to the surface for 3 cm (1.2 in.) using Kapton tape. Differen-
tial thermocouple junctions are attached with an electrical insulating epoxy**, and the
leads secured to the surface at 5-cm (2-in.) intervals with the same adhesive.
Seven Rosemount Engineering Company Model 118G 100-ohm platinum resistance
thermometers are used for tank wall and plumbing-line temperature measurements.
Each PRT is calibrated at fixed points to yield an accuracy of 0.1°K (0.2°R) in abso-
lute temperature measurement between 78 and 300°K (140 to 540°R). These devices
are used as four-wire thermometers at a constant current of 3-mA dc. Each ther-
mometer is bonded to the surface with epoxy adhesive, and the 0. 013-cm (0. 005-in.)
copper current and potential leads are attached to the surface for a distance of 4 cm
(1.6 in. ) from the thermometer. A precision current shunt is in series with each
thermometer current leg for measurement of individual thermometer currents. Power
dissipation in the seven thermometers was a maximum of 0.6 mW total.
Five carbon resistors are located along the fill tube [ spaced approximately 1 cm (4 in. )
from the tube] to serve as liquid level sensors. These resistors arc connected in
series, and potential leads across each resistor provide a voltage signal that is pro-
portional to the resistor temperature. For the self-heating value of these resistors,
the difference in heat transfer coefficient between a liquid and a gaseous cryogen en-
vironment results in a voltage change adequate for level sensing. The level sensor
has a maximum heat input to the cryogen of 50 mW (0.17 Btu/hr) and, as this input is
known to within 2 mW (0. 007 Btu/hr), uncertainty in system performance introduced by
thisdevice is negligible.
All instrumentation leads within the cryogen volume exit the tank through an epoxicd
feedthrough with thermal grounding at the LN 2 g_ard coil on the vent-fill entraz_ce
*No. 3021 E solder, Acme Chemicals and InsulationCo
**Epibond 123, Furane Plastics, Inc.
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fitting to the tank. The calculated maximum lead wire heat leak into the tank Js 15 mW
(0.05 Btu/hr) for continuous operation of the LN2 guard. The stz_it sensor instrumen-
tation leads are bonded around the circumference of the strut at each measuring loca-
tion for thermal tempering.
6.2.2 Pressure
The pressure measurement instrumentation is for
• Tank ullage and barometric pressure monitoring
• Insulation pressure
• Environmental simulation chamber pressure
Initially, tank ullage pressure was to have been controlled to 3 Pa using a differential
pressure transducer, set point pressure control unit, servo-valve, and an
electronic/signal-conditioning unit together with a constant pressure reference.
However, the system did not control pressure as designed. After repeated unsuc-
cessful tries to correct the problem, tank pressure control was eliminated. Varia-
tions in tank pressure are calculated to affect the boiloff measurement accuracy less
than 6.7 percent for the space-hold tests and progressively less for the other tests
with higher heat rates (based on measured variations in tank pressure).
Measurement of tank ullage ,-rod barometric absolute pressure is made with a quartz
bourdon tube gage (Texas Instruments 140A with No. 2 tube). This device has an
accuracy of 3.5 Pa at tank operating pressure. In operation, the gage is manually
hulled for reading of absolute value, and deviation from the prior reading is recordcd
by monitoring meter deflection.
Insulation pressure is measured by two thermocouple gages, two ion gages, one ion
pump, and one alphatron gage as shown in Fig. 6-4. These gages allow pressure
measurements from 105 to 10 -5 Pa at both the bottom and top of the vacuum jacket.
A pump current versus pressure calibration curve is used to measure pressure with
the ion pump.
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Fig. 6--4 Vacuum-Jacket Pressure Measurement and Control
Jb__ __ JL
Environmental chamber pressure is measured by b(mrdon tlabc, thermocouple, and
ionization gages calibrated for the appropriate pressure ranges. Cryogen fill, vent
line, and environmental shroud fluid pressures are measured using standard labora-
tory bourdon tube gages.
6.2.3 Tank Boiloff
The test-article cryogen boiloff instrumentation is shown in Fig. 6-5. During filling
and ground-hold thermal performance evaluations, the cryogen volumetric boiloff is
measured with a variable area flowmetcr which accommodates the relatively high-
volume flow rates associated with this operation. Visual recording of flow rate is
carried out during these relatively short duration operations. Boiloff during space
thermal performance testing is measured with a calibrated wet test meter. The wet
test meter, with automatic recording of each full revolution, is used as the total
boiloff measurement for heat-flux computations. Gas temperature and pressure up-
stream from each flow-mcasurkng device is measured with thermocouples and bourdon
tube pressure gages, respectively, after the gas has passed through a temperature-
regulated water bath.
6.2.4 Jacket Deflections
Based on experience obtained with the vacuum-jacket expansion measurements made in
Task 17, relative vacuum-jacket movement is monitored by bonding small reference
screws on each side of all wedges of the vacuum jacket. The amount the jacket moves
locally is determined by the amount each wedgc opens or closes as measured by a dial
gage micrometer. The spring/Kevlar attachments kccp the jacket spacing constant off
the tank wall at the attach points so relative movement of the jacket with respect to the
tank can only occur in the wedges.
All wedge dimensions are measured with the insulation evacuated prior to start of the
tests. During the test series, selected wedges on opposite sides of the jacket are
measured with the insulation evacuated.
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Fig. 6-5 Test Tank Fill, Dump, Vent, and Boiloff Instrumentation
!6.3 TEST SETUP
The vacuum-jacketed microsphere insulated tank was tested in a space environmental
simulation chamber. The chamber, 2.45 m (8.04 ft) diameter by 4.57 m (15 ft) long.
is of the horizontal cylinder confi_ration having removable end domes from which ex-
perimental packages are mounted. This mounting arrangement provides for easy ac-
cess and complete checkout of the test article and instrumentation prior to movement
into the vacuum chamber.
The chamber is equipped with an LN 2 cold shroud. Chamber pumping is accomplished
with roughing and turbine pumps. Ultimate chamber pressure with the test article
installed is in the mid 10 -4 Pa range. Chamber operation is through automatically
controlled sequencing of functions, and the system is provided with safety controls in
the event of pump or shroud failures.
Boiloff instrumentation and pressure readout equipment are shown in Fig. 6-6. Test
article and chamber operation data are collected on strip-chart recorders and the Data
Processor Termhal shown in Fig. 6-7. The Terminal inputs are scanned, measured
by a digital voltmeter, and outputted as printed format and punched paper tape. The
scanner is activated at preselected intervals by a crystal digital display clock. T}_c
system accuracy is 0.05 percent full scale, which corresponds to 5 pV for thermomctry
signals. Recorded data are computer-processed for temperature f,'om thermocouplc
and resistance thermometer voltages.
6.4 TEST PROCEDURE
The testprogram was desigmed to investigatethe effectof the following x'ariableson
insulationsystem therm,-_lperformance:
• Warm boundary temperature for both grmmd-hold and space-hold conditions
• The effectof compressive load on the jacket from 0 to 1 atm
• The effectof GN 2 pressure in the insulationfrom .013 to 4 Pa pressure
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The effectof simulated flightcycles on thermal performance (Each cycle
simulates a Space Tug flightof propellant loading on the ground, propellant
drain in orbit, atmospheric reentry, and tank warmup to ambient conditions
on the ground.)
The cold boundary for all tests is 78°K (140°R).
6.4.1 Ground-Hold Thermal Performance
This test sequence is started with the chamber at 9 x 104 Pa pressure of GN 2 and
ambient temperature and the insulation pressure 1.3 Pa or lower of 99.99-percent
CO 2. (For safety reasons, the chamber door cannot be bolted on; therefore, in
order to maintain a good seal, less than I-atm chamber pressure is required.) The
tank is cooled down to LN 2 temperature with cold nitrogen gas. Liquid nitrogen fill
is then started and maintained until a steady liquid level is achieved. Cryopumping
reduces insulation pressure to < .013 Pa. The fill line is shut off, and cryogen
boiloff recorded at 5-min intervals until equilbrium conditions have been achieved for
60 min, as indicated by boiloff constant within 1 percent, and jacket and tank tempera-
tures constant to within I°K (2°R). The jacket is maintained at 270 =_5°K (486 =_ 9°R)
for the first test and 290 =_5°K (522 e 9°R) for the second test.
6.4.2 Space-Ilold Thermal Performance
At the conclusion of ground-hold testing, the chamber pressure is reduced below
.0013 Pa with the test tank still filled with LN 2. Boiloff, chamber, jacket, and
tank pressures, and tank and jacket temperatures arc monitored until equilibrium
conditions are achieved for 8 hr [1-percent stability of boiloff and I°K (2 °[_) of tem-
peratures] • The initial test condition is for a jacket temperature of 310 _ 5 ° K
(55_ • 9°R). After completion of this test phase, the liquid level is brought to the
full conditicn, and testing is repeated at jacket temperatures of 280 -_ 5°K (504 _ 9°R)
and 250 ÷ 5°K (450 _. 9°R). At the conclusion of these tests, the LN 2 is emptied
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from the tank, and the chamber is brought to 9 × 104 Pa GN 2 pressure and aml)i(:lnl
temperature. The cryogen space is vented until the article is uniformly at aml)ic, nt
temperature.
6.4.3 Thermal Performance as a Function of Jacket Compressive Load
To date, the only compressive-load-effects data for uncoated mierospheres have been
derived from flat-plate calorimeter tests using a flexible diaphrag-m-type of insula-
tion container. At loads below 1000 Pa, accuracy has been compromis_l by tmccr-
tainties in the effective load area of the insulation containment device used for the
flat-plate calorimeter. As the test article vacuum jacket is desigmed to cxert pres-
sures of less than 100 Pa, it is essential to further study these loading effects in
the design operating region on the actual test article. These data also serve to verify
the theroretieal model in the region where self-load and externally applied compressive
load effects are of comparable magnitutde.
With the vacuum chamber at 9 x 104 Pa pressure and the insulation annulus at a pres-
sure of 1.3 Pa of CO 2 or less, the tank is loaded with LN 2. The chamber is pumped
down to less than .0013 Pa pressure, and equilibrium boiloff rates are determined lot
a vacuum jacket temperature of 275 ÷ 5°K (495 _ 9°R).
These initial data provide a baseline value for evaluating changes in heat transfer with
increasing compressive pressure. Vacuum chamber pressure is changed successively
to 10, 100, 1000, 10,000 , and 9 x 104 Pa using GN 2, and equilibrium boiloff rates arc
measured for each chamber pressure with a jacket temperature of 275 • 5°K (495 _: !)°R).
The final test is with the vacuum chamber at .0013 Pa or less to evaluate recovery
from loading.
6.4.4 Thermal Performance as a Function of Insulation Pressure
The objective of this test sequence is to determine the heat transfer by conduction
through an insulation interstitial gas phase. These results will (1) verify the prcdict('d
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insulation annulus vacuum requirement (. 013 Pa) for operational conditions and
(2) demonstrate system thermal performance for conditions of atmosp}mric leakage
into the insulation space. Gaseous N 2 is selected to bc representative o/the pre-
dominant species that would be present because of air leakage. The experimental re-
sults from this investigation are used to correlate the theroctical model for gas-
phase conduction for system performance analysis over the total operational tempera-
ture range.
With the test article mounted in the vacuum chamber at 9 x 104 Pa pressure, and the
insulation annulus at a pressure of 1.3 Pa of CO 2 or less, the tank is loaded with LN 2.
The chamber is pumped down to less than .0013 Pa, and equiHbrium-boiloff rates
are determined for a vacuum jacket temperature of 265 =e5OK (477 :_ 9°R). The
insulation pressure is then increased to .13, .53, 1.07, 2.7, and 4 Pa with GN 2.
Equilibrium boiloff rates are obtained at each pressure level.
The pressures are chosen to define the onset of gaseous conduction and shape of the
curve characteristic for a Knudsen number greater than 10 - i.e., free molecular
regime. This pressure range defines the characteristic void dimension and effective
accommodation coefficient necessary for correlation with the gas conduction model.
6.4.5 Thermal Performance Following Simulated Flight Cycles
To determine the effect of thermal/pressure flight cycles on system thermal per-
formance, one ground-hold and one space-hold boiloff test arc conducted after 3. 7,
and 13 flight cycles. After 19 cycles, one ground-hold and two space-hold tests
complete the sequence. Because of the jacket damage that occurred, tests were com-
pleted after 3 and 7 flight cycles only.
A flight cycle starts with a chamber pressure of 9 x 104 Pa, the insulation at 1.3 Pa
or less of CO 2, and the tank at ambient temperature. Following tank LN 2 fill, the
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chamber is pumped down to less th:m .013 I)a, the LN 2 is dumped in 1 hr, :rod the
chamber pressure is brought up to 9 × 104 Pa of (;N 2, The alunlinum lmx shroud
temperature is maintained at 300 • 5°K (540 ± 9°1t). After 48 hr, the tank is back
to ambient temperature. This sequence completes one flight cycle. The grotmd-hold
and space-hold tests are conducted as discussed previously with the shroud temperature
held at 300 _: 5°K (540 =_9°R). Before the initial flight cycle, jacket wedge dimensions
are measured and recorded. At the completion of 3, 7, and 13 cycles, the dimension
measurements were repeated before the jacket damage occurred.
6.5 TEST RESULTS
The results of the test article environmental and operational tests are discussed in
five subsections covering the following:
• Test article thermal performance as a function of vacuum jacket temperature,
external compressive loading of the vacuum jacket, insulation interstitial
gas pressure, and resistance to thermal degradation by repeated simulated
flight cycles
• Mechanical strength and pacMng of the microspheres as a fmmtion of the
number of external compressive load cycles
• Post-test tank and jacket emittance measurements and tank/jacket sl)acing
measurements around the strut attach points (for use in the thermal model)
• Separate test of the microsphere self-weight contact force (for use in the thermal
model)
• Evacuation rate of the insulation and vacuum integrity of the jacket
6.5.1 Thermal Performance
A summary of the thermal test results is provided in Table 6-2. The heat rate v_ues
from the table are plotted as a function of the average jacket temperat_are for ground-
hold and space-hold tests in Figs. 6-8 ,and 6-9. Alsc included on the figures are the
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Table 6-2
SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS
EEPROD " L_CI!_._I."...,': J "' '_" '"
DRIGINAL i:'::'. • "
Test
Ground Hold
Ground Hold
(b)
Space
Space
Space
Comp. Load (c)
Comp. Load
Comp. Load
Comp. Load
Comp. Load
Comp. Load
Comp. Load
Gas Pressure
Gas Pressure
Gas Pressure
Gas Pressure
Gas Pressure
Gas Pressure
Ground Hold, 3 cycles
Ground Hold, 7 cycles
Space, 3 cycles
Space, 7 cycles
Chamber
Pressure
Pa
9.13 × 104
9.13 x 104
9.13 x 104
9 × 10 -4
7 × 10 -4
1 × 10 -3
< .0013
12.8
102
986
9.7 × 103
9.13 x 104
< .0013
< .0013
5 x 10 -4
5 x 10 -4
9 × 10 -4
8 x 10 -4
8 × 10-4
9.12 x 104
9.08 x 104
.027
.032
Insulation
Pressure
Pa
< .013
1.07
< .013
< .013
< .013
< .013
< .013
< .013
< .013
< .013
< .013
< .013
< .013
< .013
.13
.65
1.0
2.96
4.05
< .013
< ,013
< .013
< .013
Jacket
o K
290.6
268.2
268.2
306.5
279.6
2,14.0
274.0
278.9
277.7
272.9
264.5
277.0
274.0
268.0
267.6
267.0
268.2
260. i
258.4
288.8
287.7
Temperature (a)
(°R)
(52:3.1)
(482.7)
(482.7)
(551.7)
(503.3)
(4:39.3)
(493.2)
(502.i)
(499.9)
(49 i. 2)
(476. i)
(498.6)
(-t9:}.2)
(,182.4)
(481.7)
(480.6)
(482.7)
(,t68.2
(465. l)
(500.9)
(5oo. 1)
(519.9)
(517.9)
fleet Rate
W (Btu/hr
3,t2 (1167)
269 (917)
260 (887)
59.6 (203.5)
44.2 (150.7)
29.8 (101.8)
41.5 (141.5)
42.6 (145.4)
43.8 (149.6)
61.4 (209.6)
107 (:365)
290 (989)
41.7 (142.,I)
39.0 (133)
45.8 (156.2)
46.6 (159. l)
48.1 (164.3)
58.8 (200.5)
6:}. 8 (217.6)
295 (1006)
290 (990)
•19.3 (168.4)
51.9 (177.2)
(a) Average of 40 jacket temperatures. T c 78°K (140°R).
(b) Gas conduction subtracted from above test results for comparison with insulation at pressure
of less than .013 Pa.
(c) Data interpolated from pmor test results (Fig, 6-9) to obtain temperature identic_ with t21at
for last data of test series.
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data points for repeat thermal tests following three _%ndseven thermal/pressure
cycles. No thermal performance degradation due to the cycling was observed from thr,
ground-hold results. Space-hold performance was unaffected by three cycles. Afro:'
seven cycles, however, an apparent heat rate increase of 7 percent was measured.
As discussed in section 6.6.7, this higher rate is attributable to experimental
uncertainty rather than an environmentally induced degradation of thermal performance.
q
Measured temperature distributions along the fiberglass tank struts for the space-hold
tests are compared to calculated values in Fig. 6-10. The measured values are used
to compute the heat leak to the tank through the tank supports. These data show
much shorter struts can be used without materially affecting the already low strut-heat-
leak rates.
The effect of insulation interstitial gas pressure on heat rate is plotted in Fig. 6-11.
The deviation of the test point at . 13 Pa from the smoothed curve is believed
to be due to inaccuracy in the pressure measurement for this single case. The pressure
was measured at the top of the insulation only for this test as the bottom jacket ion
gage malfunctioned. Also, a very small leak developed in the tank access cover region
allowing nitrogen gas into the insulation. This leak rate was sufficiently slow, so
the insulation could be kept evacuated to less than . 013 Pa by continuous pumping
for the other test series, but, for the gas pressure tests, the insulation space was
isolated from the pumping system. The average insulation pressure is also probably
higher than the . 13 Pa measured at the top of the jacket because a low flow conductance
screen, for containment of the microspheres, is placed between the insulation space
and the pressure gage.
For the tests at higher insulation pressures, the effects of the leak and the screen
on the average insulation gas pressure measurement should be negligible. During
the other gas-pressure tests, the measured insulation pressure at the top and bottom
of the jacket stayed constant within a few percent.
The effect of compressive pressure on the insulation heat rate is plotted in Fig. G-12.
3'he no-load heat rate was subtracted from the total heat rate to determine the effect
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of compressive load on thermal performance. Note the change in the slope of the curve
in the region where the compressed spring assemblies start to deflect inward. (The
equivalent spring deflection pressure is determined by dividing the load at which the
springs start to deflect by the jacket area.) The p0.54 relationship is a f,andamental
characteristic of the microsphere insulation, which describes the change in contact
thermal resistance with increasing contact force. The region of the curve correspond-
ing to a slope of 1.13 applies only to this particular jacket and spring geometry.
The force, and subseque:_t contact resistance, is dependent not only upon the sphere
packing geometry, but also upon the manrer in which the load is transferred through
the jacket to the insulation.
6.5.2 MechaJaical Stability and Packing of Microsphere Insulation Under Load Cycling
The effect of repeated 1-atm load cycles on microsphere packing was determined by
measuring the contraction of 55 wedges at different locations on the jacket. These
results were then compared with previous test data taken in a fiat-plate type of
compression apparatus where the insulation thickness change was measured directly.
Note in Fig. 6-13 the relatively good agreement between the two sets of data and the
z
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Fig. 6-13 Microsphcre Packing as a Function of Load Cycles
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fact that the packing had nearly reached its equilibrium value after 13 cycles. The
change in packing occurs due to the particles rearranging themselves into a geometry
having a higher solid fraction. The change in packing is not due to spher2 breakage.
Samples of microspheres were taken from 24 locations over the jacket m_d a broken
particle count was performed. The results are compared with an equal number of
counts from reference samples that were not subjected to repeated compressive
loadings. The results below show no change in the percentage of unbroken spheres
within the accuracy of the counting methods.
Broken Spheres
Reference Test Article
9.5 • 1.8 10.6 • 2.4
No shifting of the microspheres occurred from one jacket area to another during
the test program as determined by the wedge exp,xnsion/cor, traction measurements
on different areas of the jacket.
6.5.3 Post-Test Emittance Measurements
Following 13 thermal/pressure cycles, the test article was removed from the chamber
to measure jacket movement (wedge expansion/contraction) ,-rod to repair a jacket
leak. A helium leak check of the jacket assembly isolated the leaks to the warm end
of a strut and the soldered final closure joint. The strut leak was repaired but the
final closure joint repair was attempted twice without success. Apparently the low
viscosi_ Crest adhesive was pulled through the hole before it cured. To reduce
the &P across the jacket, the insulation was to hnve been baekfilled with CO 2 to a
-104 Pa gage pressure. Inadvertently, however, the pressure was allowed to rise
above atmospheric pressure, and the jacket overexpanded plastically. The damage
was extensive enough to buckle- the wedges as shown in Fi_. 6-l.i ,and prevent further
testing of the jacket.
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Fig. 6-14 Damaged Vacuum Jacket Caused by Accidental Overpressurization
Since the jacket was no longer usable, it was removed from the tar k, and extensive
emittance measurements were made on both the jacket m_d the tae.k (as shown in
Table 6-3) to provide input data for the thermal model. No damage to the gold coating
was observed on the jacket or tank (visu_ly or under 40× magnification) except for
some solder-flux-induced stains neae the soldered final closure joint. However,
thv emittance values are higher th:m were measured on sample coupons made at the
same time the gold coating was originally performed. None of the spring assemblies
were damaged; all of them ['emained bonded to the tank m_d _1 Kcvlar strands were
intact. Measurements were made on the minimttm clearance gap between the jacket
strut cylinders and the ta.nk surface to provide data for the therm_ analysis. Table 6-4
shows the clearance was less thm_ the minimum design value in a number of places.
Whether the jacket overexl)ansion ch_mged tl_ose clearances is not Mmwn.
Conl, a 2t l:ort'e6.5.4 MicrosphereSelf-Weight • f
The 'q_ydrostatic head" of a column of mierosl)hercs 0.30 m (12 in.) wide by 1.68 cm
(O 66 in.) thick was measur('d as :_ :m_('ti(m (d' height up to 1.17 m (46 in.) as shown
in Fig. G-15 to provide (lata in tf,rn_s ()f th(' ('(mta¢'I force due to self-weight for the
so]id conduction thermal an,qlysis. I'hc t(,'st was repeated using a thickness of 0.98 cm
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Table 6-3
EMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS OF JACKET AND TANK AFTER
13 THERMAL/PRESSURE CYCLES
lt_',N A l'P:l _fi. (d I:lI
e} 2 (ft2) _],':isur,'tn,'nts ' I{
JACKET
Cold, Upper ltemisphere ('b)
Gold, Lov_'er ltemisphert ,(b)
Gold, Stain at Fin,'d Closure
Gold, Inside Wedgcs at Stiffeners
Weld Joints
Solder Areas
S.S. Spring Caps
Filter ?;*2reens
TANK
Gold (c)
Al Spring Caps
Bolts, Bare Areas (d)
l. 99 (21. :P_)
1. !J9 f-' l. :'_t)
(). (HIG (tl tiT)
(}.2_ (2. :12)
O. 12 (] .27)
II.l] (1.22)
(). t)7 (t*.771
D. ():l (1)_ :lZJ
51 (J.(}.tl _ 0.017
I';(I I I;.():{:_ ÷ ().(JI).i
:1 I l). :_(i:l i) .():17 (_)!i II l!i:l tl. ililli I ")
:ill I O. ]iIJ "* I lif}:; ll'l
I )
:l, i li. ]-_(i
i
:lil l {I, l-tl; _ Ii i1.I (_)
hi'i'll .?%vi,r:ll_l d _ ii (i i 1
-1.2() (.t5. 19l i2t; 11.1)2{) _ II.llll:l
IJ.li{J (tl,.il_J) ;i0 I 7_7 _ i).li:ll; (I)
, (J.()7 l/i.:_{)) l -- 'l':ll(')
.?lr(':i .'_Vf'l'.-i_l'd _ iI.(l:13l
(a) Measurcmcnts made with Gicr l)tinkh, I)l_;iilo intr:.rt.(I i'_,fi,,i.tl_l_il,l.i.r, l;!_trtirn('::l
calibrated so v,'tlues approximate t(it:d h,,m i'-:[liil*l'l_':l] i,il_ itl:lllul'.
(b), II - 0.0'2_ ± 0.0O:l i'or c%)u_ns wil.:lSUl-<,,.i dUl'lllt_ lllld I'll:Jill!l:. lli'lil:l_]lil'(.,
(c) ell = 0.025 :l 0o00_l for coui_)fls rlll,:l_tll'l_ci ,iill-lll_ ,,,d,I (-ll:ltlil ; iq',.(.i.<llli-.,.
(d) Estimated, Inaccessihh, to n:l.:l_iurl,rill'nt,
(e) These '_.:litlPs ar(, l'(,hlll','eiy i11_ ,-n,_lliv(. t,, tl'l!llli i':ilul, i.h:lnl:j.-.
Ta01e 6-4
CLEARANCE BETWEEN STRUT BOXES AND TFIE TANK
,,.._- b.'lr_ CL} ;,!!,'r'c!
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(.039 in.) to cover the approx-
imate range ii, thickness on the
test tank. The force exerted by
the microsphercs on the bottom
surface bar was measured using
a transducer sensitive to 0.1 g.
The apparatus was partially filled
with microsphcres, the pressure
was measured, more microspheres
were added, the pressure again
was measured and so on until the
apparatlls was filled. The appara-
tus was emptied and the test was
repeat_xl several times. From
Figs. 6-16 and 6-17, it can be
seen that the measured pressure
is less than that of ,anideal liquid,
with an equal density. Note that
the pressure reaches a plateau,
then rises abruptly to a higher
plateau because of the bridging
effect of the microspheres during
each of the st,l'ics of test measurements.
|
Fig. 6-15 Microsphcre Self-Wei_ht
Test Apparatus
Also note the pressure rise is slightly less wh('n Ihc lhickncss is d('er(,'lsed. The
upper limit of the pl'USStll'e CUI'V(_S for the total number o1 lest s('rics wa,_ littcd empiri-
cally Im' use in the thermal model shown earlier in ._ccti<m ,t.3. "l'hi,_ (,quatinn was
integrated with r(,spect to height to provide the sell'--weight fore(, (,xm't(,¢l on th(, micro-
sphere contacts ,going l'ro)n the top (0 force) to th(' l)ott,)m (nltkximunl I¢)rcc) ¢)I the jacket.
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bottom jacket pressure sensors. The pressure dropped to less than .013 Pa
within minutes following the start of LN 2 fill bccause of the cryopumping of the
residual CO 2 gas. The minimum pressure in the insulation with a [-atm load on
the jacket was .0027 Pa tort at the top and 10 -4 Pa at the bottom of the jacket.
These pressures were limited more by the speed of the pumping systems and the
low level tank leak rate than the vacuum integrity of the jacket. In fact, no leaks
occurred after 13 thermal/pressure cycles in:
• 23.2 m (76 ft) of welded joints
• 4.5 m 2 (48 ft 2) of jacket membrane
• Wedges (including several damaged ones)
• Stiffeners
Leaks did occur in the soldered final closure joint and a'. the warm ends of the struts.
The jacket expanded and contracted elastically as designed and showed no discernible
change in its visual appearance following 13 thermal/pressure cycles.
6.6 DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
An analytical thermal model was developed to predict insulation heat transfer as a i_mc-
tion of temperature, compressive load, and interstitial gas pressure. Once the validity
and accuracy of this model is established, it provides a tool for thermal design of full-
scale cryogen insulation systems.
Methodology of model development is summarized in this section. Also, experimental
data from section 6.5 are compared with analytical model thermal performance pre-
dictions in terms of boundary temperatures, compressive load, and insulation inter-
stitial gas p r-ssure.
6.6.1 Insulation Thermal Model
The model used to characterize thermal conductivity of mierosphere insulation for
this program (see section 4.3) is a derivative of an analytical expression developed
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mierospheres. This expression, in turn, is based on results of e:u'lier theoretic:l]
and experimental studies (Refs. 6-1 through 6-13) of heat transport in packed beds
of spheres. As the basic information leading to its development has appeared in the
literature, only the major considerations arc discussed here.
Definition of Terms.
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The terms used in the development of the model follow:
= optical properties of the sphere bound_ries, assumed to
be _ray
= microsphere diameter
= compressive modulus
:: packing geometry factors of the bed
= integrated microspheres self-weight
= maximum vertical height of jacket
= effective thermal conductivity
= contact thermal conductivity
= sum of constriction and gas-phase thermal conductivity
= kgo/l_ +2XL/6 a
= gas-conduction thermal conductivity
--: gas-thermal conductivity at standard cnnditions
= gas-thermal conductivity inside the sphere
= k s {1 + [2m (1- _)/(2_ + 1)1/1- [m (1- _)/(2_ + 1)]}
:= radiation thermal conductivity
: thermal conductivity of glass
-- 1 - kg/k s
= insulation thickness
= mean free palh
•-- void fraction
-: refractive index of microspheres
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= external compressive load
= gage pressure
= Prandtl number
= heat flux
= radiation heat flux
= sphere radius
= pressure gage temperature
= absolute hot and cold bound_qry temperatures, respectively
= sphere volume
= thickness
= accommodation coefficient
= extinction coefficient of microspheres
= specific heat of gas
= 2mdgr/3 (1 - m)
= gold coating boundary temperature total hemispherical
emittance, metal to vacuum
= Tc/T H
= Poissons ratio
= ks/kg
= true sphere density
= 8tefan Boltzmann constant
2 I 2-_
• + 1 Pr
Analytical Considerations. The major heat-transfer mechanisms in packed spheres
trader evacuated conditions consist of the surface radiation transfer across the voids
;rod the constricted conduction through the contact surface of packed particles. If a
gas is present in the void space between spheres, a second conduction mechanism
exists. For a medium with coupled conduction and radiation transport, it has been
shown (12ef. 6-14) that the effective (or apparent) thermal conductivity k, defined in
the Fourier law
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can be well approximated under most conditions as the linear summntion of the con-
duction and radiation contributions
k(T) = keg(T) + k r(T) (2)
where k (T) is the additive sum of constriction and gas-phase conduction contribu-
cg
tions. In particular, under optically thick conditions such as in most microsphcrc
insulation applications, this summation procedure is an excellent approximation.
For packed solid spheres, the contact conductivity k c can be expressed as (Ref. 6-9)
o 1/3 (p)1/3k = Fk [(1- _-)/E] (:_)
e s
for large compressive loads where P is the compressive pressure, and
1/3 1/n
ke = F'ks [(1-p2)/E] [(pV_)/r3]_ (4)
for conditions where the contact force is a function of the self-weight of the bed (second
bracketed term in the right side of the equation). In the case of thin-walled hollow
sphercs (wall thickness-to-sphere diameter ratio _ 0.01), Eqs. (3) and (4) are 1,,,,¢,,-
[icdlo k ~ pl/2 and k ~ fl/2 (Hcf. 6-11), respectively.
C C
When a gas is present in the void volume be' ':een spheres, he:It is conducted through
the gas layer as well as the contact area between spheres. This conduction through the
gas _s a function not only of the gas thermal conductivity but also the dist:mce between
points on the surface of adjacent spheres and the me'm-free pathofthc gas. An ap-
parent thermal conduelivitv for lhis m(xh, can lm expr(,s,_c(1 ,is (Ilcf. {;-3)
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where kg is the conductivity of the gas at atmospheric pressure modified by the local-
spacing/mean- frec -path relationship.
The radiative heat flux at any point in an optically thick medium can be expressed as
(Ref. 6-15)
= dT4 d (n 2crT 4) = 16n 2aT 3 dT k -- (6)
qr 3B dx 3/3 dx = r dx
where the extinction coefficient /3, which is the sum of absorption and scattering co-
efficients for the packed sphere medium, is experimentally determined. Coupled
with radiation slip boundary conditions, the qr equation can be solved to give the
general expression (not just restricted to the optically thick case) for radiative heat
transfer through a pla_ne layer of absorbing and isotropically scattering media:
n
qr = 3/4 (?_ + (l/tit) + (1/c C) - 1 (7)
For the low emittance metal boundaries, the effective emittance = he, where n
is the effective refractive index of the medium (Ilcf. 6-16), and c is the metal-to-
vacuum emittanee.
For comparing with experimental data as well as for engineering applications, it is
convenient to define the apparent thermal conductivity as
k = q_/(Ti[- 'PC ) (s)
The apparent radiation conductivity is
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2 , 2 ,,2,
n J_o'(Tii + TC) (PII + [C )
k
r = ,5'/4 _ + (1/n(ii) + (l/nee)-1
and the apparent thermal conductivity can thus I}c expressed as
((})
k : Alk s (T) + kgc (T) + B_o_P31(I + 0) (i + 02) (i0)
where A 1 includes the packing geometry factor and elastic properties of the
sphere and the load; k s (T) is the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of
the sphere material; k is the apparent conductivits, for the gas phase; B represents
gc
the optical properties, assumed to be gray, of the sphere boundaries; and 0 :_ Tc/TII.
Microsphere Thermal Conduct'vity Model. The general form given by Eq. (10) is
used to define the thermal conductivity of the microsphere insulation as applied
to the test article. The first term on the right side of the equation is expressed as
F*(P + H)0"5 (aoT - afT2 ) (ii)
where F* is the packing geometry factor; (P + lI) 0"5 represents the contact force
resulting from an externally applied compressive load P plus the integrated sclf-
weight of the bed H, and a° and a I are 6.26 × 10 -3 and 7.83 × 10 -6 respectively9
as obtained from a fit of the literature data (Ref. 6-17) for the thermal conductivity
of borosilicate glass from 20 ° to 300°K (36 ° to 540°R). For the case of evacuated
microspheres, a thermal conductivity expression is obt_ined by substitution of the
contact conduction and r-adiation conductivities into Eq. (2).
qx :: F*(P + t]) 0"5 (6.26 × 10-3T - 7.83 × 10-6T2)dT/dx + Ba'i3d'P/dx
By integratingbetween {} and _ for x and TC ,and TII for T and multiplying
by _/TI. I (1 - 0), the resulting equation is
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assuming B is independent of temperature.
If a gas is present in file void space between spheres, a third term is added to
Eq. (12). For hollow spheres having an evacuated or gas-filled interior volume, a
form of the gas contribution equation suggested by Kagner (Ref. 6-3) for porous
granules was empl_,yed for this analysis. This equation relates heat transport to the
thermal conductivity of the gas in the voids between granules and the effective con-
ductivity of the granule. The latter conductivity is a function of the conductivity of
the gas within the granules and the granule material itself. These properties in the
general case are temperature dependent, but the integration of the equation is cumber-
some considering temperature dependencies of both thermal conductivits, and the gas
mcm_ free path. Ial the solution used in this work, an approximatio,: was made whereby
the properties are evaluated as the average temperature between boundaries for the
gas phase and by the expression for glass as _ ftu_ction of local temperature in the
m'nu_er of Ert. (12).
A second consideration in calculation of gas-phase effects is the definitionof a local
pressure at low pressures as a function of the gage pressure measured remotely
from the bed. For Knudscn numbers (L/6a) >> 1 ,a pressure gradient exists with
a temperature gradient in the porous media and one must then include the influence
of dP/dx in the rigorous solution. For this anMysis, a mean pressure is defined as
P (T}I/2+ TI/2)
2 T 1/2 -- (13)
g
where P is gage pressure ,'tnd T is temperature of the gage. Equation (13)g g
was used to compute the mc,-m frcc path term for the gas conduction equation.
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The equation for the gas conduction contribution to overall thermal ccmductivit:i is
kg c - k m) 2 In l_r _ 1 - + 1g k k k
1 ---g- - ---g- g
kgr kg r
where k is the thermal conductivity of the gas contained within the voids at theg
pressure of interest, kgr is an effectiveconductivityof the hollow sphere, and
K - 1 - kgs/ks -- 1 for microspheres at low pressure.
(14)
'l_m complete equation used to represent the thermal conductivity of the tank microsphere
insulation is then
k = k + k + k (15)
sc gc r
where for solid conduction
: 1.07 x 10 -5 (p+H)0'5351 Cl + 0)-2.61 ×10 -6 "' 03/1ksc 3.13 x i0-3 WH TII (I - -Oi i
for gas conduction
[ /
kg c -: k /5.8 (lk m)2 (- 1 kg k In -KE - 1 -
l - ---g- _ __K_ kg[ kgr _ kgr
and for radiation
k n ' ,_
v" 0.75 fl_ + 1 + _ _ cr_ TI (1 _- 0)(l + 0")
n_I! nCc
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The coefficientof the contact conductivity term (I.07 × i0-5) and the P + I[ exponent
(0.535) were derived from the tank cxperirrmntal data as discussed in section 6.(;.'2.
The value of II is evaluated from the hwirostatic head test results of section ¢J.5.
fland n in the radiation term were deterrnincd ex3_erimentally (llef.(_-12).
6.6.2 Effect of Compressive Loading on Thermal Performance
The experimental data from the compressive load and ground-hold tests were analyzed
to evaluate the coefficient and exponent of the contact conduction term of Eq. (15).
Total tank heat input data were corrected for heat leaks through supports, LIg00 blocks,
and springs. This insulation heat input value was then used to calculate an insulation
thermal conductivity. Radiation conductivity was computed for each set of boundary
temperatures using average emittance values for the jacket and tank based on the data
sh,own earlier in Table 6-3. Temperature dependence of emittance was computed for
0.5
c(T) = aT using the data from Ref. 6-5. This radiation conductivity was then
subtracted from the total insulation thermal conductivity to give a solid-phase thermal
conductivity. The solid-phase thermal conductivity was divided by glass thermal
conductivity at equivalent temperatures to obtain a nondimensional conductivity c5.
Figure 6-18 compares the test article _ as a ftmction of compressive load (P + H) with
those obtained previously using a flat plate calorimeter (FPC) apparatus. The coef-
ficient A 1 and exponent n 1 were calculated using a least-square routine and the result
-5
is represented by the dashed line (A 1 = 1.07 x l0 and n I = 0.535) . The broken
line represents the compressive load behavior observed from FPC data for the initial
compression cycle where n I = 0.60. After the initi_tl cycling, the exponent n 1 : ().55
is the best correlation c,f the FPC data to 100 cycles. This chmlge in exponent with
cycling is attributed to _. change in packing geometry, which is evidenced by an observed
solid fraction change of 0.60 to 0.64 with the initial loading,
Test tank performance is in good agreement with the FPC data in regarcls to the load
dependence c×ponent n 1 . I[owever, the coefficient A t is less than that derived from
the FPC data; consequently, the absolute wtlue of thermal conductivity for the test
article is less thunthal for the FPC as shownby Fig. f;-lC,). This difference is
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postulated to be the result of a difference in packing geometry for ncarly identical solid
fractions. Evidence of this effect has been brought forth in a recent study (Ref. 6-18)
of possiblc contact orientations in a packed bed at a single solid fraction. I"igure r;-20
illustrates the range of solid-phase conductivities that can be postulated from a statisti-
•al study of packing geometry. Thus, it is seen that solid fraction does not specify a
unique packing geometry. In the FPC testing, the packing may be much more uniform
than in the test tank because of the differences in the filling method. For the FPC. the
insulation is in a horizontal plane and the microspheres are poured carefully to cover
uniformly the horizontal area as the bed thickness increases. For the test tank, the
microspheres are introduced as a fluidized stream.
6.6.3 Effect of Insulation Gas Pressure on Thermal Performance
The expression in Eq. (15) for prediction of gas-phase thermal conductivity was com-
pared with the nitrogen gas experimental data. The void fraction m, used in the
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Fig. 6-20 Variation in Solid ConductivJt:, With Packing Geomatry
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calculations, is 0.36. Sphere thermal conductivity k was calculated assuming thegr
pressure within the sphere was .013 Pa of nitrogen gas, and the characteristic
void dimension _a was based on a mean sr_here diameter of 75 ,z, 10 .6 m (0. 003 in.).
Correlation betaveen the conductivity model and earlier experimental data for the micro-
sphere insulation obtained from a guarded hot plate* for helium and nitrogen at two
average temperatures is shown in Fig. 6-21. These data for the relatively small tem-
perature difference of 50°K (90°R) between hot and cold boundaries show good agree-
ment was obtained for the temperatures and pressures investigated.
Test article data were analyzed by subtraction of the contact conduction and radiation
terms, computed for each test condition, from the total conductivity to obtain the gas-
phase apparent conductivity. The test values are compared with the predicted values
in Fig. 6-22. The dashed line represents the prediction as a function of pressure,
Circles show the earlier data for microspheres and the triangular points are for the
test article. The pressures shown are the temperature corrected values of gage pres-
sure, as discussed in section 6.6.1. In all cases of test article data, the experimentally
deduced points fall below the prediction. No reason for this deviation is apparent.
ttowever, four possible causes can be postulated. First, there is a possibility that the
gage pressure is not related directly to the insulation pressure because the pressure
data were taken at locations separated from the insulation space by small l)ore-size
screens. Second, the correction applied to the gage pressure may be incorrect, par-
ticularly for large temperature differences between boundaries, considering :t nonlinear
temperature gradient in the insulation. Third, the packing geomet13_ variation suggested
from the compressive load data may result in a value of 5a differing from the assumed
value. And finally, the assumption of decoupled heat transport mechanisms may n_t be
adequate for this condition, although it appears reasonably accuram for small AT
studies.
*ASTM C-177. American Society for Testin_ and Materials, Philadelphia, I)ennsvlvania.
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6.6.4 Space-IIold Thcrma] Performance
Thermal conductivity of the microsphere insulationas a ftmetion of the warm boundary
temperature is shown in Fig. 6-23. The data represented by the open circles are for
the initialtest, and the triangular and square points are for data obtained after 3 and 7
thermal-pressure cycles, respectively. Considering the initialtest and post-third
cycle test, the conductivity can be expressed as a function of TI{ to the 1.78 power.
Ifallfive points are included, the best fitof the data is T H to the 1.86 power. Except
at the limits of pure conduction or radiation, the totalconductivity cannot be expressed
as a single function of temperature because of the differingtemperature dependencies
of the conduction and radiation contributions. However, for the space-hold conditions
the data should approach the radiation limit- i.e., approximately T 3 .
The calculated thermal conductivity as a function of hot boundary temperature, from
Eq. (15), is shown by the dashed line of Fig. 6-23. Over the temperature range shown,
F
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the calculated conductivity can be approximated as k ~ T '1 From fiat-plateealo-
(llcf.6-12). k ~,l,i[."7 over this range of hot-bomxl'try teml)eratures.rimeter data
For the FPC data, however, the (P + If)term of l_q. (15) is nearly zero as II is very
small and the conduction heat transport is insignificant. In the test articlecase. H
is appreciable (see Figs. 6-16 and 6-17). The conduction term then becomes a signifi-
cant fraction of the totalheat transfer (see section 6.6.6), thereby reducing the tem-
perature dependence exponent to some value less than 2.5.
The displacement calculated from the experimental curve is believed to be the result of
a slightly greater conduction component than predicted from the anal/sis of the compres-
sive load data. An estimate was made of the maximum compressive load that could be
exerted on the microspheres due to volume changes and jacket shrinkage at temperatures
less than ambient (jacket filling condition). The calculatei average load (assuming no
jacket support from the springs) is 20 Pa at 280°K (504°R) and 50 Pa at 244°K
(439°I1). Inclusion of these loads in Eq. (15) increases the thermal conductivity to the
values shown by the broken line of Fig. 6-23. (A compressive pressure of 66 Pa
would bring the calculated and experimental values into excellent agreement. )
Even without this correction, agreement between calculated and experimentally deter-
mined values of thermal conductivity is within 10 percent, on the same order as the un-
certainty in the experimental data.
6.6.5 Grotmd-Hold Thermal Performance
Comparison of predicted versus experimentally evaluated thermal conductivity for the
ground-hold conditions is within 10 percent as shown h_ Fig. 6-24: however, the apparent
1.87
temperature dependency is vastly different. A k ~ T,I results from the experiment
which indicates a radiation-dominant case. Equation (15) yields a temperature depen-
dency of considerably less than unity, corrcsl)onding to that of the t)orosilicate glass -
i.e., conduction-dominated. No explanation is presented for this anomaly other than
experimental tmc(}rtaint.v. Also. the(lat:t ar(,over too limited a range. 25"K (.15°I{). to
l)rovirh' a r(,asonal)lr :tssessmcnt ()f temperature dependene(,.
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Fig. 6-24 Ground-Hold Thermal Conductivity
6.6. G Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Test Article Heat Inputs
Table 6-5 presents a comparison of calculated and measured heat inputs to the test
article for the different test conditions. Calculated values of conduction, radiation,
and insulation penetration heat rates are expressed as perccnbages of the total calculated
heat rate. In general, the a_,eement between calculated and measured rates are quite
good. With the exception of the interstitial gas pressure series, agreement is within
10 percent. For gas pressures in the 1.3 Pa range, the calculated values of heat
rate arc 19 to 28 percent greater than measured heat rates. At thc lower pressures,
the calculations arc within 10 percent of the measured values.
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Table 6-5
CALCULATED VERSUS MEASURED HEAT RATES
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lleat Ik|te. The tmcertain.ty in the measured v.due of test tank heat rat(. is th,_
su)nnlation of the individual uncertainties ;tssociated with the l)oi#_)ff )n(:);-;u)'-m,t)t
m_d the uncertainty resulting from ehmlges in the sensible heat of the li(luid in the
tmlk arising from small, ullage pressure changes during the measurement period.
This maximum total uncertainty (as opposed to the lower rms w_eertninty) may be
expressed as
6q -- 6V + 6p + 6hv + 6q_
where 6V is the maximum uncertainty in the volumetric measurement of I)oiloff,
considering the individual uneertainties in the flow meter and the measurements of
temperature and pressure of the gas; 60 is the m_eertainty in gas density derived
from the gas temperature and pressure measurements; 6hv is the mlcertainty in
the latent heat of vaporization which is a function of the liquid purity and the temper-
ature in the tank; and 6Qf is the liquid sensible heat term related to time=depende)_t
ull.age pressure changes.
The m,'uximum uncertainty in volume measurement 6V was calculated to be 1.2
percent for the space=hold tests (lowest heat-rat(: series) based on the wet-test meter
calibration* of :L 0.5 percent and the meter temperatxtre ,and pressure measurement
aeeur_eies. For the groua_d-hold tests, this maximum uncertainty is 1,t percent for
the lowest jacket temperature condition decreasing to 9 percent for the higbest
temperature case (based on the meter calibration accuracy of i {)..4 ma/min*).
Th(, (':tlculnted mmximum mmertainties for the density 5p m_d latent I_ont ,_hv :_l't,
0.5 anti 0.1 percent, respectively. The densi,ty uncertainty is bas(:d on g:_s temperature
and pressure measurement accuracies of 0.,t m_d 0.1 percent, respectively, at the
*("dihrated against an NBS traceable meter.
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flow meter. The error in latent heat is calculated for a 0.5°K (0.c,)°R) uncertainty
in the liquid temperature, As the liquid purity was greater thin1 9.9. 998 l)ev'cent,
no error was assmned for any deviation fnmm the ].atent he, at data of Ref. f;-19.
The calculated maximum uncertainties for m_y test due to the 5Ql2 term,
based on the measured ullage pressure fhzct_aations, are 1.2 percent for the ground-
hold test series and 6.7 percent for the space-hold data.
From these individual mmertainties, the mmximum uncertainty in measured tcmk heat
rate is 8.5 percent for the space-hold series of tests. For the ground-hold test
series, it ranges from 10.8 to 15.8 percent, the larger value corresponding to the
lowest jacket temperature data.
Thermal Conductivity. Uncertainties in the values of microsphere insulation
thermal conductivity are a maximum of 19.4 percent for space-hold conditions and
23.3 percent for-ground-hold conditions. These values are based on the tank
heat rate uncer!:ainties plus those resulting from the insulation mean area and
thickness measurements, jacket and tank wall temperature measurements (AT-}_
and corrections for heat leaks through the springs, L1900 blocks, and the support
struts. Maximum uncertainties assigned to these parameters are:
Area 1%
Thiclmess 4%
AT 2%
Heat Leaks 25% of calculated vmue
(see Table 6-4)
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Using tile information developed in this program, ;he mierosl)here insu|ation/flexibl,.
jaeket system was seMed to the Space Tug design. A peeliminaw design was perfoemed,
weight statements and thermal performance data were generated, a manuf'mturin_ l)Ja,_
was prepared, opcrationM requirements were defined, and schedules and costs were
iaid out. Insulation system weights, thermM performance, mid payloqd performance
were then compared with previously established g,)Ms. Payload sensitivity ',,n:,lvs,:_s
were also performed on selected insulation system cl_ar:lcteristic_;.
7.1 INSULATION SYSTEM PRELIMINARY DESIGN
The preliminary design concept shown in Figs. 7-1, 7-2, and 7-3 was c,vol_,d using
the environmental criteria m_d Option 2 Space Tug t:mk designs shown previously
in Section 2 as well as the data developed in Sections :_ tllrough G.
The mierosphere insulation consists of Imllow, borosilieate glass spheres with a
skewed Gausskm-size distribution, a median diameter o17 al)proximately ,_z b,_n, "rod
a bulk density of 0.069 g/ee (4.3 lb/ft3).
The characteristics of the LO 2 and LIt 2 tank vacuum jackets are summarized in
TaMe 7- 1.
Tim vacuum ja¢,ket is spaced off the tank wail l)5" it s(,ries oH ('(mical, h(,}i(,:)l, st:)irtl..,<.
steel ._prings held in compression by a l,levlar strand (Fig. 7-2, l)etail F). The sl)rina.-,
and preload_l Kevlar provide uniform jacket spacing off the tank wall in orbit when
signifiean! dimensional changes in the tank ;rod j:lck('t c,)n oet'tll' (due to ])r_,sstll'(, :Hid
tempt,ratLtre (!h:lnge._). They also l)rovid( , ja(,l_t't suplmrt un(l(,r a_c'(,nt :l(e('('l('r:lti()n
]()ads when the :Itm()sl)h(')'i(, l)r(,ssu1"t_ ([r()p_ to f,_s(,nli;fllv z(,)'o. This (,]t'Si_ll)llillirlll;'.{,:-;
tim heat load and assembly tim(: as (:om p:) )'(,d to th(: th)'(,v 1,7,(,vl:)), st)':)nd (l,,si_n u,s(,,l
on the test tank assemhly.
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Table 7- 1
SPACE TUG V-\CUUM J:\CKI':'F CIIARAC'FI':IIISTICS
Paramcter LO 2 Tank LI 12 Tank
Material
Thickness, mm (in.)
Unit Weight, kg/m 2 (lb/ft 2)
Length of Welded Joints, m (ft)
Number of Circumferentia.L Squares
Number of Gores at the Equator
Maximum Wedge IIeight, crn (in.)
Minimum Wedge Height, cm (in.)
Wedge Angle (Deg)
Wedge Spacing at Equator, cm (in.)
Number of Spring Attachments
Average Spacing off Tank Wall, cm (in.)
321 SS
0.08 (0.003)
0.62 (0. 127)
184 (604)
36
12
1.16 (0.46)
0.59 (0.23)
3O
32.1 (12.6)
814
2.90 (1.14)
:321 SS
0.08 (0.003)
0.62 (0. 127)
393 (1290)
42
14
i.19 (0.47)
0.62 (0.24)
3O
31.2 (12.3)
1444
2.02 (0.80)
The formed vacuum jacket uses a paI1,,rn of expansion wedges demonstrated on
this program that allows the jacket to expand/contract as the tank changes dimensions
during cryogenic fill, warmup, or pressurization (Fig. 7-2, Detail C). A stiffening
}.)cad pattern is fm_rned in the panel squares to distribute the load at the spring attach
points. A special wedge pattern (Fig. 7-2, Detail G) is used to terminate the bi-
mxially flexing jacket at the rigid ta_nk poles.
Gore panels are joined by an overlap resistance seaxn-welded joint (Fig. 7-2, Detail D).
The finM cloalre joint uses the same concept; flanged holes provide the required access
to both ,_;ides of this joint during welding. Local flanges act as an assembly aid in pulling
the hemispheres together prior to the tack and seam welding of the final closure joint
(Fig. 7-2. llctail E).
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The vacuum jacket design a rom_d the tank support struts (Yig. 7-Z, l)_.t:,il I_,) l_:,,,:, ;,
corrugated tube to withstand a 1-atmosphere load yet minimize, _v_,ight. 'r}., v,'arll, ,.J_l
closeout uses a convoluted design to allow diffc, rentkfl mowm_ent between the fil)er_ln_s
strut zu_d the strut cover. The convoluted strut asseml)ly c(_ver provid(,s :mc_,s_
to the strut/t,-mk area during final assembly, allows attachment of the struts to the t;u_l.,
m_d minimizes the shifting of microspheres during evacuation. A fill port on the
cover provides visual verification of the mierosphere fill level.
To provide access to the LH 2 tank top manhole cover or LO 2 bottom manhole cover,
a removable, doughnut-shaped insulation cover is used (Fig. 7-3, Detail H). The
microsphcres are contained within a perforated Lexan/I)acron fabric containmc'nt
barrier on the doughnut that allows evacuation of the total access cover region yet
minimizes edge heat leaks. An inner and outer indium sandwich O-ring seal is
used on the jacket doughnut section. A similar design is used for the lower LII2
tank access cover (Fig. 7-3, Detail L). The upper LI]2 access cover and lower LO 2
access cover are sealed off from the main volmne of the insulation with stainless steel
bellows (to minimize the heat leak) as shown in Fig. 7-3, DctMI H. This separation
Mlows the access cover to be opened and closed without affecting the vacuum in the
rest of the insulation system. The bellows is ultrasonically welded to the _fiUl_Jntlm
tm_k. Polar-cap-type wedges (Fig. 7-3, Detail J) :LtlOW difierentkfl expansion
between the bellows and the tank.
Engine loads are trm_smitted to the LO, 2 tank through a honeycomb strueturt, (Fig.
7-2, Detail P).
The initi.'dvacuum ia obtained by evacuating the insulation to 1.3 P:t or l_'s._
m_(l back-filling with 99.99 percent CO 2 three times. The < .013 P:I pI'L'SSU'('
is obtained with oil free absorption and turbomolecular pumps, This vacuum level is
maintained and monitored by three vacuum ion pumps as well as I)y the cryopuml)ing
action of the l,It 2 ,'rod LO 2.
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Three specially designod relief valves (Fig. 7-:3, Detail J; Fig. 7-4; and Fig. '7-5)
arc used to vent the vacuum jn.cket in case of gross tank leakage. \Vhcn :_lpha particle
sensors detect a pressure in the vacuum jacket exceeding the design value, the squib
on the relief valve is fired allowing the load release sprini4 to raise the primary spring
off the seal scat. The scat is then held in place only by the secondary spring. \_len
the vacuum jacket pressure exceeds the zomprcssive force of the secondary spring,
the reliefvalve vents. Note the reliefvalve will not allow air back intothe system
during shuttlereentry intothe atmosphere since the seal will reseat due to increasing
atmospheric pressure and willnot vent again untilthe AP exceeds the secondary
spring force. Most of the plumbing penetrations through the vacuum jacket use bayonet-
type comncctions as shown in Fig. 7-3, Detail L. Six insulationfillports on each
jacket, three top and three bottom, plus one on each strut assembly, are provided for
blowing microspheres into the annulus after the vacuum jacket has been installed
(Fig. 7-3, Detail J). Screens over the evacuation ports prevent microspherc migra-
tion intothe vacuum pumps.
7.2 INSULATION THICKNESS OPTIMIZATION
The microsphere insulationthermal conductivity was calculated as a function of the
warm boundary temperature for the LO 2 and LII2 tanks. Ground hold (1-aim load)
and space conduetivitics(no external atmospheric load) are shown in Figs. 7-6 and
7-7. The space-hold ccnductiviticswere obtained by ratioingthe test data to LO,) or
LH 2 cold boundaries with Eq. (15)i.e.,
kLtl2._
Eq. 15.
Space-ilold
The data include the microsphere self-weight contact-conductmlcc term, ksc. In orbit
thi_ term thcoreti(mlly goes to zcr(); thc'rel'oru, the conductivities shown in Fig. 7-_
and used in all the, sul)scquent ,'malyses are cm_serv:|tive. S(,nsitiviiy ;malysc,s in
se(.lion 7. S show the spae(_-h.ld th(:rm;tl ('ondlletivity (,an potellti;lll,v drop t_)l,,ss thin1
1/'; tht v:tlu,_s shown in ],'i._. 7-7. P:lr:tm_,Iri(, inslfl;tli¢)n lhiH,ql(,ss ()ptimiz:_li(ms
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Fig. 7-8 Optimum Insulation Thickness
were performed for the LO 2 and LII 2 tanks as a [unction of thermal conductivity as
shown in Fig. 7-8. Using conductivity data from Fig. 7-7, the optimum thicknesses
from Fig. 7-8 arc 2.9 em (1.14 in.) for the I,O 2 tank and 2.0 cm (0.80 in.) for the
I,lt 2 tank.
7.3 WEIGHT AND TItERMAL PI']RFORM.kNCE
iX weight statement for the LO 2 and LII 2 microsphcrc insulation systems is provided
in Table 7-2 l'or the optimized insulation thicknesses. A ground-hold and space-hold
heat rate and heat flux summary is provided in Table 7-3.
7.4 MA}TUFACTURING PLAN
The mmmfacturing plan is sulxlivi(I(_l i'nto seven (liiTcr(,nt areas l;or puu)oses of
diseussion.
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Table 7- 2
WEIGIIT STATI,:MENT F )R "FIIE SPACE TUG MICROSPIIERE INSULATION SYSTEM
!
It-' () ,, "l':lld: , 14' lib) I,Ij, "l':,nk, I:_ (JI))
I. V;It'ULIIll ,I;l('jt('[
1. I Exp;Hl_t(m Wotlgv At+,:, (hwJudvs .j,)int_)
1.2 Au(:(',"+,"+ (',)Vt'P .A.P+';I
• ,'gS (Rltof Jtin_
• .",hwhined ,"ie:d :Hid ()-Iiinb;
• SS Jk'How. '+,
• l,{2X:lll//])_l(' I'(H] ]":lh l'i('
• ]_emovnblo .J:u'.I,ot l)oughmlt-Sh'll,. ('c_W.l'
• ('+)V('I' ('Ollt('P ;llld \'+'Fit J.Jll('
• _UI'I"A.%
1.3 JJoost-|)Utxlt) ('t)','('l' AP(':I
• SS ()uter llin_
• .M:lchined S+':|| :lnd ( )-l{in_
• I.ex:m/l,)'_c'r(m ].':d}ric
• I{tm+,:+v:tl)Ju .ktclwt l)oughnut-Sh:u_o ('+_',er
• ('ovt'p ('ontt,P
• ,_t:I't'WS i|lld Nuts
• I'ill/l)rain/.Xhort l_:U,ont,t.h)int
1.4 Strut Sl(,e','(,s (]ow<,r)
1.5 Stl'ut S]+,(",'e_, (uppt,r)
I,(; V+'Ilt |,ill+ ,_]('(.'*','('
1.7 Zero-(; Vent l.Jll(2 Sh't'vc (;2 t.:l .)
]. ;_ S})rillg \ViPu Att:lC_llll_ont._
1.9 Epoxy/Ci+_ld ('():ltJng
;i(;. 2'.J (_(). 0 l)
1.51 (3.3;3)
1.73 (3._1)
0.60 (1.;32)
0.0.l (0.09)
2. In (.l._l)
().11 (0.!)7)
(). 12 (0.2_;)
m
t).ll (().l)())
3,_1 {_. t,))
_). 13 (().2!))
O. 1o (().2Z)
3. ()(; (6.7(;)
o. 3f; ((). 7!))
lJ;.3l (Io:/.r;)
I.:,l (:I.33)
1.73 (:I. _I)
¢i._;() (I .32)
O. () t (0. O'J)
2.1_, (.1._1)
c). I I ((J,UT)
O, 1:2 (0.2fi)
I.fi_ (:i. 7tl)
c).17 (1.[)1)
I,.()3 (,,.t)7}
1.53 (3..J2)
t_. :h'; 1().79)
t_. I(i (ql,35)
0..3t) ((). '_,)
1.7[) (:;.75)
I. l_ (:i.2(1)
:), 13 (¢).2!))
o. lt) (o.22)
5. tt (11.!)9)
u.77 (l.70)
2. ,Microsl)hort, Insulation 76.5 (16._.5) 110.40 (2.13.2Pi)
2. l :\vt.rnge "Fhit'kxa+,ss 72,0 (15,'..1;) 1()7.(;0 (237.1)
2.2 Extr:_ VoJumo for Top A¢'('t,ss ('(_\+.r -- (}.:)(; (2. 12)
2.3 l.:xtr3 Volumo l+n" l,owor :\('c'oss U()ver 0.96 (2. 12) (I.:,O (0.66)
2..t Extr't Vohlmt, for Struts 3.5:3 (7.7_) 1.5t (:1. t0)
30 Equil)mont :rod Mis(.t,llc|noott_ 2.35 (5. I,_) 2.[;q) (5.71)
t),(;(; (1. t(;)
O. 15 (t}.3:_)
().02 (0.01)
0.51 (I.19)
t)..3l ((I.gt)_
(). 1.t ((),311
_).t_7 ((). 15)
[i. :{[; (_). 7!i)
I15 (2 i:_.7)
:3. I .Mit'r_.'_l)ht, Po Fill C':_l_
:3.2 S(.'tJ-[)l'f V:llvos (3 (,:_.)
3.3 Filt(,r._ (3 (,n,)
:l..l [+)n lhlml).', (3 t,:l.)
_3.3 ()x,'t'l' ]'_Pt'.'_,";lll't' l'h'l.'t V:d','+' (3 +.:t.)
:3.1; ()X,'_'I" ]_Ft',_:_tlr(' [{('lh'l \::llv+' ('+_llll'+)l SV:_I('m (:g .':I.)
3,7 l.m(':< ;md l'+'+','+
3._ l':l*+xy/(;.hl ('O:lltll_ t)l+ 'l':mh
().50 (1.09)
(). 15 (t).:3:3)
t). 0:' (0.0,I)
().5| (1.19)
t). I 1 (t).9¢))
_).11 (0.31)
_)._7 0). 15)
,).77 (I .7t))
I+.(). I (3_C .fi)
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Table 7-3
HEAT TRANSFER SUMMARY FOR TIIE SPACE TUG MICROSPHERE
INSULATION SYSTEM
Insulation
O
Item
Microspheres
Spring/Kevlar Attachments
Lexan/Daeron Edges in Access Cover
Orbit Heat Leak, W (Btu/hr)
T H = 222 °K (400 °R)
LO 2 Tank
69.4 (236.8)
3.2 (11.0)
0.30 (1.02)
LH 2 Tank
207 (707)
7.7 (26.5)
0.62 (2.12)
• SS Closeoff Bellows
Tank Supports
Plumbing
• Pressurization Line
0.67 (2.29)
0.33 (1.13)
0.10 (0.34)
O. 98 (3.34)
0.33 (i. 13)
o. 15 (o. 51)
(2.08)
(6.21)
(2.08)
(0.34)
0.89 (3.04)
2.65 (9.04)
0.89 (3.04)
o.15 (0.51)
Feed Line Bayonet 0.61
Fill/Drain/Abort Bayonet 1.82
Ground Vent Line 0.61
Space Vent Lines (2 ea.) 0.10
Totals 77. i
Thrust Cone ? --
(263.3) 221.4 (756.2)
Heat W/m 2
Flux (Btu/hr ft 2)
Heat W/m 2
Space
2.1
(0.68)
32
(10)
283°K (510°R)
Ground Itold Flux (Btu/hr ft 2)
T H (Ground Hold)
2.9
(0.91)
4S
(15)
280°K (50.i °R)
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7.4.1 Facilities and Tooling
Major facility and tooling requirements for the microsphere h_sulation system arc
provided in Table 7-4. The hydropress fo_m]ing mcthod developed on this program is
used as a reference to establish these requirements.
7.4.2 Vacuum Jacket Forming
The hydropress jacket forming method wa3 selected for the test article based on the
following rationale:
• The formialg method had been demonstrated previously on small panels
• Changes in the jacket tooling dimensions could be made if test results
dictated changes
• The maximum size of the gore panel was constrained by the size of the avail-
able hydropress
• Assembly costs were not an overriding consideration since ordy one test
article was being fabricated
However, once the basic design has been firmed up, there are other forming
procedures such as explosive forming and electroless nickel plating that can bc
considered for fl_e full-scale Space Tug that simplifies the assembly sequence for
multiple assemblies as shown in Fig. 7-9. However, these methods have not been
proven and would require additional development before they can be selected.
The explosive forming method consists of strctch fo_Tning gores, welding together
a hemisphere and then explosively forming the wedges in a one-step operation while
immersed under water.
The electrolcss nickel deposition method deposits a nickel lnyer inside a rubber
female die, shown in Fig. 7-10, v_llowing a seamless hemisphere to bc made.
Thickness cm_ be controlled to approximately 10 pcrccnt over complcx shapes based
on smMl-sc_e deposition tests.
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Table 7-4
MAJOR FACILITIES AND TOOLING REQUIREMENTS
(HYDROPRESS FORMING)
Major Facilities and Equipment
LAC3026-030000 Working Area (Good
Housekeeping)
Large Spray Booth
Overhead Cranes
Hydropress
Stretch Press
Resistance Seam Welder
He Mass Spectrometer Leak Detector
Vacuum Oven
Jacket Forming Dies
LII 2 Jacket
• Two stretch form dies
• Four gore dies
• One polar cap die (includes mating
vertical and horizontal gore wedges
in pattern)
LO 2 Jacket
• Three stretch form dies
Three gore dies
Two polar cap dies (includes mating
vertical aJld horizontal gore wedges
in pattern)
Jacket Welding and Leak-Checking Fixtures
LH 2 Jacket (2 ea.)
LO 2 Jacket (2 ea.)
Jacket and Tank Handling Fixtures
Major LH 2 Jacket Subassemblies (4 ea.)
Major LO2 Jacket Subassemblies (2 ea.)
Tank Rotation Fixture (2 ea.)
Jacket Storage Fixtures
For Small Gores and Polar Cap Panels (200 ea.)
For Major Jacket Subassemblies (12 ea.)
Microsphere Processing Equipment
Air Fractionation
Compression
Flotation
Bakeout
Storage
Transfer
HYDROPRESS-JACKET FABRICATION SEQUENCE
_3
!
CL
STRETCH FORM
PANELS, ROUGH
TRIM HYDROt'RESS GORE J I FITUP, TRIM, J IWELD ON
AND _ CLEAN, TACK _ JACKET
POLAr-CAP PANELSJ lWELD, SEAM WELD J J PENETRATIONS
LEAK CHECK,
REPAIR IF
R QUIRED
MASK, SOLDER, J J
COAT,EPOXY I I
SP_AY,
LOCKS_AYGOLD,I l
DEMASK I I
EXPLOSIVE-FORM-JACKET FABRICATION SEQUENCE
[ H HSTRETCH CLEAN, TACKFORM WELD, SEAM EXPLOSIVELYPANELS WELD, LEAK FORM WEDGES
CHECK
i I
WELD ON JACKET H
PENETRATIONS,
LEAK CHECK H
MASK, SOLDER, J J TO
COAT, EPOXY
LOCKSmAYJ--I E;NAL
S_A_'DEMASKOOLD, I IASSEMBLY
ELECTROLESS-NICKEL-DEPOSITION-JACKET FABRICATIOh: SEQUENCE
DEPOSIT NICKEL
JACKET, RINSE,
LEAK CHECK,
REPLATE IF
REQUIRED
__[ ELECTROLYTICALLY
GOLD COAT INTERIOR,
RINSE
WELD ON JACKET
PENETRATIONS,
LEAK CHECI_
TO
FINAL
ASSEMBLY
TO
FINAL
ASSEMBLY
Fig. 7-q Comparison of Jacket Forming Methods
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Table 7-5 shows the advantages and disadvantages o[ tim'two methods as compared
with the reference hydropress method. The elcctroless nickel deposition method
appears to offer the greatest potentialcost savings by minimizing welded joint
lengths, leak checking and repair time, assembly steps, tooling costs, and labor
requirements. The nickel coating, however, is slightlyheavier thml an equivalent
stainless steel jacket and may be more brit±le. Porosity of nickel coatings have also
been a problem in previous work.
7.4.3 Vacuum Jacket Joining
All joints in the vacuum jacket will be resistance seam welded using the methods
developed on this program. The location of the final closure joints selected for
the LH 2 jacket is pattern 1 in Table 7-6. This pattern minimizes the length of the
closure joint over patterns 2 or 3; however, it was judged to be more difficult to
install than pattern 3. The final closure joint on the [,O 2 tank is located at the
equator. Design of the final closure joint was shown previously in Fig. 7-2, Detail E.
All strut enclosures and plumbing penetrations are welded into the jacket.
7.4.4 Gold Coating
The epoxy/Lockspray gold coat is applied to the tank using the methods developed on this
program. Circular areas for spring attachments need not be masked off; the spring
assemblies can be bonded over the coating with good adhesion.
The gold on the inside of the vacuum jacket is deposited in the same manner for
hydroprcss or e×plosivcly formed jackets m_d electrolytically if a nickel jacket is
selected. Electrolytic coatings elimin,_te the nec_l for the spring attachment solder
prccoat, in addition, there arc no joints to be masked off as is the case for the other
two forming methods. Electrolytic gold coatings were demonstrated on the strut
bo× interiors in this progr,-m_.
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Table 7-5
COMPARISON OF FORMING METHODS
Item
Number of major handling steps
which may produce jacket damage
,after wedges are formed
Length of LH_ jacket welded
joints ,(a) m (f_
Cost risk if wedge forming pro-
duces unacceptable part
AP across jacket during leak
checking
Hydropress
(Referenc e)
• Trim panels
• Weld panels
• Leak check
• Remove, install
393 (1290)
Low; lose only one
gore
2.5 cm (1 in.) of
II20:1 atm over
Is hard tooling required?
Development risk items
L_I:: jacket weight diIferences (%)
local areas
Yes
0 (ReI.)
Explosive
Form
• Leak check
• Remove, trim,
install
250 (821)
High; lose dome
that has been
stretch formed,
Electroless
Nickal
Delx)siiion
• Remove,
trim
install.
49 (160)
Fairly low;
lose 2 to 3
days of plating
joined, leak
checked
1 arm
No
Forming
development,
forming over
welded joints,
part removal
-1.0
time
1 atm
No
Plating devel-
opment, nickel
properties,
part removal
+7.4
(a) Test tank demonstrated on this program has welded joizlts 23 m (76 It) long.
Table 7-6
COMPARISON OF FINAL CLOSURE JOINT LOCATIONS FOR TIIE LII 2 JACKET
Final Joint
Pattern
2 parts
2 parts
4 parts
a.
(a) Easiest.
Size of I_ie(s)
m 2 (ft_)
38 (414)
38 (414)
38 (414)
Length of Final
Closure Joint
m (ft)
20 (68)
25 (85)
Are Special Joining
Procedures
Required ?
No
Yes, around polar
cap wedges -and
into end caps----
Ease of Inst_lation
on the Tank
2 (cylinder clearmnce)
2 (strut attach-point
clearance)
49 (160) No i(a)
7.4.5 Spring Assembly Fabrication
To minimize assembly costs as well as the heat leak, the cylindrical spring assembly
with three Kevlar tiedowns used on the program was changed to a conical tapered
spring design (Fig. 7-2, Detail F) with a single Kevlar tiedown. Chem-milling of the
tapered spring m_d filament winding of the central Kcvlar strand around two end pins
needs to be demonstrated.
7.4.6 Microsphere Insulation Processing
The microsphcrc processing steps developed on this program and recommended for
the Space Tug are:
• Sizing by air fractionation
• Compression to 1.33 atm
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• Separation of tmbroken spheres by flotation
• Vacuum bakeout at 421°C (790°F) at pressures of .0013 Pa for 60 days
7.4.7 Final Assembly
The proposed finalassembly sequence for the LII2 tank shown hl Fig. 7-11 is
self-explanatory.
The LO 2 tank installation is similar and was demonstrated on the test article (as its
final closure joint is also at the equator).
7.5 OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The following equipment and supplies are required to support the operation of the
microsphere insulation system:
• An oil-free ground pumping station consisting of absorption pumps m_d
turbomolecular pumps
• Pumping speed of 500 liters/s
• Ultimate vacuum < .0013 Pa
• A helium mass spectrometer leak detector, special rubber forms for b_ging
different sections of the jacket, and a helium gas supply
• Crest adhesive and oven
• Pressure gage readouts
Following initial evacuation, the insulation system will require periodic evacuations
over its lifetime of approximately 5 years to maintah_ a pressure below •013 Pa.
Inspection and refurbishment requirements summarized in Table 7-7 are compared
with the reference helium purged Superfloc system.
If a jacket leak develops, the helitun mass spectrometer is used to pump on the h_sttl-
ation. Arcas are bagged using the rubber iorms ,'rodflooded with helium to pinpoint the
leak. The leak is repaired with the flexiblelow temperature Cre_t adhesive.
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Fig. 7-11 Liquid Hydrogen Tank Fir_al Assembly Sequence
Table 7-7
MICROSPIIERE INSULATION SY_2S','EM INSPECTION
AND REFURBISHMENT REQUIREMENTS
Helium Purged Superfloc Requirements Microsphere System Requirement
YesMonitor Boiloff or Pressure Rise During
Ground Hold and Orbit
Visual Inspection of System After Each
Flight--
Leak Test System After Each Flight
Functional Test of System After Each
Flight
No Scheduled Replacements for 20 Flights
Load Helium for each flight
Yes
(until experience is gained with system)
Monitor vacuum jacket pressure during
flight and on the ground
• Chock ion pump operation
• Check jacket overprcssure relief system
• Monitor vacuum jacket pressure
• No scheduled replacements for 20
flights
• Ion pumps good for 50 flights (turned
on only during flight)
Periodic re-evacuation may be required
o1" insulation may be vented to space
in orbit
7.6 SCHEDULE AND COSTS
The DDT&E schedule for bringing the microsphere/flexible jacket insulation system
to flight qualified status is shown in Fig. 7-12.
Following a development phase, engineering models of both the LO 2 m_d LH 2 ins'dated
tanks are designed, fabricated, and tested as follows: simulated grow_d hold and
space therma. I performs nce tests, 24 simulated thermal/pressure flight cycles, plus
vibration _'md acoustic tests. A quMification model (where the insulated tm_ks are
h_stalled in a complete Space Tug) is used for a system checkout of the Tug. Following
quMification, 17 tugs are fabricated, one every 3.5 months over a 5-year period. This
DDT&E schedule could bc compressed from 5 to :_.7 years if requ}red.
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Cost analyses of the mierosphere insulation/flexibl:_ jacket system are made using
the same manpower categories and costing ground rules given in Ref. 1-3, so direct
comparisons with the },elium purged Superfloc system can be made. I,ah¢)r rates used
are LMSC averages for the calendar year 1973 tuld are different from the rates in
Ref. 1-3. Fee and GFE furnished cryogens are not included in the DDT&E costs.
Costs for the microsphere processing equipmeut, sprh_g assembly develoFment, ,*rod
major tooling are given in Tables 7-8, 7-9. mid 7-10. The engineering model costs
are provided in Tables 7-i1 and 7-12 while the qualification model costs are shown
in Tables 7-13 and 7-14.
The total costs for the program (DDT&E, production, and operations) are compared
with tim helium purged Superfloc system in Table 7-15 m_d summarized in Table 7-16.
7.7 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH GOALS
A series of weight, thermal performance,and payload performance goals were
es_blish_i in section 2.1, based on data from an analytical study of the Space Tug
given in Ref. 1-3. The same company that performed the study demonstrated this
insulation concept under another contract (,Def. 1-4) on a 2.23-m (7.3-ft) diameter
oblate spheroidal tank. The insulation (8uperfloc) ground hold method (helium purge)
and mode of operation (reusable) are the same as recommended in the Space Tug study.
Therefore, to compare sealed hardware weights from this program against sealed
hardware weights for the helium purged 8uperfioc system, a weight statement was
developed as shown in Table 7-17. Note the Super_loc insulation weights, shuttle
cargo bay weights, and insulation heat rates (boilofi) were kept identical with the
analytical study. The weights of the purge bag, purge distribution hardware, and
purge Eairing wele scaled using a weight/trait area relationship. The penetration
panel weights were kept the stone ,_ _ the test panel.
Prorated burnout weight comparisons of the systems in Tables 7-17 ,qmd 7-18 for a
163-hour mission show the following:
k'g (Ib) (:h:m_e (",')
Go_d 192..t (42.t) -
Microspht, re Systt, m 42!t. 8 (!),t8) + 12t
Superfloc System 559 (1232) + ] 91
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Fig. 7-12 Microsphcre Insulation
System DDT&E Schedule
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Table 7-8
DDT&E COST BREAKDOWN FOR MICROSPHERE PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
(HOURS AND 1973 DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)
• Compression
• Flotation
• Drying
• Vacuum Bakeout
Subtotal
0.2
0.6
0.5
0. (;
E ngi)leerin, Tooling
.......... j_ ......
llr S Ih" $
.t o. :} 6
12 },5 30
lO _).9 l_,
12 1. :; 21;
1..q 3R 4. o "_o
"['()TA 1,
Ilz" 9.3
S17!)
Table 7-9
DDT&E COST BREAKDOWN FOR SPRING ASSEMBLY DEVELOPMENT
(HOURS AND 1973 DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)
• End Plate Tooling
• Spring Chem-Milling
• I:ihmlent Winding and Assomlfly O. f; 1'2 i 0.7
SubtotM ........... _ -
I.'2 2.t ] 1.2
"I'f)T,\ I,
......
1': n;2, hl (' {, r i 11 b_ • *['()()l ill_, ! "]'t '_I" / [ [)rO_l':llll-_']
• " ' ]':x:llu:lttt_r i M:mzlc:omc,/u
..... ¢
.... ,. ....... , __
.......... ' .......... i .........
o.2 I I o. I :_ i _. I ,2l
0..| "_ ! 0.-! _j i o..t ,, :'
II i0,.t ,_ ':i
- :;i tS ...... ;.............
2; i ._1 l_ I).-) I0
......I 'J
lit 3.-
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!Table 7-10
DDT&E COST BREAKDOWN FOR JACKET TOOLING AND FIXTURES
(HOURS AND 1973 DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)
Jacket Tooling
5 Stretch Form Dies
7 Gore Form Dies
3 Polar Cap Dies
Jacket Welding & Leak-
Checking Fixtures
3 End Closures
1 Cylindrical Section
Jacket Storage Fixtures
200 Small Panels
12 Major Subassemblies
Jacket Handling Fixtures
6 Fixtures
Subtotal
I
Engineering
Hr $
0.6 12
3.4 69
1.0 21
2.2 45
0.9 18
0.2 4
1.6 32
2.8 56
12.7 257
Tooling
Hr $
1.3 28
8.8 178
2.4 50
11.2 204
3.8 74
2.0 39
4.8 95
6.0 110
40.3 778
Test/
Evaluation
Hr $
0.6 12
5.2 105
1.9 39
6.0 120
2.1 42
0.4 7
16.2 325
TOTAL
tIr 77
$1515
Program
Management
Hr $
.,I
7.8 155
II Table 7-11
DDT&E ENGINEERING MODEL COST BREAKDOWN (LO_INSULATION SYSTEM)
(HOURS AND 1973 DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)
Design. Documentation
Microsphcre Processing
Spring Assemblies Fab.
•Iacket Fabrication
• Form
• Trim. ,Join (Including
penetrations)
• Leak Check
• Solder Coat
• Gold Coat
T,'mk Assembly
• Gold Coat
• Bond Springs
• Assemble ,}aek(,t, Strut,s,
Plumbing
• Leak Check
• ,Toin Springs
• Fill With Mierospheres
• Instrument
Evacuation Testa
Thermal Performance Tests
• 2-t Thermal/Pressure Flight
Cycles
• Vibration Test
• Acoustic Test
S,mtotM
t I l'C)_ i.:lln
Test/ Pr()d u(.t i,)n _i tIIltlR(,|ll(,H [|.:ngin(,e ring l.:valua t i,))_
i
I|r S lit S II)' S ;lit" ,_
(;. {) 119
(1.2 t
o. 2 t
1. o 1,_
o. '2 4
L). -i 1;
_). t (;
o..t (;
1 .(; "'"
(I. t
(). -t
(), ", l (;
1. (; 32
0.5 9
3. ,_ 75
G. 0 t Zll
I). [J
11.2
15. t)
0.2
[). t
_1. I
0.2
_.
(), G
(_.
IJ, (;
i
:'9!}
1.0 2_ ;_. () (;t)
o. ,_ 16 2. (i
27.1 531 32'.I (;4l
IO
1(1
{;.2
l f;
.t
"I'( )'I'A I.
Ih' 7!)
Slt_5
|%)
]l)
1t
Jill
1;/. '_ 1!It J{;.O 119
,!
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Table 7-12
DDT&E ENGINEERING MODEL COST BREAKDOWN (LH 9 INSULATION SYSTEM)
(HOURS AND 1973 DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)
Design, Documentation
Microsphere Processing
Spring Assemb_'es Fab.
Jacket Fabrication
• Form
• Trim, Join (including
penetrations)
• Leak Check
• Solder Coat
• Gold Coat
Tank Assembly
• Gold Coat
• Bond Springs
• Assemble Jacket, Struts,
]Plumbing
• Leak Check
• Join Springs
• FillWith Microspheres
• Instrument
Evacuation Tests
Thermal Performance Tests
• 24 Therm_/Prcssure Flight
Cycles
• Vibration Test
• Acoustic Test
Subtota]
L
Engineering Test/
Ev_uation
Hr $ Hr $
7.8
0.2
,i.2
0.8
2.0
1.8
0.2
0.6
0.6
0.4
2.0
0.6
0.4
1.2
2.0
0.6
4.5
6.0
1,0
0.8
33.7
15.5
4
16
40
36
4
12
12
8
40
12
8
24
40
12 1.2
90 13.5
120 15.0
20 3. o
16 2.n
67:3:34.7
TOTAL
}It 9_
..¢1,91o
24
269
299
60
40
692
Production
Hr $
0.6 18
O. 6 14
0.8 18
7.2 122
1.8 30
0.2 4
].2 24
0.8
1.0
:3.2
0.6
1.0
3.2
2.2
18
16
54
1O
16
20
38
'_" 4 402
Program
M an agem en t
!Hr $
7 _2 14:',
d
I
(
Xq
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Table 7-13
DDT&E QUALIFICATION MODEL COST BREAKDOWN (LO_ INSULATION SYSTEM)
(tIOURS AND 1973 DOLLARS IN TIIOUS_Nnm_
b _ t-
o O
o _ P_q
- _ r_
]P
O
" O
O _ F
"=4
_,.0
-,r
o
• r"
- z 0
a _
- Z
o :11
I
Mien)sphere Processing
Spring Assemblies Fab.
Jacket Fabrication
• Form
• rrm_. ,loin (ht,luding
Penet ration)
• l,eak ('beck
• Solder ('oat
• (;old Coat
'l`_)k Assen:bly
• (;old Coat
• lh)nd Springs
• A_._emhlc Jacket, Struts.
Plumbing
• l.cak Check
• Join Sprin_4s
• Fill With Microspheres
• h_strument
Therm;d Performmlce Tests
Subtot:fl
E nginec ring
-iir- -_
0.3 ti
o. -t 8
0. 1 '2
o. 1 2
o. -t ._
Test/
J J._x"M,v* tint, D"'" hi('[ iIw'
lit $
QuMity Program
C,;llt l',_! _ 1.-v*,,ement
0.2 t
0.2 1
0.3 I;
0.3 6
IncludiM in I,H, Costs
2.3 4.6
IlL Q
•t. S 94
0.1 5
0.2 .t
0.2 !
1.6 26
0,5 8
0.! 2
t). :; 7
q).2 5
0.2 5
1. I 19
0.2 .t
o. 3 3
I). 3 I;
O.,l S
5.7 108 3.1J I;0
Tf)TA I,
llr 15.,_
S3os
Table 7-14
DDT&E QUALIFICATION MODEL COST BREAKDOWN (LH9. INSULATION SYSTEM)
(HOURS AND 1973 DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)
o 0
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Table 7-16
INSULATION SYSTEMS COST COMPARISON SUMMARY
CMILLIONS OF 1973 DOLLARS}
,
Eng. & I}(.,\'.(l}l}Ta.I.:)
I (), lnsul:iti()i!
I,II., Ill,U] :tti()n
{h'ound I I:l p(l;v:i I't ,
1,().} lllsUI;I{i{)i]
I,ll 9 hlsul<'lI i()i]
Stlhl{)t:ll
"l'{}t:ll
llt'c'u l'i'i nl_ ('{}8I,_
l}l.O{Iu(,ti(}n IT l'ti:t_
1,(}7 ll],_ul:ili_)n
I,I1.> ln_u]:il hill
Ini:i:li 7p:i i'['_
I,() 2 Inxtthitit)n
1,II 2 h_8til:ltiiin
(a) I,'ir,_t {hUt.
(ln{.lud(.:_ (,}u:iJili(':lli(irl Ahiih.])
{i.T
(;.,_
17.7 5.i;
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Table 7-17
HELIUM-PURGED SUPERFLOC INSULATION SYSTEM WEIGttT
• Superfloc Multilayers (a)
• Purge Bag (b)
• Purge Distribution Hardware (b)
• Purge Fairing (b)
• Penetration Panel (b)
• Shuttle Cargo Bay (a)
Related Weights
• Boiloff (a)
LO_ Tank
Kg
18.6
62.2
LH 2 Tank
kg
2.3
65.2
28.0
39.0
129.5
5.0
138.3
28.0
38.6
94.2
I
i Total Prorated
Burnout
Weight kg
57.6
191.7
7.3
203.5
56.0
5.8
36.7
Total kg (ib) 559 (1232)
(a) Same as goals.
(b) Scaled from hardware weights in Ref. 1-4.
Table 7 = 18
INSULATION SYSTEM WEIGHT COMPARISON
\\('i_ht
l.(), ln,'<uhdi,)n ._x..<t,,m
1.11.) Insul:)li()1_ Sv_I(,)n
'['ui4 l)u I'_(' ,";ystc,m
Shuttle (':l)'_)l_,:_:, ' lb'l:_t,,d \\_'i_ht_
l_oih)lT (:_)
l" (;
:Hi. g)
_u:. I
!).t .2
'l',)l:ul'_. k:_ (II))
(;():hi Xli('v'f)_
I ..... t2,)- - I I)
)h('l'(' ._y_ t('ul
P l't) I':I Lt'(.I Burn,)ut
\\('i,Aht 1<;4
I l(i. ,_
Is(). t
132.[;
_)_). >, (91'<)
(:)) ll;:3-1b)ur :%Ii_._t,)n.
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Table 7-19 provides tl_e thermal performmlce comparison of the systems, h_ this
case, the goal and Superfloc helium-purged system are assunled to bc the same. The
microsphere system is superior by a factor of 6.2 to 7.3 during ground hold, but the
Superfloc system is superior in space by a factor of 2.7 to 4.9 because of the high radiation
heat transfer through the uncoated microspheres.
Synchronous equatorial payload performance comparisons for deployment, retrieval,
and round trip missions are shown in 'Fable 7-20 and summarized here.
Change (%)
Goal
Microsphere System
Superffoc System
Superfloc System (w/o Purge Fairing)
m
- 11.6
- 2G.4
- 11.7
The Superfloc system and microsphere system are comparable if the purge fairing
used to distribute the helium gas beneath the Superfloc layers is eliminated; otherwise,
the microsphere system is superior.
7.8 PAYLOAD SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
The effect of changing microsphere bulk density, microsphere conductivity, and
boundary emittances on payload performance was calculated.
As can be seen from Fig. 7-13, payload performance improves only slowly as bulk density
decreases. On the other hand, decreasing the thermal conductivity using insulation
thicknesses optimized for a 163-hour mission provides a more rapid improvement in
payload performance as shown in Fig. 7-14. Improving the quality of gold surfaces over
that of the test article and assuming the solid conduction goes to 0 hi low gravity
results in an 8% improvement as shown in Fig. 7-14.
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Table 7-19
INSULATION SYSTEM THERMAL PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Goal
Microsphere
System
Equival .qnt Boiloff
hltegrated Mission,
Ground Hold Space T H = 222 °K (400 ° R) Lift Off to Last Burn a_
kg/hr (ib/hr) kg/hr (Ib/hr) 163 hr kgflb)
!
LO 2 LH 2
123
(271)
2O
(44)
219
(483)
3O
(66)
LO2 1 LH2
0.48 0.37
(i.o6) (o.83)
1.3 1_8
(3. O) (4. O)
1,02 Lll 2
29 65
(64) (144)
16 294
(103) (648)
Table 7-20
INSULATION SYSTEM SYN-EQ. PAYLOAD PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Deployment
Retrieval
Round Trip
Performance Partials Used
aP/L --
a W
cargo bay
- 0.39
- 0.24
- 0.15
3Winert
-2.6
1.6
-i.0
8P/L
_)Wboilo ff
- 0.98
- 0.60
- O. 39 (a)
(a) From Ref. 2-1.
Event
Deployment
Retrieval
Round Trip
Goal
kg (Ib)
3597 (7930)
2260 (4982)
1370 (;3020)
Payload Perform,'mce
Change (%)
Mierosphere
Sy s t cm
- 11.6
- 11.,t
- 11.8
He-l_rged Multilayer System
With Purge
Fairing
- 26.5
- 25.9
- 26.7
Without ihu'ge
Fairing
- 11.8
- 11.5
11.9
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Section 8
CONC LUSIONS
Based on the results of this development prograxn, the microsphere/fiexiblc jacket
system performed successfully; the required engineering data are now available to
scale the system to other tank sizcs, shapes and applications. Detailed conclusions
from the progra_m follow:
• The spherical vacuum jacket expands and contracts in the elastic range.
Design equations quantify the stress/strain curves and eiastic limit as a
function of wedge dimensions and strain. Uniform radial strain as a function
of membrane stress up to the elastic limit for tank shrinkage and expansion
is the criterion used for sizing the wedge height.
• The jacket wedges should point inward toward the tank if the system is designed
to operate continuously in the atmosphere (does not apply to the Space Tug).
• The above wedge configuration minimizes the chance of accidental wedge
damage (if the required insulation thickness is sufficient to permit this desig_a).
• The formed 321 stainless steel jacket expansion wedges, stiffened arcas, and
0.08 mm (0. 003 in.) thick membrane areas remained vacuum leak-tight for
the 13 flight cycles. The jacket area is 4.5 m 2 (48 ft2).
• The 23.2 m (76 ft) of welded jacket joint remained vacuum leak-tight for the
13 Sight cycles.
• The soldered jacket final closure joint was highly unreliable and should be
replaced with a new welded .joint of the design type shown in the report.
• Vacuum pressure in the 10 -3 to 10 -5 Pa range was obtained in the insulation
-2
as compared to the required v,*,iue of 10 P:t under no load and 1 Pa
trader 1-atmosphere load. Pumpdown times to I Pa from 1 atmosphere
required approxim,qtcly 6 hours; lower prcssurcs were obtained by cryo-
pu_mping action of residu_ CO 2 in the insulation. Below ] _a, the ¢,vae-
uation time was controlled by the filter screens (designed to prevent fl¢)w of
microspheres i_t() th(,pumps), tligher floweonduet.mce screens and larger
filter :_r(,as :_r¢, need¢'d to rcdu(.(., pumi×lown time in the free molecular regime.
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• The fluldizing technique is a rapid, efficient metlmd for filling the j'mket
with microspheres.
• The interior volume of microspheres ctm be evacuated using a v.)cuum
lmkeout teehnique.
• The rigid vacuum-jacket, tank support st_'ut eovm's should be changed to a
thin-walled, convoluted, diaphragm-type design to load the microsphcres
and prevent flow of microspheres under load from the jacket into the stl'ut
region. This desig_ would prevent the buckling that occurred in the wedges
surroundh_g the struts (none of the damaged wedges leaked).
• The flmrmal performance of the insulation under no external loa_l at 1-g is
dominated by radiation heat transfer (80',f, radiation, 20c_ solid conduction).
Future improvements in the insulation for no load applications should con-
centrate on reducing radiation heat transfer.
• The thermal conductivity of the insulation under 1-atmosphere load remained
constant 'after seven flight cycles on the test tank and after a hundred 1-
atmosphere load cycles in flat plate tests. Space "l_g conductivity for the
LH 2tankis 3.8 x 10 -3W/moK (2.2 × 10 -3 Bm/hr-ft-°R), 280 to 20°K.
• The thermal conductivity of the insulation under no lom:l remained constant
through seven flight cycles on the test tank (within the accuracy of the test
measurement). No change occurred following a hundred 1-atmosphere load
cycles in flat plate tests. Space Tug conductivity for the LIt 2 tank is
-4 -4
2.7 x 10 \V/mOK (1.6 x 10 Bm/hr ft °R), 222 to 20°K.
$ A thermal model was developed that predicts microsphere thermal conductivity"
as a fumction of botmdary temperatures and emittmme, compressive load, and
gas pressure.
• No significant shifting or breakage of the microspheres occured after 1'._
flight cycles. Earlier fiat plate tests showed the sm_e results Following
a htmdred l-atmosphere' compressive load cycles.
• Space 7klg synchronous e.quatorial payload performance (for deployment,
retrieval, and round-trip missions) was c()ml)ared with a goal estal)lish(._l in
Task I. .\ purged multilayev" system was uompared with this goal as well.
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Evacuated Microspimres (Hardware
Weights Scaled From the Test Tank)
- 11.6%
(- 3.2% with
improved gold
coatings and kSC -*
Ite Purged Multilayers (IIardwarc
Weights Scaled From Ref. 1-5)
- 26.4'X
o)
(-11.7 ',:{
w/o purge fairing)
• Ad_canced lower-cost methods for fabricating the jacket are shown in Section 7
mid should be investigated in any future development work.
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